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Introduction
LUIZ OOSTERBEEK
RENALDAS GUDAUSKAS
LAURENT CARON

The main theme of the APHELEIA Seminar in 2017 was the transmission, transference and transformation of
knowledge through education, training and communication.
After having focused the dilemmas of sustainability (2015) and the sociocultural matrices in the territories (2016),
the current publication deals with knowledge circulation and transformation. This threefold sequence intends to
provide clues for assessing: (1) the need to move from a problem-solving short term driven agenda, that still
dominates global activities in contemporary societies, towards a mid-long term reasoning on dilemmas, the
choices required to be made, focusing on past experiences and foresight visions – this was discussed in the book
edited in 2016; (2) the need to assess how societies organize themselves, beyond formal institutions, through
kinship, neighborhood and other sociocultural matrices, through which debates and major choices are made – this
was the focus a three volumes book published earlier in 2017; (3) based on an understanding that at all levels of
human action, knowledge is the key driver that conditions perceptions and choices, the need to approach the
various layers of knowledge circulation – its production/transmission/transformation in education, its
reproduction/dissemination/application through training and its global socialization through communication,
including the dimensions of language and translation.
In the framework of Cultural Integrates Landscape Management, Education (including training) and
Communication are two out of its four pillars (the others being sociocultural matrices and interinstitutional
networking). The articles should also bring some reflection on the core components of basic education in the
domains of the Humanities.
This book is organized in two sections. Section 1 includes 21 chapters on global theory (L. Oosterbeek; Renaldas
Gudauskas and Saulė Jokūbauskienė; Benno Werlen; Michel Depeyre), on specific dimensions of education
(Inguelore Scheunemann and Lívia Scheunemann, Margalit Berriet, Renata Sequeira; Isabel Moreels and Jose
Júlio Garcia Arranz; Pam Peters and Kate Burridge; Cristina Eugenia Íscar Gamero), on the communication of
new paradigms for understanding sustainability (Helena Henriques; Maurizio Quagliuolo; Roberto Messias
Franco), on specific themes of sustainability (António Carvalho) and on case studies (Ivo Boháč; Sara Cura,
Vanda Serra and Rosário Whanon; Helena Zemánková; André Soares; Neide Barrocá Faccio and Luís Antonio
Barone; Gaia Marnetto; Laurent Caron)
The second section includes papers delivered by students during the Apheleia Seminar on the topic. They have
been clustered in 3 parts: 11 papers focusing on transformations and their conceptual, didactic and operational
dimensions (part A); 11 papers on knowledge as conveyed through sites, museums and exhibitions (part B); and
11 papers on communication and education for sustainability, concerning concepts and mechanisms.
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Encrypting and decrypting territories: training, education and communication
within landscapes1
LUIZ OOSTERBEEK2

In what we show ourselves we are ignored
The abyss from soul to soul cannot be bridged
by any skill of thought or trick of seeming.
Unto our very selves we are abridged
when we would utter to our thought our being.
We are our dreams of ourselves souls by gleams,
and each to each other dreams of others' dreams.
F. Pessoa 1918, English Poems

Abstract
This chapter discusses how education and training are key elements in the process of building shared landscapes, i.e., shared
convergent perceptions of the territories. While learning leads to syncretic landscapes and language alone generates
segregated encrypted landscapes, education combines the two and allows for critical foresight and positive decrypting of
meanings within ever widening frameworks: education is, for this reason, a main tool of globalization and of the invention
of humankind, beyond the ethnic divides. The strength of education is, yet, its main weakness: the empowerment of
individuals through education is an abstraction process, which allows them to create non-existing entities that may be
transformed and adapted to completely new contexts (innovation is one such example). When doing so, education breaks
the tie that kept the perception of humans and their environment as being equal: education demonstrates the human capacity
to overcome material restrictions, potentially creating anthropocentric, and not merely ethnocentric, landscapes.
Several questions arise: Will humans alienated from their tangible concrete engagement in causal sequences be capable of
fully developing abstract advance knowledge? Since universal education is no longer required to maximise economic
profits, will it remain or will it be questioned and abandoned? And, if not, will sustainability be possible? Should education
be primarily guided through debating values or through experimenting technologies and revisiting their histories?

Key-words
Territory – Education – Communication – Landscape – Humanities

A humanities approach to territories
One dramatic consequence of the growing divide between sciences and humanities has been their global
weakening, leading to a pragmatic empire of technological solutions deprived from meaning and global reasoning
(Böhme & Stehr 1986; Oosterbeek 2011). Several in-use notions illustrate this dangerous divide, such as
“solutions” (ignoring contradictions and dilemmas), “technology” (ignoring purpose), “memory” (ignoring
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history), “democracy” (ignoring awareness and alienation), “theory” (ignoring praxis) or “education” (ignoring
content – Oosterbeek 1999).
The consequences are to be found in all spheres of activity, and certainly in major recognized global challenges
for which nonintegrated solutions are recurrently experimented with limited or no results, concerning climate
change (oscillating between denial of change and overestimation of anthropic impact), migrations (without
linking these to the nature of existing borders), identities (reducing cultural ethnocentric conflicts to multilateral
dialogue, without facing the challenges of building a united humankind for the first time ever), understandings
of the past (in absence of an effort to build a comprehensive global human past, instead of a collection of local
and regional fragmented histories), or others.
At a global level, the main consequence has been to lack an understanding of cultural complexity, seeking the
same solutions, rooted in social engineering and technology, for different types of inequality, exclusion and
conflict. Part of this misunderstanding has a major impact in the education and training strategies, largely still
oriented towards a 20th century profile of new jobs being created in relation to new economic activities and for a
decolonization urging agenda. While these remain relevant, account has to be made of the re-design of social
processes in the North-South former divide (with a much more complex set of intra-regional divides and the
emergence of primarily cultural divides and disruptions – Hellier 2012), of the current nature of the economic
process (which is no longer generating significant numbers of jobs related the mechanisms of economic growth)
and of the cognitive implications of the digital era (diminishing use of muscles and namely of the brain to achieve
different goals).
The conceptual framework within the UNESCO 2015 Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the
Diversity of Cultural Expressions (UNESCO 2015), focusing on four pillars, is an example of this. It focuses on
the support to sustainable systems of governance, on achieving balance flow of cultural goods and mobility of
artists, on integrating culture in development frameworks, and on promoting human rights and fundamental
freedoms. Creativity and its dissemination are paramount, also linked to technology. Artists and gender are
considered, and creative industries and culture are focused in relation to economy. But there is insufficient
consideration of the relevance of culture in perceiving these issues differently!
Also the 2016 World Social Science Report, addressing inequality, stresses the impact of inequality in
sustainability and considers seven dimensions of the former (economic, social, cultural, political, spatial,
environmental and knowledge-based) and, when detailed, mentions education, discriminations (of gender,
ethnicity or religion), disparities of resources (among regions and urban or rural areas), and different access and
contributions to different sources and types of knowledge (ISSC et al, 2016). But there is limited consideration
of the cultural dimension of inequality in education (following Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977), when compared to
the social dimension of it.
Facing the global merger of economies and societies, but also the trend towards segregating new identities and
cultural networks, the challenge of governance is indeed to create a reflexive humankind for the first time
(Oosterbeek, 2016) and to reorganize the territorial sociocultural matrices that provide coherence, cohesion and
awareness to human groups (Oosterbeek, 2017), understanding that these are, primarily, communication
networks. This means that the governance of such networks, i.e., the governance of territories, has communication
as its backbone. It is largely for this reason that we advocate a cultural integrated landscape management, as
opposed to a merely technical, social engineering and technology driven, model of integration of territories:
“cultural” because it must not only take into account cultural diversity, but to find in it a major strength and not
a problem to overcome; “landscape”, because the integration relates to the cultural perceptions of the territories
values, and not just to the territories themselves (which, by nature, are already integrated in a systemic way).
Education and training are key elements in the process of building shared landscapes, i.e., shared convergent
perceptions of the territories. Words do not only condition the extension of the ideas to consider, they primarily
– 12 –
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structure the hierarchy of the possible ideas and, moreover, the vision that will guide actions (Derrida 1967). For
example, the acronym “STEM” (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics), too readily popularized
worldwide, expresses the technological approach to solutions and the avoidance of humanities and facing
dilemmas or contradictions. Even when, occasionally, this acronym is transmuted into “STEAM” (Sousa &
Pilecki 2013), the A standing for Arts (or creativity), the humanities dimension is carefully left out, in a possibly
unconscious but nevertheless effective way to foster a unique monolithically understanding of sustainability (one
that values economic growth and environmental protection, but fails to understand human anguishes and divides).
This is also why within the operational framework of cultural integrated landscape (Oosterbeek, 2014b), the
dimensions of sociocultural matrix organization and institutional articulation are comprised between a set of
education and training activities and an overall permanent communication programme.
The reason why focus on landscape management is of primeval importance for the humanities is because this is
a dimension of life that engages all humans alike, with a strong tangible dimension and convening a
transdisciplinary framework of reference rooted in praxis. While actual management projects are guided by
cultural integrated landscape management theoretical assumptions, those projects feed-back into the theory,
leading to adjust it. At the same time, the positive consequences of a cultural integrated landscape management
(CILM) of specific territories allow for comparison and to disseminate by example new methodologies.
The specificity of CILM, as a humanities driven methodology, lies in the fact it also uses sociology, law,
economics and natural sciences for dealing with problems, but is rooted in a wider multidisciplinary approach
involving archaeology (and the didactics of tangibility and hand-made technologies and techniques related
reasoning), anthropology (and the understanding of cultural process, mechanism of convergence or fission),
history (as a rational construction of common past and not a mere collection of dividing memories), geography
(positioning actors in relation to spaces, distances, processes and actions), literature (building narratives and
insights), psychology (of individuals and groups in their cultural contexts) and other approaches framed in the
archipelago of philosophy, through communication, education and training (Castells 2010; Scheunemann &
Oosterbeek 2012; Crowley 2016).
One major challenge for CILM, which requires a strong tangible dimension that exercises the motricity of
individuals and their brains, is to cope with the ongoing digitalization of all procedures (Oosterbeek 2014a). As
mentioned by Fiorillo (2015, p. 123), “(…) technologies of communication provide the material basis for global
integration and favour the growingly faster exchange of information between individuals, corporations and
institutions. Despite the contradictions and inequalities that emerge in this context, the information society
characterizes a new way of production of social relations, based on flexibility and promotion of creative
capacities. This field of research has the same complexity of environmental concerns, since both require the
understanding of multiple economic, historical and cultural variables, for a better approach to the global/local
interrelations”.
But, beyond the research on such complexity, the question remains on how to foster tangible learning and
reasoning experiences (which are crucial to develop critical reasoning and non-alienated citizens, themselves the
basis of dynamic and non-despotic societies), when the experience of any child is that a much lesser effort may
lead to the satisfaction of perceived needs using digital resources, in a context of cognitive changes (Vasile 2012)?

The scope of education for and within cultural integrated landscape management
The need to integrate and prepare younger generations into adulthood generated, from the dawn of humankind,
the need for training (Peretto 2016). Such a mechanism is to be observed in many other animals, not even in
mammals alone, but is already quite complex in the group of “Big Apes”, such as chimps. Several record
demonstrate that adults train their children making them watch certain sequences of gestures and then try by
Education, training and communication in cultural management of landscapes
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experiment. Training is a mixture of repetition and creation, though, since the mastering of a given sequence is
only achieved when the learner finally understands the complex relation between intention, gesture and choice
of materials. Tangibility is, therefore, crucial in training, since this implies concrete intellectual operations
focused on materials.
The landscapes constructed through training are perceived as tangible extensions of human action but heavily
dependent on the “resistance” of materials, thus leading to perceive the territories as a matrix of shared values.
Many traditional approaches to the environment build from this approach (Duarte 2017).
Human evolution led towards a process of neoteny, or extended learning process, through which culturally
acquired competences became increasingly more relevant (Gould 1977). Thus, the need to develop a complex
double articulated language, through which slight changes in sounds entail major changes in meanings, emerged
as a response to growing complexity of behavioural attitudes: assigning names and setting propositions within a
flow of classificatory approaches to the context (Bourdieu 1996).
Communication is largely based in this language process, even if it also uses other means, such as gesture or
music. Part of the exercise consists in designing a code of access that certainly helps decoding messages but,
moreover, establishes a protective frontier for each ethos: languages are, in this sense, powerful landscape
builders, defining the scope of notions that shape the perceptions of territories of given human groups, while
blocking access to the others, as the differential use of languages in colonial contexts demonstrates (Akujobi
2016). In this sense, languages are encrypting devices that consolidate and protect the universe of those within.
Therefore, basic notions for human orientation and sense, such as space, time or cause, become culturally
informed by language, and the presence or absence of words imply different understandings of what could be
similar processes.
The differences between the Portuguese as spoken in Brazil and in Portugal are a good example of this. While
often focus is put on the differences of graphic spelling of words (itself a perception that leads towards looking
for a single unified spelling system), differences seat much more on the grammar structure and the use of verb
tenses: while in Portugal sentences are usually expressed in the simple present (i.e., phrased in a way that focuses
on the achievement of something), in Brazil preference goes to the present continuous (i.e., phrased in order to
stress the process or the action, and not as much the final result). These two types of Portuguese relate, in fact, to
two approaches to human behaviour and to agency. Much more complex are the required translations of keywords on sustainability (starting with the word “sustainable”, which becomes “durable” in French, for instance,
since “soutenable” would have a completely different meaning.
The ever-expanding number of morphemes and their combinations made education crucial. Education, beyond
learning, may be understood as a process of generative and transformative acquisition of competences, i.e., a
process through which the student learns not only the contents but, fundamentally, the mechanisms to generate
and transform them, thus gaining critical rational competences and intellectual autonomy. While this may be
considered the reason for the relevance of education in human evolution, formal and normalised education
became relevant only when learning written language also became a need in the economic sphere. While an
agriculture+manufacture+trade economy could rely on a limited number of educated people, industry and
services, both depending on always changing new technologies, required an educative system that would enable
all people not only to replicate learned-by-experiment gestures, but to face the challenge to take them in a flexible
and transformative way, namely reading guidelines. Public school, but also conscious participatory society, result
from this novel and recent process, itself closely related to the notions of democracy, freedom and modernity
(Carlo 2009).
While learning leads to syncretic landscapes and language alone generates segregated encrypted landscapes,
education combines the two and allows for critical foresight and positive decrypting of meanings within ever
widening frameworks: education is, for this reason, a main tool of globalization and of the invention of
– 14 –
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humankind, beyond the ethnic divides. The strength of education is, yet, its main weakness: the empowerment of
individuals through education is an abstraction process, which allows them to create non-existing entities that
may be transformed and adapted to completely new contexts (innovation is one such example). When doing so,
education breaks the tie that kept the perception of humans and their environment as being equal: education
demonstrates the human capacity to overcome material restrictions, potentially creating anthropocentric, and not
merely ethnocentric, landscapes. Paradoxically, it’s this dimension that will allow for massive environmental
destruction, since it “liberated” humans from any constraints.
Understanding the different scopes and the complementarity of training, education and overall communication,
as a tripod to build dynamic cultural integrated landscape management approaches, is fundamental for
sustainability and for seven priorities of urgent change:
1. from problems into dilemmas (understanding that adaptation is not about solving all problems, which
eventually will be solved, but to make adequate choices in face of given contextual constraints in each
moment – Gudauskas, 2016);
2. from alienation into critical knowledge (i.e., involving the majority of the population in the process of
producing new knowledge and not to merely reproduce it – Bruner, 1974);
3. from social ranked networks into sociocultural collaborative networks (based on vicinity or other
references – Oosterbeek, 2017);
4. from tolerance into appreciation, i.e., from the acceptance of the existence of others that are still regarded
as mainly different and, occasionally, inferior, into the understanding that each culture completes gaps in
the other cultures, thus being a need to cherish and not a difficulty to tolerate (Ricoeur, 2000);
5. from depression (economic and psychological) into global understanding, rooted in academic knowledge
(Werlen, 2016);
6. from activism into making sense of things and actions (Latour, 1996); and
7. from sciences and humanities apartheid into integrated adaptive responses, moving from sensitive and
operational knowledge into formalised and anticipatory knowledge, fostering and focusing imagination,
nurturing the integration of gesture (techniques) and creativity (arts), promoting diversity and critical
reasoning and improving participation and democracy.
Two interlinked processes challenge the tripod mentioned above, both related to the new digital era. First,
digitalization is transforming the requirements of gestures related to knowledge sequences and their achieved
results (Carr 2011); less movements are required to obtain results, and similar movements (e.g., to press a key)
lead to very different results (e.g. pressing a key in an ATM machine, in a parking lot or in a drinks dispenser
machine). This diminishing of gestures tends to reduce the stimulus of the brain, disrupting causal nexus and
complex reasoning sequences. Since training remains at the basis of education, concrete intelligence preceding
and enabling, later, the full development of abstract knowledge through education (Piaget 1954), one first
question is: will humans alienated from their tangible concrete engagement in causal sequences be capable of
fully developing abstract advance knowledge? For instance: once training to focus concentration in one single
task (e.g. holding a pencil to write down a text or to make basic arithmetic calculations) is abandoned (due to the
use at very early ages of computers that automatically correct spelling and make very fast calculations), will
poetic or algebraic mindsets still be accessible to most?
A second challenge relates to changes in the economy and the replacement of humans by machines and, also, of
working written instructions by oral digital ones. This new trend in the digital economy, which is destroying most
jobs, from car assemblers to software design engineers, renders useless the universal education. Decreasing levels
of literacy and the the re-emergence of “post-truth” are expressions of this trend. Since universal education is no
longer required to maximise economic profits, will it remain or will it be questioned and abandoned? And, if not,
will sustainability be possible (Stiglitz 2012)?
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Is there a future for universal education in the context of the third global depression and of the digital
world?
Current global debates experience major disruptions due to a growing tension between the global needed
integration of the social sphere (alongside economy) and the institutions designed to protect non-global networks
of production, trade and management. The later build from the reification of cultures, as discrete entities,
preventing their transformation through a double mechanism of past cultural diversity extinction (since reification
requires simplification) and denial of new cultural diversity recognition (since this tends to emerge from global
trends). On occasions, unexpected agents of such process may be naïve well intentioned approaches, as uncritical
consideration of intangible heritage.
While the digital dimension remains an opportunity to disconnect, the context is shaped by the crisis of
sociocultural matrices and education policies have been captured by the concept of “education market”, thus
having been reduced to commodities (Schwartzman 2013).
Economies are integrated at a global scale, societies are linked at a global scale, contextual challenges are global
and identities and cultures are structured in relation to global neighbours. Education serves the purpose of
socialization within sociocultural dynamics that are, now, international and global. Since humankind evolves
through integrative processes in which technologies are crucial, one main choice will be to put the accent in the
participation in debates (or political perspectives, which require enlightenment, awareness, reinforced wider
communication mechanisms rooted in critical education and extensive training) or in process of production of
technologies fostering economic growth and environmental sustainability per se (achievable through expelling
humans from economic decision mechanisms and aiming at some sort of eugenic sustainable development, as
STEM strategies tend to do). And, thus, should education be primarily guided through debating values or through
experimenting technologies and revisiting their histories?
Unless an ethical choice intervenes (Leonhard 2016), it would be an illusion to believe that participation,
awareness and critical reasoning are requirements, in the short term, for strict economic growth and
environmental preservation. But bridging technologies, arts and humanities, and fostering diversity of gesture,
will allow for the using of digital resources to favour face-to-face interaction, meeting the seven changes
mentioned above, promoting flexibility and critical reasoning, encouraging transformation through enhancing
heritage and educating for values and cultures of peace through diminishing social and environmental gaps.
As a tool, the digital revolution, from archives to robotics, will challenge humans on how to deal with it. In the
age when computers are learning emotions, the preservation of a strategy oriented towards critical reasoning
through education and open communication will become a condition to make sure that in the future human bodies,
and not robots, will be the best “humans”, the one better capable of conceiving new landscapes and thus to manage
territories in a more balanced and sustainable way.
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Interaction of Communication and Education: Roadmap for Sustainability of
inclusive Knowledge Societies3
RENALDAS GUDAUSKAS
SAULĖ JOKŪBAUSKIENĖ

Abstract
In 20-30 years the world‘s economy may change significantly, driven by the advent of new technological and societal
innovations. In general, pressure for sustainable development is increasing from all sectors of society. Sustainable
development is defined as „Meeting the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of the future
generations to meet their own needs (Brundtland, G, ed., (1987.)“4 is both a vision and a process. Communication, education
have a key role to play to build on emerging trends and to make sustainable development approachable and understandable.
Experts are coming to realise that traditional approach from governments and business groups urging the public to adapt
the environment into their day to day decision need to be overhauled. The lesson to be learned is that communication,
education, learning styles have to be positive and tailored to different circumstances and cultural contexts. Inspiring
examples and visions from all area can encourage national and local authorities, business to plan, develop and implement
campaign that make sustainable lifestyles is attractive. In this article we will discuss challenges of communication and
education in the context of sustainable and inclusive Knowledge Societies.
Key words: sustainable development, complexity, management, communication, education.

Strong Demand
The social, civic and economic potential of a global Internet – one that bridges the world – is widely recognized
(UNESCO 2011). Connecting an individual, locality, nation or continent to the wealth of information, expertise
and communities distributed across the globe is among the greatest promises of the Internet in the field of global
Communication and Education. It opens the potential for using the Internet to make easier access to information
and knowledge, helps to reshape freedom of expression, privacy, ethical norms and behaviour. Modern
communication techniques enable effective interaction between countries and cultures.
The Europe 2020 strategy is about delivering growth that is: smart, through more effective investments in
education, research and innovation; sustainable, thanks to a decisive more towards a low-carbon economy; and
inclusive, with a strong emphasis on job creation and poverty reduction. Smart growth means strengthening
knowledge and innovation as drivers of future growth. This requires promoting innovation and knowledge
transfer, making full use of information and communication technologies and ensuring that innovative ideas can
be turned into new products and services that create growth, quality jobs and address European and global societal
challenges.
In the Knowledge Society the flows of information are increasing exponentially and new, digital content becomes
more and more important in the fields of education, science, economy and culture. Because of rapid technological
revolution, which transforms the infrastructure of information and communication, the changing information
environment is closely and often controversially related to changes in social environment. The rush of the virtual
space spurred by the Internet, which overcomes time and geographical barriers, to all areas of life challenges also
3
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communication and education. The report „The Future of Jobs“ at the Global Economy Forum at 2016 on
demographic, socio-economic and technological dimensions emphasises the paramount importance of the mobile
Internet, cloud computing and data processing technologies. In this context the importance of protecting the
society‘s cultural and national identity is increasing not only for the sake of the public creative potential, but also
for the national safety. All changes of the key areas of progress – society, economy, education, science and
sustainable management of complexity – are related to the creation and use of knowledge. What are the Ends in
the Digital Age, that technology should serve?

Emerging gaps
In the Knowledge Economy and Knowledge Society, successful strategic management is critically dependent on
managing knowledge effectively in socio-cultural business systems. In Strategic Knowledge management there
is increasing need to shift focus to the socio-cultural business system, i.e. „ understanding and effectively enabling
knowledge generation and utilisation to enhance the dynamic capabilities of particular socio-cultural business
systems“.5 In reality a gap between the current dynamic capabilities of a communication and education system
and what is required for future strategic resilience is indicative of a systematic strategy gap. Dynamic capabilities
required for future strategic resilience indicate what knowledge is required, and when compared with its existing
knowledge base. It indicates the knowledge gap for the communication and education system.

Figure 1. Knowledge – Strategy Gap Analysis; Tiwana (2002)6

In 2009, ET 2020 set four common EU objectives to address challenges in education and training systems by
2020:
•
•
•
•

Making lifelong learning and mobility a reality;
Improving the quality and efficiency of education and training;
Promoting equity, social cohesion, and active citizenship;
Enhancing creativity and innovation, including entrepreneurship, at all levels of education and training.

Modern communication techniques enable effective interaction between countries and cultures. The Europe 2020
strategy is about delivering growth that is: smart, through more effective investments in education, research and
5
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innovation; sustainable, thanks to a decisive more towards a low-carbon economy; and inclusive, with a strong
emphasis on job creation and poverty reduction. Smart growth means strengthening knowledge and innovation
as drivers of future growth. This requires promoting innovation and knowledge transfer, making full use of
information and communication technologies and ensuring that innovative ideas can be turned into new products
and services that create growth, quality jobs and address European and global societal challenges.
Strategic communication requires a sophisticated method that maps perceptions and influence networks,
identifies policy priorities, formulates objectives, develops themes and messages, employs relevant channels,
leverages new strategic and tactical dynamics, and monitors success. Sustainable approach will build on in-depth
knowledge of other cultures and factors that motivate human behaviour. In general, effective strategic
communication bridges the gap between the knowledge and the strategic interests of the Society.

Global Interdisciplinary Challenges
According newest research, achieving the objectives Education for Sustainability implies a different and
transformative role for education and requires educators with new set of competencies, such as envisioning,
critical, creative, systemic and future thinking, dialogue, collaboration and networking“. Considering that we live
in a complex, global world that demands complex answers, our point is to highlight the need to consider the
perspective of complexity in education“. 7 Indeed, the new emerging reality requires new type of Leadership –
real High Flyers. It means, that Sustainable Leadership ability, which will help to manage even digital complexity,
can be learned and in many aspects managing of complexity is about human competences development.

Figure 2. Principles of GCE pedagogy 8

7
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Global citizenship education (GCE) should promote global community outcomes and outcomes for individual
learners. GCE, as catalyst of the transformative process promotes the use of a wide range of active and
participatory learning methods that engage the learner in critical thinking about complex global issues, and in
developing skills such as communication, cooperation and conflict resolution these issues.
According the strategic approach, positioned in the Declaration on Education for Sustainable Development
(UNESCO 2015), Education for Sustainable Development has the potential tp empower learners to transform
themselves and the society they live in by developing knowledge, skills, attitudes, competences and values
required for addressing global citizenship and local contextual challenges of the present and the future, such as
critical and systemic thinking, analytical problem-solving, creativity, working collaboratively and making
decisions in the face of uncertainty, and understanding of the interconnectedness of global challenges and
responsibilities emanating from such awareness.9 Indeed, „Education faces the challenge of overcoming
reductionist processes that can perpetuate an unsustainable society and find new ways of thinking, feeling and
acting in order to deal with complex reality, targeted at a necessary transformation for a just, equitable and
sustainable society. Education for Sustainability should rise to this challenge“. 10
GCE encourages people to open up to different cultures, think, act and connect more widely in different ways.

Figure 3. How Global citizenship education(GCE) is interpreted in Asia and the Pacific (AP)11

UNESCO
(2015),
“Declaration
on
Education
for
Sustainable
Development”pp.1,
available
at
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0023/002310/231074e.pdf (accessed 29 May 2017).
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Possible solutions

Change the
dominant mind-set
(establish
compelling need)
Adjust the
parameters (alter
policies and
procedures)

Rearrange the parts
of the system
(organise teams)

Correct the
feedback loops
(improve learning
and motivation)

Alter the goals of
the system (adopt
visions and
principles)

Shift the flows of
information
(continual
communication)

Restructure the
rules of
engagement (create
new strategies)

Figure 4. The wheel of change toward sustainability 12

It is important to change the dominant mindset that created the system through the imperative of achieving
sustainability. Because the process of change is circular, organizations can start anywhere on the whell.

Figure 5. Why digital dividends are not spreading rapidly—and what can be done 13

Digital technologies have spread rapidly in much of the world. Digital dividends – the broader development
benefits from using these technologies – have lagged behind. For digital technologies to benefit everyone requires
closing the remaining digital divide, especially in internet access. It comes by adapting worker’s skills to the

12
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demands of the new economy. To maximize digital dividends requires better understanding and communication
of how technology interacts with other factors that are important for sustainable development.

Figure 6. The types of skills needed in a modern economy 14

As more and more parts of the economy rely heavily on the internet, demand for advanced ICT skills will also
grow. But modern labor markets also require creativity, teamwork, problem solving and critical thinking in everchanging environment – skills that traditional education systems do not teach. In general, most important skills
for modern economy are: cognitive, social and behavioral, technical.

Conclusions
•

•

•

Digital technologies are transforming the worlds of business, work, and service delivery. These advances
are making the leading parts of the economy and society more productive development Strategic
challenges: how to create an environment for firms to thrive, how to build effective education and training
systems, and how to make service providers more responsive to citizens.
The World Development Report 2016 shows that while the digital revolution has forged ahead, its “analog
complements”—the regulations that promote entry and competition, the skills that enable workers to
access and then leverage the new economy, and the institutions that are accountable to citizens—have not
kept pace.
Countries should formulate digital development strategies that are much broader than current information
and communication technology (ICT) strategies. For an information industry to continue to grow globally,
however, it requires that national information, communication and education policies evolve into stable
international policy framework.
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Cultural Dimensions and Politics under Globalized Conditions: Traditionalist
orthodoxies vs. constructivist perspectives15
BENNO WERLEN16

The so-called cultural turn has challenged the established research perspectives of both the humanities and human
geography. One of its legacies is that not only in both areas of research cultural aspects are increasingly viewed
as relevant for helping to analyze and explain human practices, but also political discourses are integrating the
cultural dimension in a more direct way.
However, under globalized conditions of local actions the cultural dimension of human practices is of growing
significance, especially on the level of everyday life, as regards the interrelationship of local/regional traditions
and actions across distance. The prospects of success of all kinds of fundamentalist discourses are rapidly
increasing related to a decreasing availability of knowledge of different cultural worlds. Acquiring and expanding
geographical cultural knowledge is becoming an even more important task than ever before in the constitution of
images and representations of the world.
To meet these challenges, it is important to deepen the understanding of the geographical (or spatial) dimension
of the construction and reproduction of cultural realities, a process implied in social, economic, and political
actions and in the transformation of nature by human actions. But to reach this goal, we need a critical and radical
revision of the traditional geographical perspectives that are (curiously) drawn upon in late-modern cultural
research. In my view, it is necessary to overcome the space-centered traditionalist orthodoxy and to take a step
forward to an understanding of the constitution of cultural worlds and the formation of sociocultural matrices as
also inherently spatial or geographical, whilst acknowledging that this kind of late-modern geography rests on
constructivist grounds.

1 The two cultural turns
This paper argues for a distinction between two cultural turns. The first cultural turn at the end of the 19th century
can be characterized by spatialization and naturalization of culture, in geography as well as in the humanities.
Under current globalized conditions, however, drawing on such space-centered understandings of culture
amounts to subscribing to a traditionalist orthodoxy that feeds different types of fundamentalism. The current
second cultural turn can be characterized as interpretative constructivism and focuses on subjective actions and
interpretations.
This second cultural turn is a first step in the realm of cultural research to come to terms with and adapt their
research paradigm to the new ontology of cultural realities. This is of special significance for all forms of cultural
geography, which frequently still reproduce the basic principles of the first cultural turn. One of the main
challenges for current human geography lies therefore in the investigation of the ways in which the naturalization
(and spatialization) of the symbolic is used in powerful (political) discourses, spurring the reproduction of
(problematic) regional and national identities. This paper suggests an action-centered framework for the (critical)
analysis of the interrelation of mediated information, spatial representation, and identity formation.
If we want to be able to access this interrelation, we cannot think social and cultural realities in spatial categories.
This would lead under current (late-modern) geographical conditions of action – in the extreme case – to an
15
16
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enforcement of fundamentalist discourses. If the spatial representation of the social and cultural world has served
us well in the context of traditional life-forms and in the age of the nation-state, it becomes increasingly
problematic in the age of late modernity.
The first question to ask in this context is: Why is this so? Is it because spatial representations of cultural and
social realities are becoming increasingly problematic these days? The hypothetical answer is: Because the first
cultural turn in the humanities has not been adapted to the geographical imagination of the world or only in a
highly contradictory way. I will now briefly outline this contradiction and point out some of the most problematic
implications.

2 Cultural turn I: Spatialization of the Cultural
As George W. Bush called for a “new Crusade” against the “axis of evil” after September 11th, 2001, one could
gain the impression that not only Samuel P. Huntington’s (1996, 17) “Clash of Civilizations”, in which he
purports a view of cultures as colliding entities, has become the paradigm of the “new era of world politics”, but
also that the traditional geographical “culture-realm” school of thought (cf. Schmitthenner (1951[1938]), E.
Huntington (1915)) has achieved a new breakthrough at the political level. More recently, very similar views
appear to be promoted by current again by the U.S. President Donald Trump whose vocabulary suggests cultural
interpretations of the world that are in line with such views of culture as intimately bound to (or even determined
by) space and/or nature. These spatializing and naturalizing perspectives on culture are all coherent with or even
expressions of the first cultural turn in geography.
This first cultural turn emerged in opposition to a philosophical tradition that had been established since Plato
and Aristotle, and that was actually nothing else than a “climatic theory”. In other words, since Greek philosophy,
the culture and character of peoples have been placed in a direct relationship with climatic zones. Philosopher G.
W. F. Hegel (1837, 109), for example, remarks that „each nation, each people carries within itself the type of
nature [peculiar to its] locality (...), [it] is the son of [its] soil.” The implication of this argument is that culture
and space, i.e., culture and nature, are to be treated as congruent.
The first cultural turn was part of the so-called historicism debate, which strove for an emancipation of the
humanities from the natural sciences. The core principle of this turn was proposed and postulated in particular by
Dilthey (1990[1865]) and Max Weber (1913) and stated that “Verstehen” (which roughly translates to
“meaningful understanding” or “putting yourself in the shoes of others to see things from their perspective”)
should be the appropriate methodology for the cultural sciences when seeking to access and analyze subjective
meaning. Dilthey and Weber thus sought to establish sociology as an interpretive discipline as opposed to a
positivist one.
It is, however, significant that this new approach was not fully and consistently applied to investigations of human
expressions or activities – neither in social and cultural anthropology, nor in cultural geography. The early cultural
sciences instead objectified cultures as spatially embedded living-spaces, akin to the notion of “ecological niches”
in biology. Contained in this understanding are holistic and essentializing representations of culture as they are
reified as spatial entities.
.
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Figure 1:

Cultural Turn I: Spatialization of the Cultural

In the possibilistic variant of the early approaches in geography and the cultural sciences, (regional) culture is
understood as a regional reality and a regionally developed semantic framework for dealing with the problems of
existence. In the geo-deterministic variant, culture is further understood as an immediate expression of natural
conditions and/or as based on some kind of “objective spirit” (“objektivierter Geist”) (Schwind 1964, 1). Thus,
the corresponding cultural research has to do essentially with the empirical demonstration of the unity of nature,
space and culture within (greater or smaller) spatial containers [Behältnissen].
This program is combined in the most contradictory way with the core postulate of the first cultural turn, which
leads to an emphasis on the uniqueness of each land, each region, each landscape. In short: vertically speaking, a
(natural) determinism is postulated, in the sense that observable cultural forms must be seen as causally dependent
on (or determined by) and hence expressions of the natural basis. At the same time, however, in horizontal terms,
the uniqueness of each individual regional culture is postulated, to which the descriptive representation is
supposed to be faithful.
Consequently, in this perspective, addressing “identity” and “difference” takes on a spatial figuration. The
identity-generating “we” is bound to the “here”, the bordering “other” to the “there”, such that the near constitutes
the familiar, the far constitute the foreign.
The second question, then, is this: Under which conditions would the spatial description of societies and cultures
be appropriate? The hypothetical answer to this question is: Under conditions where spatially and temporally
embedded traditional life-forms prevail.
The most important spatio-temporal characteristics of traditional life forms and regional societies can – in idealtypical form – by referring to Giddens (1990) be summarized as shown in figure 2:
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Figure 2:

Ideal-typical aspects of traditional life-forms and regional societies

Stability over time or temporal embeddedness is based on the domination of local traditions. Traditions link past,
present, and future and are the central frame of reference for action, orientation, and legitimation in daily praxis.
They set narrow bounds for individual decisions. Social relations are predominantly ruled by relations of kinship
or tribe or forms of social hierarchy that assign individual positions based on place of birth, age, or sex.
In such societies, the technical standards of transportation and communication set relatively narrow spatial
limitations, which is why such societies can also be described as spatially ‘embedded’. The predominance of
walking and the limited significance of writing restrict social and cultural expressions to the local and regional
level. Face-to-face interaction is almost the only possible situation for communication. Additionally, production
processes have to respect natural conditions because of technological development. Economies are, consequently,
highly adapted to the prevailing physical conditions.
In addition – as many anthropological studies teach us – temporal, spatial, and socio-cultural aspects of everyday
praxis are closely bound together. For traditional life forms, it is important not only to carry out certain activities
at a certain time, but also in a certain place and sometimes even with a certain spatial orientation. In this way,
social regulations and activity patterns are reproduced and enforced by unreflexive spatio-temporal commitments.
The unity of socio-cultural and spatio-temporal dimensions of activities becomes the basis for extremely powerful
reification processes. In this way, for example, places of worship are identified with the act of worship. Only in
this way is it possible to claim that somebody who puts his or her feet on a certain place also desecrates that place.
But this can only appear as a meaningful phrase if there is no distinction made between significance and space.
To put it another way: only when the significance is seen as a quality of the place itself and not as a product of
the subjects' constitution process, only then is it possible to talk about desecrating places. Exactly on the basis of
this process of reification, `space' and `time' are enriched, are filled up with specific meanings. Signification
appears as a quality of things, deeply rooted in them and embedded in the territory of a given culture.
Consequently, spatial representations of the cultural are possible and meaningful because of the temporal and
spatial embeddedness everyday praxis. Or in other words: because everyday praxis under traditional conditions
are highly spatially tied or better: tied to the physical-material conditions, it is possible – without extreme
alienation – to represent socio-cultural realities as spatial realms.
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2 Rational containerisation of social realities: the nation state
The disembedding mechanisms are grounded in the history of modernisation. This mechanisms are the core
dimension of the transformation of the space-society-nexus, leading today to the globalisation of our life
conditions. Their most significant expression became manifest in the transformation of relations of production
and exchange (capitalism), the transformation of technologies of productions and communication (industrialism)
and the emergence of powerful apparatus of bureaucracy (bureaucratisation) for the co-ordination and control of
human actions over long temporal and spatial distances.

Figure 3:

Main dimensions of modernity and the transformation of space

The spatial implications of the three main dimensions in the emergence of modern societies are of extraordinary
importance. In the sphere of economics – beyond Marx’ analysis of capitalism – the tremendous extension of
territories with uniform currencies is the fundamental pre-condition for the establishment of national economies.
For all economic actions the principal of territoriality is applied to the tokens of exchange (money). Another
important aspect in the emergence of the modern economic order is the protection of the own production of
national economies by customs and taxes along the national borders.
The practices of territorialization of economy are directly bound up with the formalization and metrication of
‘space’. The emptying out of it’s mythological and religious meanings is the precondition for the interregional
unification of metric systems on the basis of international conventions. The national unification of the currency
is the precondition not only for the establishing a land market but also for the territorial organization of market
economy inside clearly defined borders.
Closely tied up with economic changes are technical innovations and their enabling of a growing division of
labor. If Durkheim draw our attention to the social implication of this processes, in social geographical
perspective the consequences of the disembedding mechanisms in the field of communication and interregional
exchange of commodities and information are even more important. For the first time in human history it became
possible to inform a big number of persons simultaneously. This has – of course – very strong cultural and
economic implications.
Education, training and communication in cultural management of landscapes
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Max Weber’s analysis of modern societies draw our attention to the limiting implications of bureaucracy and its
danger for economic and political developments. But it is important to see, that bureaucracy is not only the
expression of the emergence of state control, but also the implication of the territorial organization of production
and consumption. The time-space distanciation of interaction partners is asking for more bureaucratic activities
of co-ordination, on the private level as well as on the state level. Bureaucratic activities and bureaucracy have
to be seen as the outcome of the new ordering of the spatial-temporal relations in the ‘society’-‘space’-nexus and
the territorialization of the political and legal order as well as of education and information system. The
emergence of national (high)languages parallels on the cultural level the emergence of a single national currency
on the economical level.
A central aspect of the history of modernization are the processes of territorialization and therefore of
regionalization on the level of nation-states. The disembedding of traditional life-forms led to the re-embedding
through rational territorialization. The religious-mythological embeddedness is replaced by bureaucraticinstitutional forms of re-embedding. The history of nation-states is may be the most prominent expression of that
process.
To sum up: Territorial binding and spatial compartmentalization of the cultural are under traditional and national
relations to a certain degree given; under late-modern conditions, nevertheless, they are not. With this, the
pioneering accomplishments of the first cultural-scientific phase not only lose their powers of orientation, they
become – if they are brought into play as interpretive templates under altered conditions – orthodox
traditionalism.
If one understands fundamentalism, with Giddens (2002, 5) as an attitude that under modern conditions calls for
adherence to traditional – not discursively accomplished – standards, it becomes intelligible how orthodox
traditionalism can strengthen fundamentalist positions. If the traditionalistic orthodoxy of (spatial)
essentialization of culture is combined with the relativization of all standards of value, the additional tendency
emerges to absolutization and homogenization of particular cultures.
If the representations of cultural reality undertaken by cultural geography are to be able to avoid the link to
traditionalistic orthodoxy, its methodology must be harmonized anew with the altered current conditions of
everyday life. How can these conditions be characterized?

3 New geographical conditions
In the age of late modernity these basic principles are transformed, especially on the economic and cultural level.
The modern principles of territorialization and regionalization are evaporating as consequence of the growing
power of the disembedding mechanisms. One of the striking implications is the globalization of the life-worlds.
In contrast to the traditional and national constellations, late-modern life forms (Giddens 1990) are the basis and
expression of the globalization process. Here traditions are not in the center of daily social praxis. Social
orientations and social actions need – as a consequence of modernity – discursive justification and legitimization.
The dominant life contexts are spatially and temporally ‘disembedded’. The disembedding mechanisms are
grounded in the history of modernization. These mechanisms are at the core of the transformation of the spacesociety-nexus.
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Figure 4:

Ideal-type of late-modern life forms and globalised societies

Temporal stability is replaced by constant social transformation. Late modern everyday actions are not dominated
by local traditions. It is rather routines that sustain ontological security. For individual decisions, a wide field of
possibilities remains open. Globally observable life styles and life forms – very often linked to a specific
generation – become much more important. A person's social position is determined by production and valued
work and – following the principles of the enlightenment – not by birth or age, nor by sex or race.
The spatial clustering and embeddedness of traditional social life forms is replaced by global interconnections
and disembedding mechanisms. The actual and potential reach of actors is stretched to a global dimension. The
most important disembedding mechanisms are money, writing and technical artefacts. Means of transportation
enable a high level of mobility. Together with individual freedom of movement the new means of transportation
are enabling a mix of formerly locally fixed cultures. This multi-cultural mixing, combined with global
communication systems, enables a diffusion of information and information storage not dependent on the
corporeal presence of the actors. Of course, face-to-face interaction still exists as an important situation of
communication, but the most substantial part of communication is mediated.
`Space' and `time' are emptied of fixed signification, or at least separated from them. The signification of things
is much more the result of a recombination by the subject, depending on the action to be performed. What a thing
signifies is no longer taken as a quality of the thing itself, but is rather attributed to it, and the content of attribution
depends in principle on what the subject is doing or wants to do. Therefore, the `When' and `Where' of social
activities is something to agree on, a subject of agreement, and does not depend on fixed, pre-given meaningcontents of social activities. The place of traditionally fixed meanings is taken over or replaced by rationally and
institutionally determined regulations, open to communicative revision.
Under these conditions, contexts of action distinguish themselves not only through non-simultaneity of the
simultaneous but also by the absence of the available.
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Figure 5:

New geographical conditions

As consequence of the dis-embedding or realization of the above-named options, a multiplicity of subjectively
co-formed lifestyles takes the place of regionally homogeneous forms of life. Cultural multiplicity becomes the
sign of local context.
The manifold nature (heteromorphy) of the options to act primarily entails two possibilities. On one hand, it holds
an enormous potential for innovation. For the new can only ever stem from calling the locally familiar into
question. On the other hand, it also contains a quite volatile potential for conflict. In order to “manage” this
conflict potential, fundamentalistic discourses are often generated, which can range from regionalistic or
nationalistic to trans-national culturalistic proportions in the framework of a clash of civilizations (Kulturkampf).
This kind of conflict management amounts to a duplication at the everyday level of the traditionalistic orthodoxy
of the traditional cultural geography described above.

4 Cultural turn II: Geographical practices
As a result of the new constellations of the everyday world, a new cultural understanding becomes necessary at
the scholarly level, one which does justice to the meaning of the spatial dimension for cultural realities, but does
not grasp this dimension as a constitutive power. Spatial relations should be acknowledged instead as a context
of action in need of interpretation, [a context] which acquires different meanings according to each course of
action
Giving these relations their due, the culture-concept of the second cultural turn distinguishes itself first through
the assumption that “culture” represents the arena of life-forms.
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Figure 6:

Cultural Turn II: Interpretative Constructivism

The second important feature of this “cultural turn” is the tendency to self-reflexivity. “Truths” previously
accepted as self-evident are exposed to critical examination. Scientific analyses, too, are seen as social-cultural
constructs.
The second cultural turn distinguishes itself thirdly through the problematic accentuation of a pattern of
argumentation and explanation whereby cultural aspects of difference take the place of social background and
socialization. The concept of “culture” is deployed over wide expanses where “society” stood earlier.
Tied to this is a new interpretation of “difference” as a central dimension of the experience of cultural identity.
In the dialectically understood relation of identity and difference, no strictly spatial connotations are mobilized.
The “we” is no longer primarily coupled to the “here”. It refers rather to the sharing of lifestyle elements. Cultural
identity can thus be grasped as the correspondence or agreement of a subject with accepted cultural values, valueorderings and evaluations in the carrying out of his or her own activities; cultural difference as the deviation from
these values.
To sum up, the cultural understanding at the root of the second cultural turn can be characterized – in contrast to
the traditionalistic orthodoxy – as interpretive-constructivist. But this second cultural turn has – so far – also it
short comings with quite important or even dramatic implications

5 Action and Power
As Mitchell (2000, 3) shows in his representative critique, the greatest weaknesses of the second cultural turn are
in the substantive arbitrariness and the resulting „impressionistic character“ of the research, which is linked to its
meager methodological standards and lack of thematic coordination of research programs. More problematic still
is the almost complete exclusion of components of power from the study of cultural dimensions of globalized
forms of geography-making.
In the perspective of an action-centered cultural geography, I understand “globalization” as the term for a new
geographical modus operandi, a new mode of determination of the culture-space relation. “Globalization” is thus
at the same time a new mode of everyday geography-making. Its special character consists in the possibility to
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act in real time over great distances. Geographical analyses of globalization have to refer, in this perspective –
in that of a constructivist understanding of culture – to the globalizing and globalized practices themselves.
I consider these practices forms of world-binding in the field of tensions of dis-embedding and re-embedding.
The practice of “world binding” means a practice of “re-embedding” by which the subjects, under globalized
conditions, define the connection between themselves and the world. “World-binding” in this sense represents
the following: the social control of spatial and temporal horizons in order to control one's own actions and the
practices of others. This implies practices of allocative appropriation of material goods; practices of authoritative
“appropriation,” or control of subjects over a distance; and the symbolic appropriation of objects and subjects on
the basis of the available stock of knowledge.
Human practices in general can, in view if the existing level of research in the humanities, be divided into three
main forms at the abstract level (cf. Fig. 6 and 7):
a. Symbolization, interpretation and understanding as core area of the cultural. Here the focus is on
relations between information, knowledge and signification.
b. Legitimation in the framework of cultural interpretations of the social and the political. Here the
relations between social expectations and political standards of validity occupy the center of
attention.
c. Exchange in the context of cultural interpretations of the economic. Here the focus is on the
relation between production and consumption.

Figure 7:

Action and power

6 Regionalism and Nationalism in Late-Modernity
If we start from the premise, that all non-natural geographies are produced and reproduced by human practises,
then we can get access to the crucial role of space in the reproduction of authoritative resources and power, i.e.
of the political everyday geographies. Power thus can be identified as a dimension of action, referring to the use
of material goods as well as to the control over other actors. To have power and control over space signifies to
have control over subjects by controlling their bodies. The interrelation between power and space can now be
identified as an interrelation between power and body through normative appropriation. All forms of
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territorialisation and political control are based, this is a hypothesis for subsequent empirical research, on this
interrelation.
The interrelation specified above is fundamental for the nationalisation of life worlds in the context of the modern
nation state and the prescriptive appropriation of territories of any kind, leading to (national) container societies.
In case of any economic action, the principle of territoriality is applied to the tokens of exchange (money). In
their turn, these relations are part of the constitution of a new 'society'-'space'- nexus. It's specific feature lies as
well in the rational territorialisation as in the containerisation of the political and legal order through bureaucratic
organisation . The containerisation of the cultural spheres is based on the territorialisation of education and
information systems. The emergence of national (high) languages is the cultural parallel to the emergence of a
single national currency on the economic level.
A very important component of the making of everyday political geographies are the activities of regionalist and
nationalistic movements, aiming for a new political geography – very often nothing else than looking for a new
container -, and the different forms of regional and national identities on which they are based. The gaining
importance of regional and national identities can be understood as a consequence of the rise of new
disembedding mechanisms.
We can start from the premise, that the disembedding mechanisms that extend the field of decision possibilities,
lead to considerable insecurities on the personal level. Under this condition, the need for stabilising identities is
growing. 'Regionalism' can in these terms be seen as a compensation for the insecurities provoked by globalisation
processes. This could be the main reason why 'regionalism' and 'identity' are so closely tied together.
By referring to 'identity' it has to be remembered that 'identity' can only be made topical, or actualised if
'difference' is possible. This is obviously so, because 'identity' refers always to two entities, that in principle could
be different, but are not. Consequently, 'identity' is only actualised by growing difference. If we see it in this way,
we can understand why in late modernity, where problems of identity have become so prominent, a politics of
difference, such as nationalism or regionalism, might take root.
In this sense, contemporary regionalism and nationalism are on the one hand bound up with the emerging
dialectics of the global and the local. While this may be an important and necessary intrinsic dilemma of late
modern life, it is my concern that if the logic of regionalism and nationalism is applied to all aspects of modern
life, it could (and possibly has already) become very destructive. I will briefly point out some of these problematic
implications.
The first problematic form of regionalism is certainly the process of social typification which it entails. Here
spatial and regional categories are used to produce stereotypes and totalizing qualifications of persons in the form
of for example 'Sicilians are criminals', 'Corsicans are cunning' etc. The most crucial point of this is that social or
personal characteristics – positive or negative ones – are transmitted to all persons living in a certain area.
The Janus-faced, double-edged character of regionalist discourses is partly grounded in this process. Socially
indifferent spatial categories – like biological ones – are used in an ideologically 'loaded' or 'charged' way for
social typification. Because they are not social, they can be used in an arbitrary way. What becomes 'racist' or
'sexist' by using biological categories for social typification, becomes 'regionalist' by using spatial categories. All
of these forms of typification undermine the subjects’ rights in modern societies and are therefore deeply antimodern.
It is in the context of such socially typifying regionalism, that the political regionalism finds its preferred basis.
This is because such regionalist typifications create the best conditions for instituting exclusive measures towards
others, while internally the same strategy consists in the creation of identity. In the form of an excluding identity
this strategy can easily be used for political mobilization: both to create the image of an enemy and to strengthen
internal solidarity. Internal differences evaporate by emphasizing external differences.
Education, training and communication in cultural management of landscapes
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Conclusion
The essentialization of culture by way of space-centered representations of reality in the style of the
traditionalistic orthodoxy will thus probably be one of the central problems of the future, because its basis in the
everyday lifeworld is being progressively dissolved. A comparison of traditional geographical research on
cultural realms with regionalistic, nationalistic and related fundamentalist patterns of argumentation allows us to
recognize a frightening family resemblance. Such repercussions for social-political everyday realities are of
explosive relevance. I consider their overcoming to be the central challenge facing scientific human and especially
cultural geography.
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The challenges to form teachers in the lifelong learning era17
INGUELORE SCHEUNEMANN18
LÍVIA SCHEUNEMANN19

Abstract
Lifelong learning and learning beyond the school require that students are educated for critical thinking, to develop their
own abilities to learn and to be creative. For this, it is necessary that teachers have such capacities also, which is not a reality
in most places and countries. The training and re-qualification of teachers is necessary, even more in a world in which
access to ICTs is growing and quickly becomes a reality also in education, whether for formal, non-formal or self directed.
For this, the recognition of teachers by society is indispensable, which includes remunerations equated to other well
evaluated professions.
Keywords: lifelong learning, teacher formation, Information and Communication Technology.

I believe, indeed, that overemphasis on the purely intellectual attitude, often
directed solely to the practical and factual, in our education, has led directly to
the impairment of ethical values. I am not thinking so much of the dangers with
which technical progress has directly confronted mankind, as of the stifling of
mutual human considerations by a 'matter-of-fact' habit of thought which has
come to lie like a killing frost upon human relations. Without 'ethical culture'
there is no salvation for humanity. (Einstein, 1953)

“One child, one teacher, one pen and one book can change the World.” It was among the last words in Malala
Yousafzai´s speech at the Youth Takeover of the United Nations, in July 2013 (Theirworld 2013). A believe she
expressed again when received the Peace Nobel Prize in 2014, calling education “one of the blessings of life“
(Nobel Media 2014). Both ceremonies took place in the present decade, the second decade of XXI century, our
present time. For this reason, it was quite natural that we expected to listen much more about the use of ICT
(Information and Communication Technology) for education than the words said by Malala. Her words have the
role of reminding us about the inequality the world faces throughout its many regions, ones that have the facilities
of high technologies to use as tools in education and others that hope to, at least, have the old goods.
However, and despite the many difficulties economically poor populations present in conflicted zones face, there
is at least one common variable between the troubled zones and the ICT well provided ones: teachers are
indispensable. And the kind of teachers is the same. That is, those capable of preparing children for the future, in
a world where knowledge is and will be the key for every situation in everyday life.
Children are creative by nature, and curiosity is a natural driver for engaging in learning experiences through
experimentation and search for knowledge. However, today’s world is shifting in the types of experiences
children have, as we move to an ever-increasing technologically dominated society. It is therefore important to
move beyond traditional teacher formation curriculum, and update teacher development strategies to reflect and
address the issues these professionals face.
17
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Teaching and learning in the era of lifelong learning are processes not yet mastered, but developing and
improving, as it has been deemed essential by many, including UNESCO (UNESCO 1996) and the OECD
(OECD 1996), for example. The reason for this being that, in the twenty-first century, learning throughout life
will be essential for adapting to the evolving requirements of the labour market and for better mastery of the
changing time-frames and rhythms of individual existence (UNESCO 1996). Education as a process may hold a
different meaning within the realms of lifelong learning, as it brings awareness to the fact that education and
training are continuing processes, both for students and teachers alike – in fact for all members of current and
future societies. Among the societal changes calling for transformation in educational paradigms is the
globalisation of the economy, with its many effects on the movement of capital, labour and knowledge.
Science and technology’s continuous developments expand our current knowledge on a fast pace. With it, it
brings significant change to the character of work and occupational patterns visible within a generation cycle,
emphasizing the need to keep learning as well as re-train for current occupations, not to mention for opening
opportunities in career development. Skills and keywords such as adaptability, flexibility, teamwork, innovation
and initiative are ubiquitous throughout the job market. However, the educational system was not set as a
malleable institution, and fitting the education system to serve the needs of society, specially when that society
is undergoing profound and accelerating change, can be challenging.
Also, it is important to highlight that in the lifelong learning framework, formal education structures – primary,
secondary, higher, vocational, and so on – are less important than learning and meeting learners’ needs (The
World Bank 2003). Increased or unlimited learner mobility should be encourage and facilitated, so that they are
able to enter and leave the system at chosen, and therefore beneficial, points. Inclusion of a variety of societal
actors and players, such as, but not limited to, learners, teachers, families, business, industry, and the state, should
be encouraged for better governance.
As most programs are developed by those closest to the source of funding – mostly governments and their
bureaucratic employees – the fundamental decision on which subjects should be encompassed and how they
should be addressed is often far removed from the main actors: teachers and students. Important programs that
have included teachers have found that most concerns are not currently being addressed. Increasingly, teachers
face challenges acquiring or improving ICT teaching skills (OECD 2009). The constant rate of innovation,
children’s plasticity enabling them to absorb such knowledge with extreme velocity, and recurrently overly
booked schedules mean that teachers have little time and, in most cases, little to no assistance in understanding
and adapting technologies to the classroom. If educators had more time planned in their schedules for these
activities, much more could be done to help young people thrive and learn in classrooms (formal education), outof-school activities (non-formal education) and in self-directed – and in some cases digital – contexts (informal
education) (Council of Europe 2015).
Among one such project was the alternative pedagogic proposal of Faculdade de Educaçaõ /UFPel (Pelotas,
Brazil) for the formation of teachers at work (KIELING 2000). The project had a double goal: to qualify teachers
in the view of teaching/research combination and to investigate the experience of the Faculty in teacher’s
education. It started from the voiced need of the community to have better prepared teachers. Representatives of
five municipalities held seminars to discuss the needs and shortcomings faced by the communities. A diverse
group of representatives was gathered, and included professors, students, parents, school employees, educational
authorities, politicians, mayors, deputies, business people (from commerce, agriculture, and other areas), firemen,
police officers, health sector administrators and workers, non governmental agencies, as well as people employed
in different sectors of economy and unemployed members of the community. As the number one issue
unanimously agreed by the peoples was the need to have better prepared teachers.
To overcome those deficiencies a two-year re-training program was launched, which lasted for over 10 years and
reached over 2,000 teachers, offering tools to work through subjects in an interdisciplinary method, having the
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teaching practice of the student/teacher emphasized as a "space" of knowledge and learning, and finally to
experience the production of knowledge, giving the student a more qualified observation of reality, the
elaboration of interpretative knowledge about this reality, the questioning of dogmatisms and the permanent
inquiry about what is in place, the search for paradigms and consistent and pertinent paths to the historical
relations that are proposed to know and to explain. The project, based on the diagnosis of regional demands and
consideration about the public university, became the main reference point in the search for new alternatives to
respond to the educational demands and detected social requirements.
It is also imperative to highlight the need to improve the faculty’s image in society (teachers and headmasters,
for example). Several programs understand this and add this particular point as a goal to achieve better learning
environments, as for example, the Estonian The Lifelong Learning Strategy 2020 (Republic of Estonia, Ministry
of Education and Research 2014) and the European Network of Education Councils (ENEC 2008). As part of
their programs they state wages must be more competitive and work organization must be such that working as
a teacher or a headmaster would be highly valued in society, as an attractive career choice. These measures not
only envision attracting new talents, but also impact teacher retention, and both are part of priorities set by
UNESCO, which further include training, recruitment and working conditions (UNESCO 2013). It is important
to highlight that improving the status of teaching is associated with teachers’ better motivation and job
satisfaction, which increases their retention and performance, as well as student learning. Including access to ICT
tools offers the opportunity to enrich the pedagogic toolkit of teacher educators and teachers in ways that have
been so far unforeseeable. Information and communication tools are becoming increasingly portable, flexible and
powerful, and studies point to the potential of these new technologies as learning tools (Soloway et al. 2005). ICT
skills are a basic prerequisite for most qualifications in our current reality, has become an essential part of our
learning and development in education, and will be more intrinsic and vital to qualifications that currently do not
require much ICT know-how or skill. This is not to say that ICTs are undoubtedly the best educational mean or
ideal tool for all peoples and societies (Higgins 2003), but the technology’s global pervasiveness cannot be
overlooked or denied. Therefore, those children who are not prepared to use and take advantage of the tools and
technologies available and developed during their lifetime might encounter significant difficulties; stagnate in
their careers and/or professional development, and feel an overall sentiment of being left behind. Giving the
almost ubiquitous presence of technology in our lives, there is little to no doubt of the need to use ICT in
education, the question now relying on which and how these ICTs can be effectively implemented in education
(Moon 2004). The identification and use of best practice in the ICT-teacher-training is above all a transfer process,
concerning both the curricula of the student and the training of the teacher (Auerswald & Magambo 2006).
In a study aiming at valuing the effectiveness of the training received in a year-long training course experience
on ICT for in-service teachers using a quantitative research approach, teachers’ general satisfaction towards the
training was regarded high (4.42 in a scale from 0 to 5) (Sánchez-García et al. 2013). The teachers engaged
declared that the training courses optimize the application of ICT in their day-to-day teaching and, as a
consequence of that, many of them voluntarily participated in innovation school projects related to the use of ICT
at their schools. High levels of satisfaction towards the ICT courses seem to have been reached because the
training contributed to the development of one’s own teaching skills, as the training allowed teachers to use many
basic functions of ICT in class. The study also highlights the importance of focusing on knowledge that is
transferable to the classroom, as to avoid information overload, which can lead to lower levels of satisfaction
with the courses, reduced attraction of teachers for training courses, and lower rates of return for further training.
Teachers engaged in lifelong learning will possibly feel more confident and secure in their tasks, experience
improved student motivation and satisfaction, as well as felling encouraged to contribute to the school’s overall
learning climate (Southall 2003). When teachers develop as lifelong learners, they not only strengthen and enrich
their own knowledge and skills as educators, but also instil upon their students the importance and value of
learning across the lifespan (Helterbran 2005).
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There are fundamental social and economic changes which are re-shaping contemporary society. It emphasises
that society’s requirement of a highly educated, well trained, committed and effective teaching force was never
more urgent.
If society’s concern is to improve quality in education and to foster creative, enterprising, innovative, self-reliant
young people, with the capacity and motivation to go on as lifelong learners, then this will not happen unless the
corps of teachers are themselves challenging, innovative and lifelong learners. The future well being of the
teaching profession in the context of a lifelong learning policy framework is of pivotal importance. It is necessary
to view the career of teaching nowadays in a systemic way which locates it within the role required of it by a fast
changing society and school environment (Coolahan, 1991).
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The Regional Action Centre of Mação/Coimbra (Portugal) of the International
Year of Global Understanding: activities and achievements20
MARIA HELENA PAIVA HENRIQUES21

Introduction
Three leading global sciences organizations of the natural, social, and human sciences declared 2016 as the
International Year of Global Understanding (IYGU) - the International Councils of the Natural, Social, and
Human Sciences (ICSU, ISSC and CIPSH) – sharing the common goal of contributing to bridge the gap in
awareness between local actions and global effects, and to provide information on culturally differentiated ways
to achieve global sustainability (Werlen et al., 2016). By assuming that global sustainability is grounded in a
global understanding of our everyday activities, the IYGU highlights the crucial role of a social approach in
sustainability research and emphasizes the cultural dimension of sustainability (Werlen, 2015).
As so, the IIYGU has been implemented by IYGU Regional Action Centers around the world which grounded
their action plans involving three core elements: research, education, and information (Table 1).

Africa
Tunis (Tunisia): RAC
for Northern Africa.
Bamako (Mali): RAC
for Western Africa.*
Minia: RAC for
Egypt.*
Ibadan: RAC for
Nigeria.

America
Brasília (Brazil): RAC
for Brazil and Latin
America. Washington
(U.S.A.): RAC for
North America.
Santiago de Chile:
RAC for Chile.
Buenos Aires: RAC for
Argentina.
Lima: RC for Peru.*
Quebec: RC for
Canada.

Asia
Beijing (P. R. China): RAC
for Asia.
New Delhi (India): RAC for
South Asia.
Hiroshima: RAC for Japan.
Taipei: RAC for Taiwan
Hong Kong: RAC for Hong
Kong.*
Cheongju: RAC for South
Korea.
Qatar: RAC for the Arab
Countries.*
Teheran: RAC for Iran.
Riyadh: RAC for the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Europe
Mação/Coimbra (Portugal):
RAC for Western Europe.
Leipzig (Germany): RAC for
Eastern Europe.
Athens: RAC for Greece.
Belgrade: RAC for Serbia.
Genova: RAC for Italy.
Haifa: RAC for Israel.*
Istanbul: RAC for Turkey.
Kiev: RAC for Ukraine.
Lueneburg: RAC for Germany.
Ljubljana: RAC for Slovenia.
Moscow: RAC for Russia.

Oceania
Melbourne
(Australia): RAC for
Oceania.
Hamilton: RAC for
New Zealand.

Nijmegen: RAC for The
Netherlands. Santiago de
Compostela: RAC for Spain.
Skopje: RAC for Macedonia.
Vilnius: RAC for Lithuania.*
Warsaw: RAC for Poland.
Zagreb: RAC for Croatia.

Table 1. The International Year of Global Understanding Regional Action Centers (RAC) located around the world (based on
data available on 03.05.2017 at the official IYGU website: http://www.global-understanding.info/people-behind/continentalcenters/; *pending formalization of RAC).
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The Regional Action Centre of Mação/Coimbra (Portugal)
The Regional Action Centre of Mação/Coimbra (RAC) was established on December, 2015, and was coordinated
by the Instituto Terra e Memória (Mação) and by the Geosciences Center of the University of Coimbra, both
located in Central Portugal. The organizational structure was inspired in a successful analogous initiative that
took place in Portugal during the triennium 2007-2009 (the International Year of Planet Earth, Henriques et al.,
2011), and included an Executive Committee composed of members affiliated to different universities scattered
throughout the country and with a wide range of scientific backgrounds, from Natural and Engineering Sciences
to Social and Human Sciences. The Executive Committee created and coordinated a framework of diversified
partners (municipalities, schools, museums, geoparks, media, companies, and research & development units) that
could contribute to support the implementation of local to national actions during 2016 proposed by a National
Programme Board. A website and a logo in Portuguese, as well as the translation into Portuguese of brochures
and other relevant information available on the international website was another important step to engage people
in the implementation of the IYGU aims and goals in Portugal (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The website of the Regional Action Centre of Mação-Coimbra (www.entendimentoglobal.ipt.pt).

Initiatives and events were systematically announced in the website, besides publications, reports, news and
videos of past events, thus enabling a close relationship between the Executive Committee and the partners. On
December, 2016, the Mação/Coimbra RAC National organized the Colloquium on the Closure of the
International Year of Global Understanding at the Sciences Academy of Lisbon.
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Activities and achievements
The activities developed during 2016 under the aim of the IYGU in Portugal focused on research, education and
information were numerous and occurred in all the country. Some of them could even been co-organized with
the RAC for Brazil, as is the case of the of the Experimental Educational Project "We Proposed! Citizenship and
Innovation in Geographical Education", which challenges primary and secondary school students to identify local
problems and to submit proposals for solutions in dialogue with local authorities
(http://nospropomos.weebly.com/). In Portugal, during the academic year of 2015/2016, the project involved 46
schools from all over the country and 1600 students and teachers, mostly from Geography, but also from other
disciplines. The National Seminar at the University of Lisbon (April, 2016) was attended by 1100 students and
teachers (Fig. 2). In 2016/17 (still in progress), the Project has 58 institutions and the participation of about 2400
students and teachers.

Figure 2. General view of one of the sessions of the National Seminar “We propose! Citizenship and Innovation in
Geographical Education” (photo by S. Claudino).

Outside the capital, events involving basic and secondary pupils and teachers of great public impact were also
organized, namely at the University of Coimbra on April, such as the Semifinals of the 2016 Junior Chemistry
Olympics (180 participants; Fig. 3) and the XI Congress of Young Geoscientists “Celebrating 100 Years of
Continental Drift” (120 participants), the last one including a national photography contest about geodiversity
(Fig. 4).
The 15th National Meeting of the UNESCO Associated Schools Network also occurred on April, at Figueira da
Foz, with the participation of pupils and teachers from 50 basic and secondary of Portugal, and representatives
of Cape Verde and Bissau schools.
Regarding media (including internet) based activities, several press releases, interviews and promotional videos
have been produced, targeting media agents, besides higher education and leaders under the aim of the Apheleia
project (http://www.apheleiaproject.org/apheleia/). The RAC website recorded during 2016 about 2000 views
(http://www.entendimentoglobal.ipt.pt/), and a presentation video on the Portuguese RAC was also produced to
be included in the international website (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AP2jiCGsKtc). However, face to
face activities reached about 50 actions in total, most of them comprising different events, which occurred around
the country, including Madeira and Azores islands. They comprised meetings, roundtables, contests, summer
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schools, conferences, congresses, seminars, intensive courses, business and trade fairs, all dealing in some way
with the set of everyday actions produced by everyone everywhere every day, i.e., eating/drinking,
wasting/recycling, moving/staying, communicating/networking, housing/working, sports/entertaining (Werlen et
al., 2016). As so, it was possible to get involved a wide range of experts on different knowledge areas (law,
archeology, geology, chemistry, engineering, medicine, pharmacy, geography, mathematics, ecology, astronomy,
arts, literature, dance) that have developed different kinds of actions, from specialized meetings to public
interventions, all focused on the IYGU concerns, thus overcoming the established division between the natural
and the human and social sciences.

Figure 3. General view of one of the sessions of the Semifinals of the 2016 Junior Chemistry Olympics.

Figure 4. The advertising posters of: the XI Congress of Young Geoscientists “Celebrating 100 Years of Continental Drift” (on
the left); the X Photography Contest on Geodiversity (on the right).
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The inclusion of current cultural activities in the programme (e.g., the Coruche International Cork Fair regarding
the issue "The Montado de Sobro and the Cork - sustainable and inimitable national and universal heritage", 25th
to 29th May at Coruche village; Conference: “Ortiga and the Tagus River: material culture and boatbuilding”,
11th June at Mação village) has aimed at enabling an improved social and cultural acceptance of scientific
knowledge and at helping to establish culturally differentiated paths to global sustainability (Oosterbeek et al.,
2013; Werlen, 2015).
The IYGU in Portugal represented an opportunity to produce relevant publications regarding different
perspectives and approaches to sustainability, ranging from academic-based reflections and research (Fiorina,
2016; Oosterbeek et al., 2016) to publications for children (Moreno, 2016). As usually happens with international
years, namely when they represent global challenges regarding sustainable development goals, the Portuguese
Mail Company issued a stamp collection alluding to the IYGU. The stamps intend to express that old strategies
facing sustainability based on independent disciplinary approaches (represented by each of the edges of the hub,
displaying different colors i.e. different scientific knowledges; Fig. 5, left column) must be replaced by genuine
transdisciplinary research which requires a new social challenge to build bridges between global thinking and
local actions and by developing an understanding for the embeddedness of our life in global processes (so the
presence of the human figures building a new hub developing a common effort and in a way that everyone can
contribute with their own means; Fig. 5, middle and right columns).

Figure 5. The stamp collection issued by the Portuguese Mail Company alluding to the International Year for the Global
Understanding.

The human figures represented in the stamps also highlight the importance of assuming culturally differentiated
ways to address the needs of society towards global sustainability, being the RAC “the hubs to get face-to-face
with local schools, with the community of scientists and policy makers, NGOs etc. by organizing meetings and
conferences, bringing the private sector on board etc.” (Werlen, 2015b, p. 112). Such communication strategy
has inspired the general design of the collection, conceived to represent both the presence and the identity of the
IYGU at the regional and national level (Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. The representation of the main vision and communication strategy of the International Year of Global
Understanding in the stamps, highlighting the major role assigned to the Regional Action Centers as regional and national
identity entities of the initiative.

Final remarks
The implementation of IYGU in Portugal recorded an average of 4 actions per month which occurred mainly
outside the capital, and some of them in Brazil and in Spain. Most of the actions were related to education, but
research and information actions were also developed, the first one in connection with universities and similar
organizations.
The IYGU in Portugal was not designed to be just a 365 days’ initiative; several actions were conceived in order
to leave a legacy of the year and/or to promote the future reinforcement of the IYGU goals. This is the case of
the signing of the Agreement "Group of Schools of Geosciences José Bonifácio d'Andrada e Silva" with
universities of Angola, Brazil, East Timor, Cape Verde and Mozambique (May, University of Coimbra). The
Agreement aims at intensifying cooperation between higher education institutions among the Community of the
Portuguese Speaking Countries by making existing knowledge on Earth Sciences more available for the
improvement of everyday life, a goal that is easier to achieve among people speaking the same language
(Henriques et al., 2008). Regarding Human and Social Sciences, an important meeting entitled “The educational
role of objects of art and archeology, and their manipulation in a private context”, was also organized in São
Paulo (Brazil) on November, as part of a series of preparatory meetings for the World Conference on Humanities
to be held in Liège, Belgium, in 2017.
But the greatest achievement of the Year in Portugal has certainly been the creation of synergies between different
partners in different socio-cultural contexts, as well as the sharing of different knowledges as a starting point for
understanding that our daily actions have strong consequences in the sustainable management of the planet, its
resources and its societies.
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Education, training and communication in cultural management of landscapes
MARGALIT BERRIET22

The Rio+20 Summit, when addressing poverty as the core issue of sustainability, called in fact for a revision of the original concept,
going beyond the so-called TRB (triple bottom line, considering the environmental, social and economic dimensions). Yet, a new
understanding needs to build from human understandings and cultural diversity is crucial, and a new specific framework of reference
is required, to address the challenges of Rio+20 and to converge with other global initiatives, such as “Future Earth” and the proposed
“International Year of Global Understanding” (IYGU).
The strategic partnership Apheleia / Ἀφέλεια aims at structuring a convergent set of tools that will foster the need for a properly
Integrated (as opposed to dispersed) Cultural (i.e. human and diverse) Landscape Management (rooted in human understandings and
leading towards governance through awareness and critical thinking) for Local and Global Sustainability (addressing the great global
dilemmas, but also focused on individual anxieties and needs). Such a program implies a high degree of complexity to be dealt with by
the academia, but also requires efficient operative tools, that render such complexity simple for non-academics and for daily lives.
An European contribution must, per definition, be open to other cultures, interests and perspectives, make the most of European diversity
itself, and involve universities, the private sector, NGOs and local and regional public authorities, i.e., be based on a multi-stakeholders
basis. At the same time, partnerships should be focused and leading to clear and tangible results… Thus aiming “To establish a solid
consortium, involving academic and non-academic partners, focusing in education and best practices that for students’ applied training
in transdisciplinary innovative approaches to integrated cultural landscape Management.”

23

Context
The International Year of Global Understanding (IYGU) begins with the premise that transformations of nature
are based upon human actions, and that human actions are based upon schemes of interpretation. With
globalization, the conditions for human action have changed dramatically. Dealing successfully with cultural,
social, and climate changes, on a global level, requires people to understand their locally embedded lives in a
global context. Global understanding becomes a new conditio humana. It necessitates bridging a gap between
local and global effects—as thinking globally and acting on an appropriate social, ethical, and aesthetic level
presupposes. A lack of understanding of the consequences of our actions may have a disastrous impact on our
future.
Individuals, and societies, must unite in order to live together in awareness of one another. Each can make a
difference by proposing actions and providing solutions.
Arts and cultures are powerful and ideal mediators in the constitution of social realities, via learning and
interchange. With the ongoing rise of world free-media tools, digital platforms, and sociocultural practices,
knowledge theoretically has a global reach.
Arts and cultures are a journey into the world of mankind, beyond political or religious limits. Art is an expression
and emulation of the human mind. It criticizes, proposes, invents, thinks, transforms. It records our pluralism.
Artists demonstrate and reflect upon all questions of society. They create encounters between people, while often
connecting global problems with propositions or solutions. We must encourage global implications, and enhance
participations and collaborations beyond borders on issues such as education, the environment, natural and human
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sciences, ethics, and esthetics: “There is really only one liberal study that deserve the name (liberal) because it
makes a person free—and that is the pursuit of wisdom.”24
The scientific community states and evaluates the ways in which we inhabit our increasingly globalized world:
How do we transform nature? How do we empower new social and political relationships for the emerging global
reality? Societies and cultures often determine the ways in which we live and shape the environment. Nowadays,
scientific communities recognize that there are different cultural paths to global sustainability. Each and everyone
can make a difference.
Artists can make a difference by proposing actions or even providing solutions. The principal emphasis of our
approach is the assumption that intuition and creativity are essential for our capacity to understand the world and
propose rational constructions, while contributing to new outlooks on social, political, and ecological matters.
Within this realization, Mémoire de l’Avenir (MDA) and Arts and Society (A&S) contribute to this premise by
suggesting that the arts are a replica of humanity, by soliciting our senses and reason, and by demonstrating
creativity, innovation, pluralism and diversity, similitude and universalism at once. In this spirit, members of the
Scientific Panel (IYGU, CIPSH, and UNESCO-Most) gave their backing to a global movement of artists,
inquiring about the role of the arts and artists in a world facing major changes.
Artistic initiatives favor access to knowledge and to learning, to progress, and to critical thinking. A&S seeks to
connect propositions and solutions. We must encourage global understanding and enhance participation and
collaboration on all issues—education, the humanities, the environment, natural sciences, economics, ethics, and
esthetics.
Artist projects offer an active and dynamic movement of shared methods, research, knowledge, and expertise
around the globe. The premise is that lack of knowledge is the root of stereotypes, prejudices, and ignorance.
A&S can illustrate, via a general schema of communication, that Individuals and societies must bond in order to
live together in respect, while recognizing diversities and pluralism.
The goal is to overcome a lack of comprehension of cultural and/or individual diversities, to raise awareness of
the impact of individuals and of local implications on all political, social, ethical and esthetical actions.
A collective of artists, transcending locations and personal differences, will illustrate our various realities—our
limits, our tools, our objects, our symbols and languages, philosophies, histories, and civilizations, as well as our
outlooks toward the future.
Intangible cultural heritage is a living set and a perpetually constant re-creation of practices, knowledge and of
representations, that enabling individuals and communities at all levels of society to express ways of seeing the
world through systems values and ethical standards. (UNESCO 2003)25
Organizing a worldwide movement of artists is a contribution to the preparatory debate on the World Of The
Humanities and its future.
Through the arts, we illustrate a pattern of communication transcending eras and difference. The originality of
this approach is the emergence and promotion of universal and common values, in parallel to cultural differences,
while valuing and preserving individual pluralism.
The IYGU project was born from a global scientific panel dealing with climate and social change, biodiversity,
and ecosystems loss. IYGU aims to enhance global understanding of socio-cultural contexts. It calls attention to
a lack of awareness of the global implications of ordinary living. It reinforces the idea that knowledge is essential
to all actions. Global problems require global solutions. Individuals make choices and drive policies at local,
24
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regional, and national levels. Global understanding creates awareness of the global consequences of individual
choices within civic societies.
Daily life and science must act together. Research should address to the logic of ordinary life. IYGU calls for a
reconciliation between global and local, between science and practice. IYGU empowers people to make
connections beyond borders. IYGU’s goal is to promote actions and decisions that will harvest sustainable
outcomes, daily and globally.
A trans-disciplinary approach, integrating academic facts with other types of knowledge has led to a global
movement of artists and projects, proving the impact of the arts within societies. It stresses the need to take
advantage of this to pursue a convergence between the natural sciences, the humanities, and the arts, looking to
match short-term needs with visions of medium- and long-term solutions, fighting skepticism and ignorance.
A Global Action Platform for the Arts will connect artists around the globe, demonstrating their applications to
society, making it possible to bring together tools and methods from the world of the arts on issues that are under
discussion.
The arts do not replace science, and are not reducible to the concerns of science, but participate in the process of
enhancing creativity and innovation.

Cultural Management in Education

International surveys show that social inequalities in educational pathways and in "performances" are
fundamental. Jean-Yves Rochex presents an analysis of the production processes of inequality. In his view, they
are multiple and interdependent, due to “families and to social environmental differences, as to the current ways
of organizing the system of Educational policies, socio-geographic and institutional contexts as classroom
practices.” 26
Rochex proposed a number of means to reflect upon more effective political and professional actions to combat
these inequalities. In his analysis, a major track is missing, yet transversal education proved to be one of the
most effective in the fight against inequality—teaching methods that are linked with and active and creative
learning.
These ways and means are essential in developing personal, intuitive, and sensitive capacity and expression.
Imagination and creativity reinforce the value of pluralism as positive components of the whole, while enabling
each of the elements to exist within a group. Creativity and expression are essential factors in the process of
curiosity, understanding, and critical learning—the willingness to dialogue, arouse innovations, production, and
transition. They are positive factors in the openness and acceptance of personal, social, and economic differences.
The arts mirror the histories, memories, and oeuvres of humanity, while creativity is an essential agent for
theoretical or practical cognitive and logical learning. They lead to better knowledge and awareness of oneself
and others, thus acquiring self-confidence and contributing to living together, in many levels of knowledge, of
matters and of people. Enriching ourselves with learning is also a committed action in the fight against
discrimination.

ROCHEX Jean-Yves & CRINON Jacques (dir.). La construction des inégalités scolaires. Au cœur des pratiques et des dispositifs
d’enseignement. Rennes : Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2011, 214 p.
26
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No formal or informal education should isolate the teaching of academic topics from creative, artistic, or physical
activities. The principles of Multidisciplinary-Active Pedagogy aim at self-assurance rooted in the resources
(limits/qualities) of each and 27everyone.
John Dewey’s statement, "Learning by doing," is based on the fact that people learn best when they are personally
involved in the experience of study. If knowledge has significant meaning and can impact the realities of
individuals or groups, it must be comprehended by each person. Persons are engaged in acquiring knowledge
when they are free to set their own rhythms of learning and defining objectives, and are actively pursuing the
process of understanding.
Dewey asked this question in 1916, in his book, Democracy and Education:
Why is it that, in spite of the fact that teaching by pouring in, learning by passive absorption, are
universally condemned, that they are still so entrenched in practice? That education is not an
affair of "telling" and being told, but an active constructive process, is a principle almost as
generally violated in practice as conceded in theory. Is not this deplorable situation due to the fact
that the doctrine is itself merely told? But its enactment in practice requires that the school
environment be equipped with agencies for doing... to an extent rarely attained.28
As the 16th-century French satirist François Rabelais put it, "the child is not a vase filled but a fire that is lit." This
idea of an innovative pedagogy is essential to democracy, and to secularism in all societies. In Moralia, the Greek
philosopher Plutarch wrote, in the first century AD:
For the mind does not require filling like a bottle, but rather, like wood, it only requires kindling
to create in it an impulse to think independently and an ardent desire for the truth.29
From the 19th to the 21st century, a few new schools and social experiments were born, but only very few. The
initiators included Dewey—a philosopher, educator on art, logic, and education, and one of the founders of the
new education movement. The French pedagogue Célestine Freinet (1896-1966) based his work on the creative
expressions of youth—free writing and drawing and inter-school correspondence. The printing press and the
student newspaper were tools that correspond to his era, but this does not wipe away a proposal that applies
perfectly in our day. Maria Montessori (1870-1952), an Italian doctor whose pedagogical method bears her name,
proposed a system of open education, and of mutual connection between the intuitive, sensory, and kinesthetic
realms—education considered as part of life.
The neuroscientist Antonio Damasio, in his work on the neurobiology of the mind, rehabilitated the role of
sensitivity, creativity, and emotion in cognitive decision making and in the operation of reason, but also in the
development of self-consciousness. In The Error Of Descartes he explains that reason is not separated from
emotion or intuition. The mind and the body have common roots and both are essential to cognitive development.
Jean François Dortier (L'Homme Cet Etrange Animal, 201230) and Pascal Picq, Palaeoanthropologist and lecturer
at the Collège de France (Nouvelle Histoire de l'Homme, 200731) claims that humans evolved from intuitive,
sensitive capacities to reach analytical and logical abilities and become capable of communication. In All Our
Futures: Creativity, Culture, and Education (1998), and in other texts, Sir Kenneth Robinson, an educational
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expert and art professor at the University of Warwick, defends creativity and innovation in all forms of education
and for all ages:

It's interesting that people see creativity and critical thinking as being opposed. It's partly because
people associate creativity with being totally free and unstructured. But what we really have to
get hold of is the idea that you can't be creative if you don't do something. You can be creative in
math, science, music, dance, cuisine, teaching, running a family, or engineering. Because
creativity is a process of having original ideas that have value. A big part of being creative is
looking for new ways of doing things within whatever activity you're involved in.32

Why Art and Creativity Are Essential Tools in all Areas of Society
The arts create bridges between people, continents, cultures, and civilizations. Arts and cultures represent a
journey into the world of mankind. Via the practice of the arts, we can illustrate a general schema of
communication that transcends all time and all difference. It permits u s to better understand our existence—
our boundaries, trades, tools, objects, signs, symbols, a n d languages, as w e l l a s our philosophies. Nowhere
on Earth are people without language and without art.
The need for man to express and to produce has led to his use of nature to invent theoretical and practical
tools—rags to wear, images to communicate with—reflecting his perception of the world and his ability to
decrypt it by fabricating representative languages. The human mind has the ability to memorize images as feelings,
producing concrete or abstract memories, and the ability to project into the future. Approaching art, or more
specifically, artistic languages, can bring us closer to the symbolic thinking of mankind.
Symbolic elements in our languages highlight the common fundamental bricks between the differences of people
and cultures. They offer the opportunity to recognize the “other.” They are great tools to promote the intertwining
and convergence of cultures. The range of signs and references found throughout the world witness an infinite
number of ways to express similar messages, and become a universal matrix of our wonderful diversity.
Emmanuel Anati, in La Religion Des Origines, says:
The last research shows that the most ancient different artistic expressions, throughout the entire
world, illustrate one similar typology, the same choice thematic, and the same type of association.
Even their style is fundamentally inscribed in one and the same sequence limited in variations.
Therefore it seems to be justified to speak about one & unique visual language, springing from
the same language, from the exact same association of ideas and from a universal symbolisms that
compose the human mental essence, which produced his imprint, under the form we call ART, and
that is engraved on the rocks and walls the entire world where population lived by early
civilization, before the birth of the written language.33
As an artist, the question of universal qualities in mankind has always interested me. My interactions with the
arts were not a result of my inspirations, needs, and artistic practices, but rather found intuitively in the course
of trying to understand life. The more I examined and listened carefully to the world, the more I was able to
32
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come deeply in touch with my own perceptions and understandings, and the more I could understand art as
the essential mirror and "language" of humanity—a language that served to build individual and cultural identities.
I was raised and educated in Israel, lived and studied in the United States, and have lived in Northern Europe
for nearly 30 years, while also working in Africa. Everywhere I have lived, I have wondered how to use cultural
heritage, knowledge, and education to fight off racism and ignorance. In the Cahier d'un Retour au Pays Natal
(Notebook Of A Return To My Native Land), Aime Cesaire states, “It is of a universal rich with all that is
particular, rich with all the particulars there are, the deepening of each particular, the coexistence of them all.”
Morphological languages, dialects, idioms, pictograms, icon-grams, phonograms, psychograms are the results of
a human need to understand, comprehend, leave a trail, express and produce at all times. This human function
leads man to use transversal objects or mental representations, symbols, and references, which constitute the
resources and the functioning of the arts as comprehensible tools of communication.
Therefore, I conclude, the arts are constantly tracing the past, the present, and the future. This process is a tool in
transversal education, demonstrating at once the multiplicities, similarities, and universalism of each and of the
whole, and essential for sharing life in today's multicultural societies. Just as metaphysics, cosmogony,
philosophy, anthropology, sociology, and other forms of science are doing, the arts are complementary forms of
research, aiming to understand and analyze the finds of archeology, anthropology, and ethnology:
We are constantly aiming to trace back the memory channels of mankind and to invite ourselves to understand
our capacities to produce interminable concepts and products. Ever since humans have sought to survive, they
have also attested their lives and expressed their questions, concerns, fears, and doubts, comforting
themselves with beliefs, myths, institutions, and techniques. By so doing, they have created histories. Humans
have always had the need to make sense of their feelings and their notions of beauty, and to leave legacies for
future generations.
The assembly of all forms of expression enables humanity to endure its never-ending innovating, criticizing,
proposing, producing, inventing, educating, and thinking:
…The history of art and that of man are in-dissociable; Art begins with man or even, perhaps, with
his direct predecessor the Australopithecus. From the beginning, man asserts himself as an artist,
because he shares his first instincts with other animals, especially perhaps with some great apes,
because he immediately collects and collects the "works of art" of nature, because he immediately
creates shapes, he produces traces and traces, and very early invents the first ornaments. 34
People today are exposed to endless beliefs and practices, while prejudices, stereotypes and ignorance are spread
about cultural and religious identities, sexual and gender issues, handicaps, and matters concerning the survival of
the planet. Via global networks of intercultural, creative workshops and exposure to artistic resources in schools,
social centers, and prisons, we can help citizens of all ages learn to appreciate and attest diversities.
Intercultural dialogue and learning counteracts the misunderstandings caused by the nature of living together in
multi-individual and multi-cultural contemporary societies. Transversal programs aim to contribute to a spirit of
respect and reconciliation for all those confronted with questions of individual and collective difference, and seek
to transmit the plurality of cultural and historical identities.
Art projects merging from around the world can offer an active and dynamic platform for sharing methods,
research, knowledge, competence, results, and expertise around the globe. According to Tolstoy,
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Several conditions must be met for a man to produce a real artwork. This man must, first of all, find
himself at the level of the highest spiritual conceptions of his time; He must, moreover, feel feelings,
and have the desire and the capacity to transmit them to others... 35
The responsibility of an artist lies not only in his/her aesthetical research or intellectual impact, but also with the
ability to influence, challenge, propose, critique, and raise awareness. The arts are a way to question and discover,
while searching for new ways to express, to resist and, to act.
MDA gathers artists, art historians, administrators, and educators, with the aim of setting goals and creating tools,
transmitting methods and evaluative tools to artist/mediators, teachers, and community leaders in Europe, the
Middle East, and Africa. Comparative studies conducted at various museums—the Louvre, Cluny, Musée d'Art
et d'Histoire du Judaisme, the Institute de Monde Arabe—has led to the creation of tools for intuitive and sensitive
dialogue. In addition to producing nearly fifty paths for dialogue on social and political themes, MDA has created
a guide for intercultural dialogue, published by the Musée Quai Branly, for teachers and community leaders. In
2010, MDA published Du Dessin Au Symbole—Une Grammaire Pour L'Humanite (Alternative) by Margalit
Berriet and Patricia Creveaux, under the auspices of the Ministry Of Culture of France, the Agency For Social
Cohesion, and the European Community. MDA has collaborated with a number of private and public institutions,
including the Academie de Paris, ministries of education in France, Israel, and Senegal, ministries of foreign
affairs in France and Israel, the Ministry Of Culture of France, l’ACSE and the cities of Paris, Jerusalem, and
Djembering, Senegal, as well as with IYGU, CIPSH, UNESCO-MOST.Yearly MDA organizes
artistic/educational dialogue projects in schools, social centers, integration structures, prisons ... aiming to
encouraging each to acquire a place in society, respect Singularities. Collective event alongside the personal work
of contemporary artists are an opportunity to gather the productions of participants and artists.

Art is what makes life more interesting than art
Robert Filliou
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Philosophy for Children. Why?36

RENATA SEQUEIRA37

Abstract
The present study falls within the scientific and pedagogical scope of Philosophy for Children (P4C), more specifically in
its practice with people of preschool age and 1st cycle. Why P4C?
The present communication seeks to reflect first the essence of the P4C and what happens in a community of philosophical
dialogue as an enrichment of the human experience from the contribution of each one in the development of a critical,
personal and social thought. It requires a more mundane philosophy, a lived knowledge, or put another way, a world more
oriented by intelligence.
At the heart of the P4C, the question arises as a primordial resource, we work with questions, we disturb the thinking and
questions arise, the question being a reflection of the need to seek meaning for the world around us and reveals several
dimensions of To be human and specific to being a child. Doubt thus fosters thought and the starting point for its growth.
This space will also seek to reflect also on being a child and what the questions are.
In this sense, meeting in the P4C, the rebirth of a new teaching-learning paradigm that should shape new pedagogical
experiences and simultaneously the recognition of the importance of philosophy. Philosophy grants at least a fuller, more
conscious and more humane life. And to the question: What happens when philosophy and life meet? I will answer:
Philosophy is given to children, there is passion, wonder, surrender to our children.

1. Philosophy for Children
This study is part of the Philosophy for Children (P4C), a program that emerged in the United States in the 1970s
with Matthew Lipman (2003) and Ann Margaret Sharp (Splitter; Sharp, 1995). Is now disseminated by many
countries, and is also certified as a scientific area. In pedagogical terms, the P4C refers to a curriculum that
extends from pre-school education to adult education. It began by developing itself with the aim of preparing
people to deal, at an early stage, with logical ambiguities in speech, such as advertising and advertising (Lipman,
García Moriyón, 2011). Later, it was asserted as a program that combined the promotion of logical (critical)
thinking with different dimensions of so-called "multidimensional thinking", ie, creative and caring (Lipman,
2003).
According to the structure developed by M. Lipman and A. Sharp, the P4C is affirmed as a program of cognition
and metacognition, which advocates the promotion of different thinking skills, according to the self-regulated
collaborative methodology of the "community of philosophical inquiry "(Sharp, 1987). In this context, the P4C
program originally conceived by these authors is organized in a set of 11 novels and respective manuals with
exercises for the teacher. The dissemination of these pedagogical materials has led, especially since the 90's of
the twentieth century, to countless other similar proposals that have emerged in different countries and adapted
to specific cultural realities.
But P4C is more than a pedagogical program. In scientific terms, it is today affirmed as a philosophical area based
on epistemological, ethical, aesthetic and political presuppositions. The critical bibliography published in the area
36
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in the last decades is vast and, in academic terms, some higher education institutions have already undergone
specialized study cycles.
In epistemological terms, the P4C is based on a constructivist position of knowledge: the community of
philosophical inquiry is understood as the collective subject of the construction of answers that, respecting the
proper way of philosophical thinking, gives meaning to the questions raised by its own members. These questions
arise from the experiences of the elements of the research community, which are formulated by them, and relate
directly to major themes in the history of Philosophy, since they involve concepts such as good, evil, beauty,
power, Justice, truth, identity or reality, among countless others (MF Daniel, 2007).
In ethical terms, the philosophical research community privileges the construction of consensus through
argumentative procedures of joint validation of positions shared by the members of the group. The proximity to
deliberative procedures and the promotion of consensus, coupled with the understanding of the other as a valid
(equally) interlocutor, brings the P4C closer to the practical intersubjectivity present in the contemporary ethical
discourse (Miranda Alonso, 1991).
In aesthetic terms, the philosophical exercise in a research community promotes the connection between
affectivity and rationality through the valorization of dimensions such as creativity and imagination, fertile at
lower ages, in articulation with the abstract discursive reason model (Sharp, 1997) .
Finally, in political terms, the P4C intends to be an instrument that promotes democratic living through the
demands of the individual-individual-individual-community relationship. The equal right of all participants
(children and adults) to the defense and argumentation of certain points of view, considered valid through
collaborative mechanisms of self-regulation, is defended in an exercise of deliberative citizenship (Lipman, 1998)

2. Philosophy for Children in Kindergarten
With respect to the practice of the P4C with people of pre-school age, there are numerous studies that demonstrate
their feasibility and prove their benefits (Murray, 1999; Daniel & Delsol, 2005; Daniel & Pettier & Auriac, 2011).
Some positive results of the practice of philosophical dialogue with children, recorded in several investigations
involving groups of children from 4 to 5 years of age, are certified.
Marie-France Daniel, a professor at the University of Montreal, Canada, is one of the experts who has most
studied the impact of P4C on pre-school children. In his works, it is peremptory to say that the regular (weekly)
practice of philosophy sessions, according to the model of the research community of Lipman and Sharp, allows
to observe an evolution in children at the discursive level. And it goes further: this promotion of discourse is
directly linked to the development in children of learning at an epistemological or cognitive level (Daniel, 2012)
From conversations initially focused on oneself and on her particular experiences, which the author calls
"anecdotal exchange", the dialogues in the research communities gradually abandon an egocentric register and
are directed towards the analysis of ideas and Problems under discussion by the group. Dialogic interventions
become more and more recurrent with the evolution of sessions throughout the school year. If children initially
manifest uncritical positions, anchored in concrete facts and normatively centered on the authority of adults,
community philosophical practice allows the discourse of the community to abandon self-decentering and gain
in abstraction. The configurations of the philosophical discourse of the research community subsequent to the
anecdotal are classified by the author as monological, dialogic, semicritical dialogic and, finally, critical dialogic
(Daniel, 2008).
In order to be considered as a critical dialog, the discourse of the research community must be characterized by
interventions through which children improve and modify the group's initial perspectives, being able to include
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divergent ideas, while enriching the thought, once that collaborative mechanisms of self-correction are cherished.
It is an intersubjective configuration of thought.
According to M. F. Daniel, it is not yet possible to find registers of this type of dialogue in a research community
composed mainly of 4 and 5 year olds. However, her analysis of the discourses of the observed groups revealed
a growing reflective sophistication: at the end of the year, and after weekly P4C sessions, the author observed the
use of more complex thinking skills than initially used, such as the ability to establish compromises between
competing positions or to interpret and solve common problems.
The author does not argue that at the preschool level it is already possible to foster a strictly critical thinking in
children, but that the process of developing critical thinking will begin in preschool education if children are
stimulated in this sense (Daniel, Gagnon, 2011, 426)
In this follow-up, there are some aspects to keep in mind in the process of modeling philosophical thinking in
people of this age. First, critical thinking must be understood as a creative rather than simply reproductive activity,
especially at a preschool age (Boe & Hognestad, 2010, 159). Secondly, it is necessary to emphasize that, at the
age of 5, a magical and anecdotal speech is natural to the human being, that is, based more on fantastic episodes
and on casual observations than on rigorous and reasoned arguments (Daniel, Densol, 2005, 45). As Karin Murris
points out (1999, 23), childhood should not be understood as an immature and inferior stage in cognitive terms
as opposed to adulthood. Childhood has its idiosyncrasies and should therefore be appreciated as an end in itself.
Thus, as far as the P4C is concerned, the facilitator of a research community with preschoolers should avoid a
position that seeks to eradicate mental elements such as fantasy or analogy from the discourse, failing to
understand the interventions of the children as irrational, insufficient, and incomplete (Boe & Hognestad, 2010,
159). The structured way of thinking in abstract discourse, characteristic of people in adulthood, should not be
the only normative referential of what is meant by quality thinking.
It is therefore necessary to understand that the discourses of children are also carriers of abstraction and thus
assume an extended notion of rationality (Murris, 1999, 33). It does not mean that P4C's work at the age of 4 or
5 is of a qualitatively different nature from that at older ages. The difference is not one of nature, but one of
degree: thought in childhood has the same goals as thought in adulthood - giving meaning to the surrounding
reality, especially when it is enigmatic and confused - but the emphasis can be placed both on the imagination,
And in the logical formalism of thought. Different ways to reach the same destination. In fact, this attitude is in
perfect harmony with how Lipman understood the "excellent thinking" that the P4C should promote. Described
as multidimensional (Lipman, 2003), this thought embraces the critical dimension, understood as logical
abstraction, but also the creative and value spheres of mental activity, in harmonious balance and fruitful
interaction.
3. Rethinking Philosophy and Childhood
Children are apt people and thinkers who can play an active role in building knowledge. Criteria for assessing
childhood should not be established according to the cognitive capacities of adults. Childhood is not a preparation
for adulthood (a means to an end), nor does adulthood represent the completeness to which one should direct
childish behavior. Children are not becomings, but beings. This is why they should not be viewed in a different
way, as if it were a phase, a passage to a higher or complete being. In fact, the child must be regarded as a
complete being, the child has in itself a proper way of apprehending reality and fills it with multiple senses, senses
that the adult can’t see or long forgotten. The child gives us another dimension of reality, lining it with new
senses. The child already has a very own thought and that should be valued because his goal is not different from
the adult, both seek to give meaning to reality, only changes the cognitive tonic, where his focus is the
imagination.
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In turn, rethinking philosophy seeks to convey the way I feel and think that philosophy is an educational system
that requires in itself a profound reflection and that is sought over time. I often say that Philosophy is underfoot,
that is, philosophy is life. And with this I consider that philosophy grants at least a fuller, more conscious and
more human life. In this sense, I do not agree with the depositary and uncritical teaching in which we live and
that by drag is spreading to the teaching of philosophy. For what I meet at the P4C, the rebirth of a new paradigm
of teaching and learning that should shape new pedagogical experiences and simultaneously the recognition of
the importance of philosophy. The P4C as an innovative and serious proposal has a great originality and wealth.
This reflects the notion of meaningful and cooperative learning that Echeverría recovers from Ausubel and
Bruner. For this author, the essence of P4C is precisely the development of the abilities of thought along with the
development of a higher order thought, but from the experience of each one. Only then will the contents be truly
internalized and not only captured and deposited in the typical memory of a bank education condemned by the
author. This type of learning does not involve children and adolescents, they do not arouse astonishment, passion.
It is crucial that they feel affected (in the true philosophical sense) by these contents.
Otherwise, children will not give it the proper meaning and there will not be a full interiorization of these contents
in the cognitive structure of the subject. Like the educator, the ideal is for the children to live these learning, to
appropriate them in order to reason, to question reality, to form and clarify concepts knowing how to listen and
respect other colleagues' positions; So that together you can know how to think for yourself, explore the world
around you in a critical and conscious way.
The dialogue community is therefore of the utmost importance in Echeverría's (2004) perspective, since it is
within the community and in cooperative learning that the child reflects and seeks meaning from his experience
of concepts such as freedom, justice , etc. Finally, questions that do not have an absolute answer, since they are
concepts that are difficult to define and that are present throughout humanity, and with no age determined to
question them. It is only necessary that the model of education gives them the possibility to question, to listen to
their questions, the subject analyzed next.
What is important is that children take ownership of these concepts from their experiences to increase their
meaning, their meaning within a project that is also social. And this dimension of otherness is present in the
communities of dialogue and so it is a serious and innovative proposal because it contributes to the author's eyes
to train critical, more conscious and creative people with a strong potential to act and change society making it
more Democratic, tolerant and peaceful. This is not to say that it is a source of relativism, on the contrary, logic
eliminates it from the roots and philosophical discussion has its own very specific criteria. It translates the
importance of openness to the other and the clairvoyance that no one educates alone, nor does anyone educate
anyone in a community of dialogue. The guttural element of a dialogue community is that experience, the world,
and the social context are the mediating factor of philosophical discussion. Therefore, man educates himself to
one another mediated by what surrounds him. We are all human beings in a world in constant change and in
which we seek a meaning. This experience is what unites us and puts us on an equal footing, so that everyone
learns from each other and everyone contributes to the construction of knowledge, identity and society. Therefore
the facilitator should be pedagogically strong, but humble in his knowledge. With P4C practice we have the
possibility of building a more just, more democratic, more humane and therefore less violent and peace-promoting
society (Echeverría, 2004)
The dialogue community is the privileged space for the pursuit of the objectives of the P4C, as it learns to respect
different points of view and to learn from them, giving the child the possibility to be self-correct, to be tolerant
and therefore to develop The value dimension. Critical thinking enhances this sensitivity to context, and while
based on criteria allows for self-correction (Echeverría, 2004). For this reason, this methodology mirrors the
exploration of values and the development of democratic attitudes within, starting with the sharing of experiences
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and ideas, which enriches the discussion itself and the person. All who pass through us make us richer and the
greatness of humanity is even that, we have the ability to let ourselves be affected by others in the construction
of our identity and society.
That said, the P4C does not seek to create critical and creative people only, but within a context and value
framework, where a democracy is devised in which citizens are really critical and reflective to the point of
participating responsibly in political and social processes . Thus, a methodology is proposed in which the thought
becomes a tool for a more effective action, hence the demand of the P4C in the congruence between thinking,
saying and acting.
Thus, characteristics of the community such as dialogic thinking, conducive to tolerance will have consequences
in the external world, what is here is the empowerment that individuals can and should give to society, that is,
have the capacity to make a difference in contribute to a better society. This translates the intimate relationship
between local action and the global context of human experiences (KENNEDY).

4. What are questions? And for the child ... what are your questions?
The question is a philosophical resource par excellence, but how one can think the questions. What are worth
for? And what are they? To think what questions are, it is necessary to analyze the context in which they are,
because the questions have multiple functions and have numerous applications.
But for children who do, what are their questions? The child from the moment he is born launches the discovery
of the world he is in and this experience of discovery raises questions, right away. However, it only has linguistic
abilities to do them later. The experience of discovery thus imposes the ability to ask questions, which if not
stimulated, 'nourished', it atrophies. The child seeks to seek meaning, seek meaning, justification for the existence
of things.
At the same time, the questions may be a trace of the child's vulnerability ... lost (and distressed) to the need to
orient and give meaning to the world and its action. But above all, what is important to emphasize is that this
vulnerability is also cognitive. The child has the right to ask and the teacher / educator / adult has a duty to
welcome. And it will be thought: what is to receive the questions? To welcome your questions is to give children
security. The questions make life more exciting and meaningful because it enriches your sense of discovery. It is
with the child to walk in this discovery and to enrich to the maximum the sense and to stimulate this capacity to
be amazed with the reality, disturbing its thought (M. LIPMAN, 2003).
The questions do not ask only for information, there are questions that encourage us to think, are not still waters
and those who do not realize it, those who do not listen and do not understand that the questions are an invitation
to think about what surrounds us miss a golden opportunity in Think and help think. However, this is not an act
of condescension, it is about walking with the child because it has a freshness that leads us to remember and
discover these nooks of meaning.
The question, doubt is then the starting point that makes us shoot the thought. Questions are not solely meant to
be answered, they have a cognitive value because they broaden our knowledge about what is being investigated,
they are not a means to an end. Having said that, it is important to understand its scope and not the focus of the
answer, because to accept the question is not to respond, it is to recognize that there are questions that illuminate,
draw attention to reality. And children do it spontaneously, hence the pertinence of working this ability to ask
questions. Children are not natural philosophers just because they ask questions, no one is like this. You have to
think well and in a targeted way. But will there be room in this teaching model for the questions?
In the traditional model of teaching, it asks questions who has power, in this case, the teacher, the adult as a
model. And the teacher himself when he asks if anyone has doubts, he really longs for there to be no doubt,
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because in a model of depositary teaching, it is important that the students understand immediately so that there
are no delays in teaching the syllabus and so According to the scheduled planning. So, there is no room for
questioning and / or wondering about learning and what surrounds us. The teacher's willingness to marvel and be
a co-investigator is one of the greatest resources we can have. The world is so rich, such as learning, that it is
impossible not to continue to promote our astonishment, we must educate in curiosity. Asking questions is thus
indispensable in a model of teaching in which one does not merely intend to instruct.
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Never too old to move: the elderly and the city38

ANTONIO CARVALHO39

Abstract
For the first time in History, the elderly (people above 65 years of age) outnumbered the young in Portugal during the
1990’s (Machado, 2007). Lisbon is an example of this grey revolution: in 2001 it was already the European capital with the
largest proportion of seniors among its residents. This new demographic reality, in line with the global tendencies worldwide
(WHO, 2007) will lead to a new design approach towards the transportation systems in urban environments.
Living inside the ageing city, the elderly will need friendlier transportation solutions, designed and conceived for their
physical and psychological constraints, taking into consideration that they are the only growing age group until 2050
(Gonçalves and Carrilho, 2007), in these fast times of change. And as health declines, the range of urban space used by the
elderly will gradually shorten into a restricted area of personal comfort. Bus stops smartly located near residential
neighborhoods will become crucial — and walkability as an urban design concept will become increasingly important.
Thus, the existence of wide sidewalks and paths, smooth pavements with different colors, information points, efficient
public lighting, all this will make daily life at city centers easier, safer and more pleasant for the elderly — and society in
general.
Ecological conscience and economical constraints are also leading people into softer ways of transport: walking and taking
bicycles to study or work are becoming more common these days. The growing demand for attention and special solutions
for these users will be a future issue in our cities.
This paper aims at questioning the way urban designers and transportation experts will be forced to rethink the existing city
and all new public spaces: environments conceived for the “healthy young users” must be reconsidered to welcome the
elderly and other special users: people with bicycles, people with baby pushchairs, people on Segway, people with
temporary or permanent physical impairments.
This means that a mind-shift towards inclusive design will be the new code for urban space and urban transportation.
Occasional buses with ramps for physically impaired or places for bicycles will become new urban standards. It will no
longer be a question of working for the people but working with the people (Sommer, 1983 cited by Hanson, 2002), listening
to them and evaluating their needs, letting them participate as specialists on their own needs, so that transportation experts
and urban designers can develop the appropriate solutions for the clearly identified problems of urban dwellers.
The paper starts by reviewing demographic tendencies and identifying the new transportation needs of the elderly and other
“special” users in public spaces.
A discussion follows on the importance of friendlier transportation systems for the active ageing of our society, welcoming
the growing senior citizens which live longer years without driving a car, thereby relying on public transportation (therefore
becoming determinant clients and users).
Finally it concludes that if we adapt urban spaces to the walking needs of our older population, creating shared spaces and
relocating bus stops and other transportation hubs to comfortable distances, the transportation network will become more
user-friendly, more reliable and therefore more economically viable.
The paper concludes that in terms of transportation for the elderly, being responsive to their specific needs will develop
new and smarter solutions, thereby enabling them to lead a normal life in an urban environment free from obstacles, where
38
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they can easily move about, the possibility of shopping in local commerce (contributing to keep alive their neighborhood)
but also easily catching a public transport for a longer trip. And for the ageing city, while its young working dwellers are
away at the offices, schools and commerce, this growing retired silver-headed community will be the main users of public
transports keeping some daily movement in otherwise empty buses and subways.
This is the new scenario we bring into discussion in terms of urban transportation.
Keywords: elder citizens; active ageing; walkability; shared space.

1 Active ageing
Portuguese society is ageing fast: at the late 1990’s the elderly (people above 65 years of age) outnumbered the
young for the first time in History (Machado, 2007) and demographic projections show that, until 2050, they will
be the only growing age group in a declining population tendency (Gonçalves and Carrilho, 2007 — Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Average annual growth by age groups in Portugal, 1960/2005 and 2005/2050. Source: INE, Gonçalves and Carrilho,
2007, pp.21-37.

Lisbon is a clear example of this grey revolution: in 2001 it was already the European capital with the largest
proportion of seniors among its residents.
And looking at the resident population projections, one concludes this is a national reality: the “significant
population” is clearly moving upwards in the age pyramid, as seen at the projections for the year 2060 (Fig. 2).
This is also a worldwide tendency which lead the UN to organize in 2002 the United Nations World Assembly on
Ageing, to address the issue of active ageing promotion: the whole world population is growing old and it is
imperative to keep the elderly as active elements in society: “The challenges of population ageing are global,
national and local. Meeting these challenges will require innovative planning and substantive policy reforms in
developed countries and in countries in transition. Developing countries, most of whom do not yet have
comprehensive policies on ageing, face the biggest challenges.” (WHO, 2002, p.33).
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Figure 2. Resident population projections in Portugal for 2060. Source: INE, available at <http://www.ine.pt> [accessed 17
April 2013].

According to the United Nations forecast (Fig. 3), this is a global tendency leading to the new reality of 2050:
“then and for the first time in history of mankind, the world population will have more elderly than children (age
up to 14 years old). Developing countries are ageing at a much faster pace than the developed ones: within five
decades, a bit more than 80% of the world elderly population will live in developing countries, while in 2005 that
percentage was 60%” (OMS, 2009, p.3).

Figure 3. World population % distribution of people above 60 years of age, in 2006 and 2050. Source: OMS, 2009 — United
Nations Department for Economical and Social Affairs.

The “Brasilia Declaration on Ageing” (1997) established that “healthy elderly are a resource for their families,
communities and economy”. Nevertheless, this implies that cities become age-friendly in order to provide the
necessary infrastructures and amenities for the well-being and productivity of its inhabitants, namely the elderly,
allowing their contribution to society and economy. And taking into consideration Julienne Hanson’s words,
“Older people enjoy a lifetime of accumulated experience, wisdom and memories. The ‘grey vote’ and the ‘grey
purse’ are set to become increasingly powerful mechanisms for change as our society ages. This may enhance
the power older people wield and the respect in which they are held. One important arena for the exercise of
‘grey power’ could be through greater advocacy for health-engendering, architecturally enabling and nondiscriminatory environments” (Hanson, 2001).
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On the other hand, at local scale, we will discuss in this paper the Alvalade neighbourhood, in Lisbon, as a study
case of this situation: planned in mid-20th century (by architect and urban designer Faria da Costa, in 1945), its
buildings and public gardens were also designed by prominent architects and landscape designers. It was an
overall municipal intervention in response to the city growth and housing shortage, to shelter different social
classes relocated after some city center demolitions (Alegre, 1999; Costa, 2002), workers newly arrived from the
countryside, and families from the new urban middle class. The total completion of the Alvalade neighbourhood
buildings took about 25 years (Costa, 2002), therefore hosting different generations, many of whom are still living
there at the same apartments. This Modernist area of Lisbon, is today one of the capital’s most aged districts
(Machado, 2007; Villaverde Cabral et al, 2012) — thus creating an opportunity to study how it reacted to ageing
and how it hosts its elderly (and the other generations).
Looking at Lisbon’s distribution of the elderly population (Fig. 4), we can see that Alvalade Plan includes 3
parishes (underlined by red boxes), two of which are the city’s most aged (Alvalade and São João de Brito). So,
this will be the right environment for our argument on a new urban transportation approach.

Figure 4. Ageing index, elderly dependency index and % of people aged 65+ at Lisbon parishes (our underlining). Source:
Villaverde Cabral et al, 2012, Workshop Seniores de Lisboa.

1.1 “Old” drivers or “new” pedestrians?
Considering the figures just mentioned on the above graphics and projections, Lisbon system of public transport
will require a new approach, taking into consideration the fast growing importance of the elderly in the city (and
suburbs).
With old age, several health and personal constraints appear and to give up driving can be one of the most difficult
decisions in life: “So far as transport and street space are concerned, the DTLR’s report on older people and
their transport requirements (DTLR, 2001) has suggested that mobility is the key to reducing social isolation.
Giving up driving is a difficult issue, signalling loss of adult status. A high proportion of older people is dependent
on public transport, whilst others use community buses or taxis” (Hanson, 2002).
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This same conclusion can be reached from the data compiled by Instituto do Envelhecimento (2012 — Fig.5)
which has been studying the ageing population of Lisbon, concluding that after the age of 65, there is a great
increase in the use of public transportation.

Figure 5. Preferred transportation systems by age groups in Lisboa (automóvel=car; autocarro=bus; andar a pé=walking; ter
automóvel=owning a car; metro=subway). Source: Source: Villaverde Cabral et al, 2012, Workshop Seniores de Lisboa.

In fact, using the private car seems to be directly connected to the working condition of families. From the moment
most people retire from work (usually at the age of 65), the bus becomes the first means of transportation,
followed by the subway and walking. The option for the subway, even though with less users, is quite stable at
all age groups, which is a feature worth studying to understand why (one of the reasons for the fewer users could
be the reduced range of the subway system in Lisbon when compared to the bus line network; on the contrary,
the stability of the figures could be connected to the comfort of use).
On the other hand, walking becomes very popular at the ages above 75, certainly in short distances from home.
An interesting feature though, is the “zero” (0,0%) option for the bicycle among the elderly, which could indicate
an opportunity for growth, now that the city has been investing on building bike lanes: “This transport mode is
one of those that can be used by older people in safety conditions and almost with no age limit. In fact there is
no age at which cycling stops being an option, and cycling can improve life expectancy. Regular exercise can
reduce stress, depression and health problems, more common at older ages, and cycling is a particularly low
impact activity, requiring no special physical skills.” (Frade and Ribeiro, 2012).
Considering the fact that demographic projections (Gonçalves and Carrilho, 2007) show that the older people
will be the only increasing age groups in Lisbon (and Portugal), public policies on transportation systems should
take this into account in terms of future priorities.
This global tendency is also reflected on the United Nations OMS study on age-friendly cities: “Transportation
and communication and information particularly interact with the other areas: without transportation or
adequate means of obtaining information to allow people to meet and connect, other urban facilities and services
that could support active ageing are simply inaccessible.” (OMS, 2009, p.10). The importance of transportation,
including accessible and affordable public transport, is clearly highlighted in the OMS report, as a key factor
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influencing active ageing because “being able to move about the city determines social and civic participation
and access to community and health services” (OMS, 2009, p.20). When answering to the enquiries, all the
elderly throughout the world mentioned dissatisfaction on the public transportation systems, for different reasons:
in some cases, the cost was a significant factor affecting older people’s use of public transport; others complained
of the lack of frequent and reliable public transport services; lack of coverage in some areas of the city or some
periods of the day or week; boarding and disembarking from vehicles was another frequent problem; older people
with disabilities complained about lack of accessible public transports; lack of courteous transport drivers was
commonly mentioned; the design, location and condition of transport stops and stations are another concern for
older people; availability of community transport services is very valued (OMS, 2009, pp.20-27).
All these problems and complaints happen both inside the city and on the outskirts — as a matter of fact, living
at the suburbs may become a cocktail of problems (Hanson, 2002, p.147) for the elderly, due to a greater lack of
public facilities, which forces older people to rely on public transportation, therefore suffering from the previously
mentioned difficulties. On the other hand, city centers, already fully equipped and provided with the urban
amenities of modern life (which need a great number of users for its own sustainability), can provide the perfect
environment for the late years in life: without much dependency on public transports, older people can more
easily reach the grocery, the pharmacy, the supermarket, the clinics, the parks, the sport and cultural facilities,
etc. For most people living in the suburbs, driving the car or taking public transports to school or office during
their working-years is an everyday routine which can easily accommodate displacements to other facilities and
places in the city. But after giving up driving, they may suddenly feel imprisoned in their own suburban
neighborhood, specially if it is exclusively residential, being too dependent on (expensive) taxis or
(uncomfortable) public transports. Therefore, living in the city center at an advanced age means living where all
main facilities are, where all infrastructure investments already exist, benefitting from that vicinity without extra
efforts. The quality of urban living at stake in these central areas does not rely so much on the existence of
facilities (they are already there) but on the comfortable, safe and independent access to them: steep stairways,
narrow sidewalks jammed with parked cars, etc., can be unavoidable obstacles for the elderly. Thus, public
policies should focus on public space improvements, so that all citizens can move around; and taking into
consideration all the issues and complaints about public transportation, it becomes clearer why short distance
transport alternatives could be considered for and by the elderly. By this, we are thinking both in terms of bicycles
and walking, also considering its benefits for health. Without driving, the growing elderly population will
inevitably become the new pedestrians in town — that is, if we want them to age actively.

1.2 Walking for health
According to the World Health Organization “Walking and cycling as part of daily activities should become a
major pillar of the strategy to increase levels of physical activity as part of reducing the risk of coronary heart
diseases, diabetes, hypertension, obesity and some forms of cancer. Increasing non-motorized transport will also
reduce air and noise pollution and improve the quality of urban life.” (Davis, 2002, p.4).
After concluding that in European cities, more than half the trips shorter than 5km (distances which could be
covered on foot or by bicycle) are made by car, the 51 countries of the WHO European Region adopted the
Charter on Transport, Environment and Health in 1999, especially emphasizing the need of promoting and
providing conditions for safe walking and cycling, together with public transport: “Walking is a form of physical
activity and a means of transport accessible to the vast majority of people (disabled people being an exception)
regardless of age, gender and social status, provided that appropriate environmental conditions exist for making
it safe, enjoyable and convenient. Walking is the dominant form of transport for journeys under 1.6 kilometers
and can become an important part of intermodal transport in urban settlements if linked with efficient public
transport” (Davis, 2002, p.8).
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In this regard, other recent studies show that after decades of urban and suburban expansion, “By the end of the
twentieth century, however, the story had changed. Frustration with the negative side effects of low-density
sprawl led to a realization that these older, urban neighborhoods had a lot to offer. First a trickle and soon a
steadier stream of investment flowed back toward cities and into downtown neighborhoods. Their ‘good bones’
—human-scale buildings and ready-made networks of small blocks and connected streets that shorten distances
and make walking easy— are drawing people back into these neighborhoods. (...) Six specific qualities make
them walkable: connections, tissue, population and housing density, services, streetscape, and green networks.”
(Campoli, 2012).
Anyway, either living at the suburbs or the city center, for seniors citizens (and therefore for everybody), the ideal
solution would be a “seamless travel” (Hanson, 2002, p.150) in a transport network where they could easily
transfer from one transport to the next, without much effort. This would be of much commercial interest for the
network as well, since it could attract more users since one of the main reasons for private car use is comfort,
opposed to the crowded, inefficient, unreliable public transport, specially when different transport means are used
on daily journeys. Thus in large cities (such as the case of Lisbon) it makes no sense not to have a metropolitan
transport authority for the whole system, ruling and controlling the interface between the different public
transports: boats, trains, buses, streetcars, subway (complemented by the independent and free use of bicycles
and walking) — therefore creating “seamless travels”.
Thinking of alternatives to public transport, it has been proven that also for children and young people, walking
and cycling is beneficial for their health and very important in encouraging an active lifestyle in adulthood. And
the decline of physical exercise is directly connected to the increase of overweight and obesity levels in children
(Davis, 2002). As most students travel to school, car use on the school journey has been increasing because of
rising levels of motorized traffic — partly explaining the declining levels of physical activity among young people
(Fig. 6).

Figure 6. The vicious circle of increasing motorized traffic and the school journey. Source: Davis, A. ed., 2002. A Physically
Active Life Through Everyday Transport. Roma: World Health Organization.

The World Health Organization and doctors say that walking is good for health, at any age, that’s an accepted
fact. And the opposite is accepted for the excessive use of cars. Comfort and the ease of use of private cars is the
usual justification for this situation, so far. But reality is changing in some cities.
The progressive introduction of parking meters in the central areas of Lisbon, is making harder the choice of
driving a car from the suburbs into the city center and paying the cost of parking on the street. This municipal
policy, correct in its principles and purposes, is nevertheless creating a terrible side effect: people keep bringing
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their cars into the city center, parking over the sidewalks at secondary streets, transforming quiet residential areas
into huge illegal parkings.
And because these are streets out of the parking meter areas, nobody gives parking tickets to these uncivilized
drivers (neither police nor municipal agents). It is time to ask: walking for health... but where? Pedestrians on the
road and cars on the sidewalks? This a matter of police, one might say, but the consequence is the impossibility
of walking safely on sidewalks jammed with cars, creating dangerous situations both for pedestrians and drivers,
who are forced sometimes to share the traffic lane.
On the other hand, the use of bicycles has increased in the city, creating some traffic conflicts: on the sidewalks,
when (specially) young people use them to ride their bikes, conflicting with pedestrians, or on the traffic lanes,
where cars dominate (without much sympathy for bicycles) and no special cycling lanes exist. In recent years the
Lisbon municipality has been creating quite a few cycling lanes — but that has been done over the existing
sidewalks, sacrificing walking space for pedestrians. The result is having pedestrians walking over the smooth
bicycles lanes (which are much more comfortable, convenient and preferred by older people, for instance...), only
giving way to the bicycles when they ring the bell. At this point we must remember that it is quite normal for
older people to have hearing impairments and slower reflexes (Colavita, 1978, Spirduso, 2005; OMS, 2009),
another reason for conflicts of pedestrians vs. cyclists.
Then, this issue brings us to the theme of shared space: why not creating some areas of real and safe shared
spaces?

1.3 Shared spaces
According to the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment, a shared space is a “space in which
different street users have equal entitlement and priority to the space. Shared space strives to combine rather
than separate the functions of streets. It seeks to improve the living environment for people, without needing to
restrict or banish motorised traffic, by reducing traffic speeds through design” (CABE, 2008, p.7).
So, by definition, a shared space is not a pedestrian space but a space for all kinds of movement options combined,
cleverly organized through design. In the UK (England and Wales), the official “Manual for Streets” (Department
for Transport, 2007) established technical guidelines for design of safer streets, especially in residential areas, to
create inclusive spaces for all kinds of users (Table1).

Table 1. People first — the new hierarchy on street design. Source: Department for Transport, 2007, Manual for Streets, p.28

The shared space approach goes against two mainstream ideas about street design which dominated the second
half of the 20th century: the importance of facilitating vehicle journeys and the danger of mixing traffic and
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pedestrians (and so the ideal solution would be the total segregation). This resulted in the widespread introduction
of ring roads, pedestrian underpasses, pedestrianised streets in town centers, and metal barriers along the edges
of pavements to prevent free road crossing. It also meant a reduced richness and variety of public space and its
uses (CABE, 2008, p.3).
Shared space streets have fewer street signs, road markings and edge-of-pavement barriers, so that pedestrians
have more space and can cross “where they chose and are able to” — this turns drivers more hesitant, therefore
driving more slowly, in an urban space where it became less clear who has right of way. In such a space, all users,
whether in vehicle or not, have to negotiate its use by an increased awareness of other users and their possible
intentions.
The main feature to achieve this new balance between people and cars is the use of “shared surfaces” with no
physical distinction, no kerbs or change of levels separating cars from other users. Especially in residential areas,
these spaces easily become “homezones” where children can play, residents can sit outside their homes and cars
drive slowly through or park, all using the same surface.
The main issue concerning urban traffic has been safety, with two main schools of thought: reducing casualties
or reducing danger. The ones mainly concerned with casualties, would favour total segregation of users, so that
no accidents might occur (their ideal would be streets with no pedestrians?). The ones concerned with danger
reduction, are in favour of inclusive design, so that streets are accessible, and used by, as wide a range of people
as possible. Risk assessment becomes essential to identify, eliminate or mitigate potential road safety problems,
in order to increase the total number, range and type of users: local children can walk and cycle unaccompanied,
local shopping is enhanced and promoted by pedestrian circulation, keeping low speeds for traffic. So, these
“civilised streets are places where the needs of people are prioritised over cars” (CABE, 2008, p.6), which can
deliver many benefits to the community: stronger communities (by offering places for social interaction), safer
communities (by addressing perceptions of how people treat one another, health and wellbeing (by encouraging
play and active travel in daily routine), stronger economy (by increasing footfall and time spent in the street/retail
environment), environmental sustainability (by encouraging cycling and walking).
To achieve most of these benefits, it will require new ways of working within local authorities, in a complex
process, involving different street users in order to understand and balance priorities between them.

1.4 Walkability and TOD
Daily life of the elderly should not be confined to comfortable housing: we’ve already pointed out the importance
of a healthy living through physical activity, namely walking.
With old age, several difficulties come up and sometimes even the ADLs (Activities of Daily Life such as
walking, getting dressed, eating, using the toilet, personal hygiene, moving in bed, transferring, going out,
shopping) become personal impairments. A simple way of delaying or even avoiding that, is keeping fit by
walking everyday.
Walkability became therefore a valued quality in urban spaces (Bohannon 1997, Burnett 2005, Walker 2011),
which need to have some characteristics to make walking a normal and pleasant daily activity. In that sense,
having sidewalks (or shared spaces) wide enough for walking will be the first requirement. Pavements should be
as even and smooth as possible, without level variations. Urban furniture, traffic signage, public lighting, trees,
etc., should be placed so that a clear path always gives free way for walking as a comfortable, cheap, alternative
transport in the city. To increase urban walking, the existence of local commerce, offices and public services
supporting housing areas, creating mixed-use areas, is highly recommended (Jacobs, 1961). In that sense, one
should consider the existence within walking distance (usually considered to be a distance of about 400 meters
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or a 5 minutes walk — Walker, 2011) of local shops such as groceries, supermarkets, cafés, pharmacies,
restaurants, etc.
The existence of public transport stops (bus, taxi, subway) within that same distance should not be forgotten
(Walker, 2011) being the reason for a new concept of transit systems and design, the TOD- Transit Oriented
Design, which studies the ideal location of transport stops (with a main focus on train stations as transportation
hubs) at the urban tissue, in order to enhance the use of public transportation. For some public services not daily
used (banks, post office, hospitals, health centers, universities, social security offices, cinemas, sports facilities,
churches, etc.) a longer distance of about 1 km can be acceptable — the same for some transport stops (long
distance bus and train stations, airports).
From this point of view, in terms of TOD, the vicinity of public transport stops is advantageous for residents,
workers and developers —and obviously for the elderly, which are the growing crowd of public transport users.
In fact, older people should be carefully taken into consideration, also in terms of business profit, enhancing their
daily use of public transport (sometimes several journeys a day, considering their free time): in a recent research
and enquiry (OMS, 2009) many elderly complained about transport stops badly lit, which turned them unsafe and
scary, lack of sitting places to wait, written information in such small letters that they can’t read them (Hanson,
2004). In that regard, one must point out that recent urban buses now have electronic displays in large letters
showing their destination, which is an important improvement for older people with bad sight waiting at the bus
stop: it gives them time to get ready to go on board. But on the other hand, maps and written paths at the stops
displays are still minuscule. Another feature on public buses which has not improved enough yet, is the high
entrance step, making it very hard for older people to climb aboard or getting out (influenced by frequent rude
behaviour from bus drivers who don’t bother to approach the sidewalk kerb).
Public transport companies should strongly invest on drivers’ training so that they become polite towards older
people and sympathetic with their difficulties, since they will be a significant “grey purse” (Hanson, 2001) in the
years to come (Gonçalves and Carrilho, 2007).
It has been proven (Burnett, 2005, Instituto do Envelhecimento, 2012) that older people tend to walk only inside
their comfortable range, that is, without too much physical strain. So, the correct location of public transport stops
within this comfort radius seems to be a correct TOD measure, in order to encourage the elderly to walk until the
stops and from there catch the public transports towards longer distances.

1.5 Alvalade district in Lisbon: recreating walking areas
Considering the elderly as a new (and significant) pedestrian population in the city will require then a different
approach in terms of urban transportation systems design, also considering the particular characteristics of the
Alvalade neighbourhood, clearly an ageing community.
Faria da Costa conceived the Alvalade Plan (1945), based on what the author named “urban cells”, strongly
influenced by the urban principles introduced by Raymond Unwin in “Town Planning in Practice” (1909) for the
new garden cities, as well as by the built example of Radburn, U.S.A. (1929), designed by C. Stein and H. Wright,
already influenced by Clarence Perry’s concept of the “neighborhood unit” (Fig. 7) and also by “the classical
urban theories proposed by the French school between the two World Wars, the North European cities expansion
plans and the Dutch experiments from the 1920/30’s” (Alegre, 1999, p.29).
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Figure 7. “Neighborhood Unit” diagram, according to Clarence Perry, 1928. Source: New York Regional Survey, vol.7, 1929.

Reflecting these concepts and influences, the Alvalade Plan “uses innovative principles from the Modern
urbanism, such as the distributive organization of functions and public facilities, road hierarchy (through
avenues, streets, dead-end streets and pedestrian paths), creation of a public land fund and releasing the interior
space of urban blocks for collective use, mainly with parks and non-built areas” (Lamas, 1993 cited in Alegre,
1999).
The equivalence between Perry’s “neighborhood units” and Faria da Costa’s “urban cells” is very clear: whereas
Perry proposes a community center as the focal point of each unit, Faria da Costa proposes a school (in dark blue)
— both of them connected by secondary, smaller and safer streets, away from the borderline main avenues where
the heavy traffic goes through. In both cases, commercial areas (in orange colour) and offices are located along
the main avenues, the same where the public transports pass through (the blue lines). And in both cases, several
small green areas are scattered around the housing, enhancing leisure and neighbouring relationships.
In Alvalade district these urban cells worked just fine, until cars invaded all public spaces (mainly after the
1990´s), sidewalks included...
Observing the Alvalade Plan it is quite clear its mixed use character, which has been the key for its success from
1945 until today. The fact of having an aged population (Villaverde Cabral et al, 2012) is the natural result of a
life cycle, six decades after its first housing blocks were built — and it shows that cities, as living organisms
made of people, need to adjust to the passing of time and the cycles of nature: birth, growth, decay, death...and
rebirth of new generations, commencing again cycle after cycle. This is what is happening in Alvalade: its
significant aged and ageing population coexists now with younger generations which are replacing gradually the
deceased residents. So, (fewer) children and (many) old people must be taken into consideration in terms of public
transport in this area today. And this demographic condition must be taken as an opportunity for new models of
urban living:
“Older people themselves and the media must take the lead in forging a new, more positive image of ageing.
Political and social recognition of the contributions that older people make and the inclusion of older men and
women in leadership roles will support this new image and help de-bunk negative stereotypes. Educating young
people about ageing and paying careful attention to upholding the rights of older people will help to reduce and
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eliminate discrimination and abuse.” (WHO, 2002, p.44)
This new attentive importance must be given to older people in its urban habitat: it makes no sense complaining
about lack or decrease of passengers in public transport when research shows us that the elderly are frequent
passengers (Villaverde Cabral et al, 2012) and we are looking at an ageing city: Lisbon was already in 2001 the
European capital with the largest proportion of seniors among its residents (Machado, 2007).
Alvalade shows many urban qualities for walking: small blocks (Jacobs, 1961) with short distances between street
crossings, mixed use buildings, good street hierarchy with main through avenues for heavier traffic and smaller
streets for local residents, large urban parks complemented with local green spaces, bicycle lanes recently built,
parking meters at the main avenues and a comfortable topography without too steep areas.
Then, what’s missing?

1.6 Some ideas for Alvalade district
We would say the main problem is the large number of private cars still daily invading the Alvalade district.
Most of the urban cells do not have private parking spaces or garages inside the buildings (at the 1940’s and 50’s
not even urban designers could imagine the later increase of private car use), a problem solved in the first decades
by the generous public spaces and public parking areas, maybe enough for residents (also considering that many
of the older people sell the car after quitting driving).
Even though the municipality has been recently introducing parking meters, with free parking for local residents,
this policy is pushing the suburban drivers who commute daily to Alvalade to park all over the (former) quiet and
narrow residential streets, thereby destroying the walking space of existing sidewalks, introducing new dangers
for pedestrians.
As a consequence, residents in these streets are not given a free parking permit (because their streets are not under
the parking meter influence area), which makes them victims of suburban savagely parked cars. Clearly, this is a
reason keeping older people from walking: cars over the sidewalks and destroyed pavements afterwards. The
solution seems quite natural: the introduction of parking meter in all the trough streets and classification of the
inner streets as parking for residents only: this way, commuters will be forced to use the public transport system
to come to an urban area well served by buses, subway, train and taxis. People coming to shop or short visits will
find enough parking meter spaces at the main avenues.
The same may be remembered about children: it is not safe to walk to school in such urban conditions. We’ve
seen above (Fig.6) that concern with transit safety creates a vicious circle of traffic increase in school journeys,
which is somehow surprising in Alvalade because these urban cells, with its school centrally located, were
designed by Faria da Costa with the explicit purpose of allowing children to walk to school. But this is not just a
local problem: modern urban life has brought along in every country this kind of safety issues. Thus, we can take
the example of the “walking school bus” (Safe Routes, 2013) as an alternative and very simple solution: a group
of children walking to school, guided by one or two adults, organized according to a timetable of “bus stops” (the
kids meeting points) along a predetermined route.
The necessary two adults can be trained volunteers among older people living in the neighbourhood, with free
time to spend, doing physical exercise along with the children, helping them cross the streets on the way to school
and later, on the way back home. A pool of available older residents from the neighbourhood could easily be
organized so that several pairs can take turns during the week — it would be a way of enhancing friendship
among neighbours (the elderly, the parents, the school staff and the children) in a healthier daily routine.
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When picking a route, specialists recommend four aspects to be regarded: 1) Do you have room to walk? Are
there sidewalks or paths? Is there much traffic? 2) Is it easy to cross the street? 3) Do drivers behave well? Do
they yield to walkers? 4) Does the environment feel safe? Are there loose dogs? Is there criminal activity? — For
most of these questions regarding Alvalade, the answer would be positive.
Another issue concerning the elderly as pedestrians is related to traffic lights: it´s difficult for them to cross the
streets, especially the main avenues, with the current short time periods. The solution is quite simple and
necessary in an aged neighbourhood: to increase the green light time for pedestrians and complementing it with
a visual count-down sign (as it already happens in Viseu, for instance) so that all pedestrians and drivers know
exactly how much remaining time there is for a safe crossing. Using a sound signal at the traffic lights is also
important because of the common sight impairments among older people (including the blind).
About public transports stops location, we’ve seen that they can be determinant for TOD strategies; we can also
add that the proximity to the pedestrian crossings (with or without traffic lights) can avoid the common tendency
of diagonal crossing to shortcut the way for the bus. When we think of older people, slower in their movements
and reactions, this can become of vital importance.

1.6 Residential areas in Alvalade: a shared space hypothesis
After elaborating about the needs of the elderly as pedestrians, cyclists and also public transport customers, it is
important to study how some public spaces could become more elder-friendly and, therefore, universal areas.
Our case study will be the “urban cell nº1” of the Alvalade Plan, an exclusively residential area of former social
housing which has undergone a gentrification process in the recent decades, becoming a middle-class area. The
previous description of sidewalks invaded by illegally parked cars is clearly portrayed here (Fig. 8). The narrow
sidewalks have become useless for walking: the existence of trees and lampposts in the middle don’t leave enough
room for a wheelchair user and now the parked cars force everyone to walk over the traffic lane.

Figure 8. Rua Afonso Lopes Vieira with parked cars over the sidewalks. Source: António Carvalho (2012)

Our solution is quite simple: taking advantage of the fact that this is a one-way residential street, we propose to
turn it into a slow speed (30 km) area. Besides the traffic speed signs, we propose to refurbish its pavement by
removing the original granite cubes, still existing under the tar, which would be reused on the pavement, randomly
showing either the tar face or the stone face. This would create a simultaneous effect of a visual, acoustic and
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textural surface, slowing down the traffic due to the tyre vibration. Being a one-way street, it is possible to create
a line of paying parking places (with resident free permits) on the right side of the street.
In order to turn the sidewalks accessible for wheelchairs, the planters around the tree trunks could be filled with
porous resin, thereby becoming levelled with the sidewalk surface, creating enough room for wheeled circulation.
As we can see at the plan, this urban cell is composed by a secondary, one way street (Rua Afonso Lopes Vieira)
connecting two main heavier traffic avenues (Av. do Brasil and Av. da Igreja). Perpendicular to this secondary
through street, there are two cul-de-sac streets (R. Antónia Pusich and R. João Lúcio), also jammed with parked
cars (Fig.9).
Because they are dead end streets, they would be ideal to create shared spaces: by rising the pavement (maybe in
limestone or some other material different from the secondary street) in a single surface without sidewalks, some
parking spaces could be created, exclusively for residents (the same solution that already exists at the cul-de-sacs
at Rua Guilhermina Suggia, in Alvalade). For a very careful circulation, the parking spaces would alternate
positions on both sides of the street, limited by facing benches for children to play or seniors to talk (Fig. 12).

Figure 9. R. João Lúcio with parked cars over the sidewalks and pedestrian on the road. Source: António Carvalho (2012)
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Figure 10. Proposal of shared spaces for R. Antonia Pusich and R. João Lúcio. Source: António Carvalho (2013)

1.7 Conclusion
The first conclusion we may reach is towards the Alvalade Plan design quality: six decades after its creation, this
large urban area still resists the passing of time with much quality, with a faithful and therefore aged population
(whose income would allow to have moved somewhere else in the city or countryside if they preferred to). Its
mixed use character makes Alvalade a residential, commercial, service and leisure area, pleasant for its
population, except for the excessive pressure of parked cars over the sidewalks.
Walkability is an urban quality we can also find at Alvalade, considering its friendly topography, its small urban
blocks, its street hierarchy (main avenues as borderlines for the eight urban cells with secondary streets and a
neighbourhood unit character, with pedestrian paths leading to the centrally located schools).
Because daily walking is a natural and important physical activity for everyone, from children to older people,
creating walking school buses of elderly trained volunteers leading groups of local children could be a healthy
alternative to individual car journeys to school.
The widespread of parking meter zones in all areas (with free parking for residents) is urgently needed to stop
the current savage parking over the sidewalks in smaller residential streets by suburban commuters — it will save
the sidewalk pavements for all pedestrians and it will increase the use of public transports (Alvalade is well served
by train, subway, buses and taxis).
Finally, we propose a design hypothesis of creating low speed secondary streets and shared spaces at the cul-desac streets, therefore enhancing walking as an alternative, smart and healthy mean of transportation (as ancient
as mankind).
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Imaginer le Patrimoine Europeen40

MICHEL DEPEYRE41

Résumé
L’Europe est riche en patrimoines variés. Mais existe-t-il un patrimoine commun à l’échelle de l’Europe ? L’Histoire a
divisé les peuples, chacun recherchant dans ses monuments ou œuvres d’art la quintessence de ce qu’il croit être. Dès
lors, nous ne pourrions guère que procéder à l’élaboration d’un patrimoine qui resterait au niveau de l’imaginaire. L’effort
doit se porter plus avant en proposant d’imaginer un patrimoine commun à l’Europe. Il ne doit donc pas y avoir
d’opposition entre les groupes d’appartenance –ici les nations- et la création d’un groupe de référence plus ample à
l’échelle de l’Europe et qui en porterait les grands principes et valeurs. Nous ne devons pourtant pas imaginer un tel
patrimoine de manière fermée, cela contreviendrait à toute notre Histoire.
Mots-clefs : patrimoine, Europe, imaginer, imaginaire, groupe d’appartenance, groupe de référence, identité,
communauté.

En juillet 2015, le monde de l’Art est bouleversé par les polémiques nées du règlement de la succession
Rothschild 42 : les experts repèrent deux tableaux représentant Maerten Soolmans et son épouse, peints par
Rembrandt en 1634 43. Chefs d’œuvre reconnus, ils ne peuvent être rachetés par le Musée du Louvre en raison
d’un prix trop élevé. Or, le Ministère de la Culture ne les a pas déclarés Trésors nationaux, toute mesure juridique
est donc impossible. Peu après, le Ministère de la Culture, devant les protestations, propose de l’acheter en
partenariat avec le Rijksmuseum d’Amsterdam. On avance alors l’idée d’un patrimoine européen. Mais est-ce un
argument justifié ? Les décideurs européens sont, en effet nombreux à refuser l’idée d’un patrimoine européen.
Doit-on voir dans cette réaction une ignorance, un refus politique, ou une paresse intellectuelle ?
Nous aboutissons ainsi à la question suivante est-il possible d’imaginer un patrimoine européen ? Il est d’abord
nécessaire de s’interroger sur l’image que pourrait avoir un tel patrimoine, et ce, après des siècles d’Histoire
commune. Nous débouchons alors sur l’alternative suivante : ce patrimoine européen est-il imaginaire ou bien
est-il encore à imaginer ?

Le patrimoine Européen est-il possible ?
Depuis quelques années, les traditionnelles « Journées du Patrimoine » ont été transformées en « Journées
européennes du Patrimoine ». Rares sont les observateurs qui ont remarqué qu’il ne s’agit pas de « Journées du
Patrimoine européen ». Il est donc pertinent de se poser la question de l’existence d’un tel patrimoine.
Commençons par une approche quantitative. Dans un sondage IPSOS-Ministère de la Culture, de 2007, les
Européens se voient poser la question de l’existence d’un « patrimoine européen ». Les résultats sont édifiants :
40
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49 pour cent des Européens estiment que ce patrimoine est composé de l’addition des différents patrimoines
nationaux 44. Il n’existerait donc pas de patrimoine commun. Les Italiens sont les plus nombreux à concevoir un
patrimoine commun, avec 48 pour cent des sondés, au contraire, les Français sont les plus convaincus que le
patrimoine européen est la somme des patrimoines des pays, avec 58 pour cent des sondés, puis viennent les
Allemands avec 54 pour cent. L’avis des citoyens d’Europe rejoint donc le sentiment de leurs responsables
politiques et administratifs.
Le premier résultat auquel nous parvenons est incomplet. Il faut, en effet, se mettre d’accord sur ce que l’on
appelle « patrimoine » : les Français y voient d’abord des monuments et de l’architecture, les Allemands y
reconnaissent en priorité de l’histoire et des traditions. Lors d’une conférence sur la culture européenne, Julia
Kristeva conclut en disant que sur ce point, « la diversité éclate ».
La diversité est bel et bien l’une des principales caractéristiques du continent européen. N’est-il pas vain de
rechercher une unité culturelle, voire historique de ce continent ? Dès lors, peut-on postuler l’existence d’un
continuum, non seulement géographique, mais aussi culturel ?
Dans Qu’est-ce que la nation ? (1882), Ernest Renan commence sa réflexion par un constat sur la division de
l’Europe qui n’est composée que d’ « individualités historiques » issues de la dislocation de l’Empire de
Charlemagne. Les pays qui en sont issus composent ainsi un « damier » dont les cases varient en taille mais qui
subsistent à travers les siècles 45.
De fait, au premier regard sur l’Europe en tant qu’entité géographique, nous ne voyons que diversités, en tant
qu’entité géopolitique, nous n’observons que divisions, frontières, et multiplicité. Son espace est donc morcelé.
Devons-nous renoncer à voir s’exprimer des éléments d’unité ?
Devant un aspect aussi hétéroclite, est-il possible de constituer un patrimoine où l’on reconnaîtrait des
particularités européennes ? Serait-il possible de dessiner une image du patrimoine européen ? Ou bien ne doiton considérer que tous ces éléments ne seraient un patrimoine européen que par ce qu’ils son positionnés en terre
européenne ? Une immense mosaïque patrimoniale serait ainsi constituée de la somme des patrimoines de chaque
nation.
Nous rejoindrions alors Paul Valéry qui écrivait déjà que l’histoire de l’Europe était une « collection de
chroniques » 46. Le même constat ne s’appliquerait-il pas au patrimoine européen ? Au premier regard, il n’existe
pas, en effet, de patrimoine commun, mais une juxtaposition d’éléments et d’objets nationaux.
Un patrimoine, assurément… commun, cela est déjà plus difficile. Des obstacles parsèment notre chemin. La
Réforme a déchiré la « tunique du Christ », une Chrétienté plus ou moins homogène, et mis en avant des
sensibilités diverses. Avec la Réforme, la peregrinatio eruditorum a perdu de sa valeur unifiante. Le
protestantisme contribue ainsi à vider le monde de son contenu ontologique. Le confessionnalisme inauguré en
1520 contribue donc à briser l’unité religieuse et culturelle du continent. Les temples hollandais sont bien éloignés
des églises italiennes… Les chants liturgiques catholiques sont fort différents des cantates des cantors de
l’Allemagne du Nord. André Malraux a mis en évidence combien les bourgeois peints par Hals et Rembrandt
n’avaient rien à voir avec les héros des peintres catholiques 47.
Il faut dire que jusqu’au XIXème siècle, rares sont les hommes qui ont vu les grands chefs d’œuvre de l’Europe.
Gautier, Stendhal ont vu l’Italie, Baudelaire et Verlaine, jamais 48. Il a ainsi manqué une conscience du patrimoine
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commun. Les voyages plus aisés et la reproduction photographique ont remplacé les rapts d’œuvres d’art par le
vainqueur et les « tours » réservés aux plus riches, tel Goethe. Ce dernier y séjourne ainsi de février 1787 à mai
1788 : il arrive à Naples, visite la Sicile, remonte sur Rome, puis Florence et Milan.
Ainsi, l’un des premiers éléments qui fasse défaut à l’Europe, est une mémoire commune. Certes, nous possédons
des fragments de commune mémoire entre deux ou plusieurs nations, fruit des guerres le plus souvent, mais rien
ne semble vraiment exister pour l’ensemble du continent. Le tourisme, qui, après tout, est une forme d’invasion
pacifique, est peut être la chance de lever cette ignorance du patrimoine de l’Autre.
Le manque de mémoire collective est au cœur de notre sujet. Le patrimoine repose, en effet, en premier lieu sur
une transmission de générations en générations. Il importe donc qu’une continuité se fasse jour entre des peuples
qui se sont souvent combattus, voire ignorés. Les pays de l’ex-bloc soviétique détiennent une mémoire élaborée
entre 1945 et 1990 que l’Ouest ne possède pas. En revanche, les pays de l’Ouest se souviennent de Charlemagne.

Un patrimoine imaginaire ?
André Malraux a inventé le concept de « Musée Imaginaire » 49, c’est-à-dire l’ensemble des œuvres des musées
mais aussi celles reproduites par photographies et livres. Il s’agit enfin d’un lieu mémoriel où chacun rassemble
les œuvres d’art qu’il préfère. Serait-il possible d’élaborer également un « patrimoine imaginaire » qui
regrouperait les objets les plus remarquables des cultures européennes ? La tentative reposerait sur une démarche
volontariste qui rassemblerait.
Si les patrimoines sont le produit de l’Histoire, il faut aussi admettre que l’Histoire sépare, divise, oppose les
patrimoines constitués par les différents peuples. Nietzsche a bien raison, seul peut être défini ce qui n’a pas
d’Histoire. Là où l’Histoire a désuni, le patrimoine pourrait réunir, surtout, si nous concevons ce
patrimoine « européen » dans sa plus large acception.
L’apparition de l’Etat-nation au XIXème siècle et la montée des nationalismes ont rompu l’idée d’un collectif,
pire, l’impérialisme a poussé des Etats à imposer une communauté de force, tel l’Empire napoléonien et les
impérialismes pangermaniques. La contrainte politico-militaire a alors prévalu, ce qui explique en bonne partie
les réticences des populations européennes à l’égard de l’idée d’une Europe unifiée.
En fait, le patrimoine semble bel et bien renvoyer à ce que les sociologues nomment le « groupe d’appartenance ».
Chaque peuple se définit lui-même par rapport à sa nationalité, à sa région, voire à sa religion. Le groupe
d’appartenance –ici les nations- rejette tout ce qui est réputé étranger. Il s’agit du groupe primaire dont on fait
partie physiquement à un moment de sa vie. Dès lors, nous sommes condamnés à des patrimoines
fondamentalement nationaux et séparés de ceux des peuples voisins. Ainsi, dans le cadre d’un patrimoine
politique et historique, la Place de la Bastille appartient à un patrimoine mémoriel français, même si le lieu a une
influence hors des frontières de la France. Quant à l’Escorial qui symbolise l’Espagne du siècle d’Or, son
rayonnement ne sort guère du monde ibérique.
Quelle définition ou quel contenu donner à un possible patrimoine européen ? On a déjà dit que les Européens ne
sont pas d’accord entre eux sur la définition. Ils ne le sont pas plus sur les objets qui le composent.
Dans son « Musée Imaginaire », Malraux fait cohabiter des œuvres d’art de types, de provenances et de périodes
diverses : les statues égyptiennes ou de Sumer côtoient les tableaux de Vélasquez ou de Rembrandt. Il faut donc
constater que les objets y sont virtuellement juxtaposés et comparés à la volonté du « regardeur » (Marcel
Duchamp), mais il n’y a pas de « commun » possible. Nous en restons à l’idée de patrimoine-mosaïque. Le
« commun » est même, par nature, impossible car chacun constitue son propre « Musée Imaginaire ».
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Commentant la méthode de Malraux, l’universitaire Jean-Yves Tadié explique « … qu’entre les œuvres du Musée
Imaginaire il n’y a plus de conflits » 50. Le critique y voit même une forme de compensation à l’échec de Malraux
pour établir la fraternité effective qu’il a tant souhaitée dans ses romans. Seules les œuvres offrent la possibilité
d’obtenir cette forme de fraternité ardemment recherchée par Malraux. Ne pourrions-nous pas susciter le même
résultat en Europe, et ce, en juxtaposant simplement les divers patrimoines de tous ces peuples qui apparaissent
comme autant de membra disjecta, d’organismes épars ? Dès lors, le patrimoine européen postulé demeurerait
bel et bien imaginaire.

Un patrimoine imaginé
Julia Kristeva est optimiste, puisqu’elle affirme que se constitue « un “nous” européen » 51. Une telle idée nous
conduit à imaginer une koinè, une communauté. L’auteur donne à ce « nous » une véritable mission dans le
monde. Cette dernière nous conduit à aborder les dangereux parages de la question de l’identité.
A côté du « groupe d’appartenance », les sociologues distinguent le « groupe de références ». Cette fois, le groupe
en question ne se définit plus par une appartenance mais par des valeurs communes. Les individus ne font pas
toujours partie de ce groupe mais ils en tirent plus ou moins consciemment des idées, valeurs , objectifs 52.
Chacun dans sa nation –son groupe d’appartenance- peut découvrir des normes et des valeurs exprimées par un
ensemble comme l’Europe. Cela a pu être l’Europe chrétienne jusqu’à la Réforme, au XVIème siècle. Plus près
de nous, la Seconde Guerre mondiale a engendré une mémoire commune à l’ensemble du continent, celle de la
« destruction des Juifs d’Europe » (R. Hilberg), la Shoah. A Auschwitz-Birkenau, toutes les nations européennes
sont représentées parmi les victimes du totalitarisme nazi 53. Une communauté s’est ici élaborée face aux formes
du racisme, de l’antisémitisme et du crime perpétré. Après des esquisses vaines avant 1939, c’est bel et bien dans
les horreurs de la Seconde Guerre mondiale que s’origine le projet de la construction européenne. Avec la
mémoire de ce gigantesque conflit, nous avons un patrimoine mémoriel commun aux Européens, même s’il peut
se dilater à des horizons plus lointains.
Dans le patrimoine-mosaïque envisagé plus haut, nous avons la possibilité de voir se tracer le groupe de référence,
chaque smalt constituant les innombrables groupes d’appartenance. Les deux modalités ne se contredisent alors
aucunement. L’ensemble des smalts produit alors un dessin qui est la figuration du groupe de référence. Et
d’ailleurs, nous pouvons jouer sur l’homophonie en parlant aussi bien de « dessin » que de « dessein » européen.
Philippe Sollers pressentait bien la tension entre les groupes d’appartenance et de référence quand il écrivait :
« Je me sens de plus en plus européen, et européen parce que (sic) français. » 54.
Se contenter de cette représentation spatiale serait pourtant insuffisant et réducteur car la dimension temporelle
serait alors écrasée. Il importe de bien conserver une sorte d’épaisseur chronologique à ce patrimoine-mosaïque.
Chaque tesselle est le résultat d’une évolution dans l’Histoire, mais en même temps, il est indispensable de
comprendre que le dessin –ou dessein- du patrimoine-mosaïque s’est transformé dans le temps, en fonction des
synchronies entre les divers groupes d’appartenance. Nous pouvons ainsi dire qu’il y eut un dessin d’une Europe
chrétienne, avec, par exemple, le réseau des abbayes-filles de Cluny, mais aussi une Europe des Lumières, avec
les réseaux maçonniques ou les correspondances entre les savants de tous les royaumes.
N’en demeure pas moins la grave question du Dessein européen, c’est-à dire de ce que nous pourrions nommer
d’une autre façon les Projet de l’Europe.
Jean-Yves Tadié, Introduction aux Écrits sur l’art d’André Malraux, Paris, La Pléiade, 2004, T. IV-1, p. XXXI.
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A partir du XVème siècle se déploie le projet humaniste qui, à partir des sources antiques, veut créer un homme
nouveau qui soit sa propre fin, déconnecté de toute transcendance. N’y a-t-il pas ici une double démarche l’une
qui reconnaissait un patrimoine, celui de l’Antiquité, l’autre qui se tournait vers un futur caractérisé par un monde
meilleur.
A ce moment, se traçait le projet proprement européen qui reposait en large partie sur l’idée de Progrès. La
Méditerranée était le milieu du développement initial de ce projet –les Italies- mais la Méditerranée était
également l’origine du patrimoine qui se constituait et qui rassemblait tous les héritages, dans la tradition de la
cour de Frédéric II de Hohenstaufen à Palerme. Celle-ci rassemblait des astrologues arabes, des savants italiens…
Ernst Kantorowicz souligne les échanges multiples qui existaient entre les aristocraties musulmanes et les
chevaliers occidentaux 55.
Les Européens ont imaginé le patrimoine dans sa dimension européenne par différents moyens. Il y eut les grands
voyages qui ont permis les diffusions de modèles à travers le continent. Cependant, le Musée, hérité d’Alexandrie,
est sans doute ce qui matérialise le mieux le patrimoine en Europe. Le « Musée-national » fondé par le Directoire,
devenu Musée Napoléon, s’est voulu sous l’Empire le réceptacle de ce qu’il y avait de plus précieux dans l’art
européen. Au lieu d’aller aux œuvres, les chefs d’œuvre venaient à Paris. C’est dans cette optique que travaille
Dominique Vivant Denon jusqu’en 1814. D’une certaine manière, le Musée du Louvre, et les musées qui
suivirent, symbolisent le projet humaniste réactivé à la fin de l’ère des Lumières. Le musée est conçu comme un
écrin où l’homme européen doit être éduqué à la beauté (le Musée Napoléon est d’accès gratuit pour tous). Les
contemporains du Musée Napoléon expliquent que toutes les possibilités sont accordées aux artistes afin de copier
les chefs-d’œuvre des grands peintres56. Les muséologues constatent d’ailleurs que c’est à la fin du XVIIIème
siècle que se produit une prise de conscience esthétique qui conduit les spécialistes à décontextualiser les œuvres
d’art, à les couper –parfois au sens littéral du terme- de leur cadre historique et géographique. Selon Malraux, le
Musée Imaginaire est ainsi un « nouveau domaine de référence » 57.
Les pays européens ont également donné naissance à des formes de paysage caractéristiques des sociétés
industrielles. Nous avons ainsi des territoires marqués par des paysages culturels fruit de l’extraction du charbon,
du travail métallurgique ou du textile : la Ruhr, Le Creusot, le bassin de Saint-Etienne.
Le label « patrimoine européen » peut être un outil utile afin de construire un tel patrimoine. Encore récent, ce
label est surtout représenté dans les pays de l’Est de l’Europe, comme si ces Etats souhaitaient ainsi manifester
un rattachement plus étroit avec le noyau historique de l’Union européenne.
Julia Kristeva explique que, selon elle, la question identitaire est partie de l’Europe et que la « quête » de cette
identité est sans fin à travers l’histoire de l’Europe. Selon cet auteur, la culture européenne serait donc un « contrepoint » à cette quête identitaire « reconstructible, ouverte » 58. En effet, ce qui transparaît ici c’est l’existence
d’une identité ouverte sur les autres. Cette ouverture se caractérise aussi par une dimension critique sans
équivalent. L’Europe a une mission, selon Julia Kristeva, car elle porte « l’identité comme inquiétude
questionnante » 59. Le patrimoine ne serait pas l’affirmation de certitudes mais, bien au contraire, renverrait des
interrogations à l’observateur. Dans ce contexte, il est possible de comprendre le patrimoine comme un
« antidote » (J. Kristeva) face aux manifestations identitaires exacerbées d’hier et d’aujourd’hui. Rien ne serait
plus dangereux et mortifère qu’une recherche insensée d’une pseudo identité « pure ». Le patrimoine est toujours
métis.
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La constitution d’un tel patrimoine européen pourrait soulever des contestations : n’y aurait-il pas là une
instrumentalisation du patrimoine à des fins politiques, voire idéologiques ? Il serait, en effet, possible de voir
dans notre démarche un embrigadement des divers patrimoines au service du projet européen. L’argument ne
peut être rejeté d’un revers de main car il soulève le problème du rôle du patrimoine dans nos sociétés. JeanMichel Leniaud a longuement abordé la question en mettant en exergue les diverses modalités des
instrumentalisations depuis l’Antiquité 60. L’auteur souligne notamment que le patrimoine a, durant l’histoire de
la France, « … forgé un efficace mode de vivre ensemble ». De retour à notre thème, nous n’hésiterons pas à
écrire qu’en imaginant un patrimoine européen, c’est nous-mêmes que nous construirons en tant que citoyens
européens.
Alors, est-ce une gageur de parler de patrimoine européen ? Renan évoquait à propos de la France l’image du
« damier ». La métaphore pourrait être précisée. Plutôt qu’une figure géométrique, nous y voyons davantage un
dessin évolutif où chaque smalt a sa propre dynamique et participe ainsi aux modifications et aux changements
du dessin à l’échelle européenne.
Le monde méditerranéen est probablement un des lieux-origines du patrimoine européen, un de ces smalts qui
enrichissent la mosaïque. Albert Camus a décrit cet entassement de civilisations, notamment à Tipaza où la Rome
antique a laissé des vestiges imposants 61. De son côté, les traces de la civilisation en contexte d’Islam sont encore
très nettes en Espagne avec la mosquée-cathédrale de Cordoue. Dans cet édifice cohabitent les arcs outrepassés
de la mosquée d’origine et les ogives de l’église chrétienne édifiée au XVIème siècle.
S’il y patrimoine européen, il ne peut qu’être ouvert largement sur le reste du monde et non replié sur lui. Fruit
d’un métissage subtil et constant, il est alors un outil pour fabriquer une communauté humaine. Jamais la
mosaïque européenne ne fut strictement bornée à un cadre géographique étroit. De partout, elle l’outrepasse.
L’Europe ne saurait être envisagée comme un cloître refermé, elle a toujours été largement ouverte sur le
monde…
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Zoo in the 21st century – conscious relationship with the nature and the
environment
IVO BOHÁČ62

Motto:
“If the current level of consumption of natural resources continued, we would need three planets like Earth to
survive”.
(E. O. Wilson, 2002)

Introduction
History of coexistence of humans and animals is also part of the history of mankind where the world around us,
including animals, has its irreplaceable role. The relationship between people and the physical world plays the
main role – it is as old as the mankind. When the nature becomes a culture, it also becomes part of the cultural
history. Integration of animals in the world of people is documented in the current scientific research,
“ethological” studies of the social behaviour of animals or ecology where it becomes a multidisciplinary way of
environmental education.
These topics have been connected with the existence of people since prehistoric times and they are still significant.
Never in the history have the issues concerning nature captured the global interest as much as it is nowadays. It
seems that people have finally realized how intensively their presence on Earth is connected with this world.
We live in the world the basic features of which also include global changes, environmental crises and constantly
decreasing biodiversity. There have been continuing dangerous civilisation phenomena going beyond the limits
of the cultural landscape management, such as plundering natural resources, spreading of invasive species and
growth of their negative impacts on the environment, its overall degradation, connected also with climatic
changes. The growing human population consumes too many natural resources. Therefore the resources required
for survival and future of non-human animal species have been decreasing constantly.
Humans and fauna
The arrival of humans in the history of our planet was also a crucial moment for fauna on Earth. Scientists keep
arguing whether extinction of huge animals from the Ice Age epoch was caused by a climate change or they were
made extinct by humans, or it was due to a combination of both factors.
The relationship between people and the physical world around them is as old as the mankind itself. And therefore
it is natural that the history of coexistence of humans and animals is an integral part of the history of mankind.
Nature is part of our cultural history. Therefore it is connected directly with the issue of cultural diversity.
The mutual contact of people and animals on Earth has gone through three significant historic stages. At the
beginning humans were in the position of hunters and collectors. 11,000 years ago there was a crucial turning
point in the human civilisation development – the point when agriculture started to develop. Humans turned into
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peasants and herdsmen. Humans did not depend on animals any more but animals started to serve to humans. The
third stage was the arrival of machines and the epoch of industrialisation.63
The animal world has been influencing the imagination of people since time immemorial. It is evidenced by
numerous works of art with natural motifs going back to the very roots of the existence of mankind.
Discovery of Palaeolithic art and mainly of western European cave paintings was a big surprise at its time. Until
then it had been assumed that Stone Age people were primitive savages. However, Altamira cave showed that
human genius had already existed in people who lived at the same time like mammoths and therefore it is not
connected so closely with the degree of technical civilisation.64
In order to understand the historically changing position of animals in the world of people, we can mention two
moments in the human society development – the ancient Greek and Roman traditions and Christianity.
The Old Testament stories include clear evidence that a responsible relationship to fauna and understanding the
importance of maintaining biodiversity on our planet has its important place in the foundations of Jewish and
Christian traditions. It is the story of the deluge. And thus in a simplified point of view, we can see Noah’s Arch
as the first zoological garden in the world with its parallel research and conservation function.

Zoological gardens in the 21st century
In the following contemplations we will focus on the current situation. Important partners in the global fight
against the environmental crisis and for maintaining biodiversity are also modern zoos, aquaria and botanic
gardens. These organisations can work across the whole range of conservation activities, from keeping
endangered species ex situ to research, science and education of the public to supporting animal species in their
natural environment – in situ. Nowadays, zoos and aquaria play an important role in creating a sustainable
environment. They encourage their visitors to become part of the same movement.65
Nowadays a zoological garden is a very complex organism. It is a smaller or bigger group of buildings, areas and
facilities providing a wide range of various functions and activities.
In the past decades, the zoo conception has changed significantly as a result of strategic planning of zoological
gardens. The animal keeping conception has shifted from taxonomic collections of a large number of animal
species to creating exhibitions on the basic of the zoological and geographic affiliation and to presenting fauna
on the basis of eco-systems. It is fulfilment of the visionary ideas of Carl Hagenbeck.
In late 1970s a new element started to appear – combining of living exhibitions with museum style exhibitions,
mainly ethnographic ones. From the point of view of cultural education, this concept of zoological gardens
achieves the strongest influence on visitors. It is so-called arrival of comprehensive exhibitions.
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Tasks of modern zoos
Thanks to the effort of international organisations, mainly WAZA – World Association of Zoos and Aquariums
and EAZA – European Association of Zoos and Aquaria, the question of the tasks and mission of zoological
gardens was answered quite quickly and clearly. Zoological gardens fulfil the following tasks:
1) Be a place where visitors can relax and have a rest
2) Provide visitors with inadvertent education about nature and create a positive relationship to it
3) Be engaged in keeping animals, mainly rare and endangered species
4) Be engaged in the research of animals and participate in their protection in the nature66
From our point of view, the most important task is in item 2. Inadvertent education of visitors and subconscious
upbringing to love nature has to start from the “trivial” things such as quality signs with the names and
information about the displayed animals and it finishes with the overall detailed project – the comprehensive zoo
conception.

Organisational and legislative framework
Zoological gardens all over the world established a global community led by WAZA (World Association of Zoos
and Aquariums). What is WAZA? Nowadays there are more than thousand zoological gardens and parks all over
the world. They form a global community led by the World association of zoological gardens and aquariums
(WAZA). The institutions and facilities working under WAZA are visited by 600 million visitors a year.
The tasks and goals of WAZA are defined as follows:
1. Support cooperation between zoos and aquariums in the area of protection, conditions and animal
welfare
2. Support and coordinate cooperation between national and regional associations
3. Support environment education, protection of wild animals and environmental research
4. Represent zoos and aquaria in other international organisations or groups
5. Support cooperation with other conservation organisations
6. Spread and use the highest possible standards in the field of animal keeping and their conditions
The basic document which determines the procedures and principles for the activities of zoos and aquaria all over
the world is World Zoo and Aquarium Conservation Strategy (WZACS). This document was written in 1993 on
the basis of cooperation between WAZA and IUCN (International Union of Nature Conservation).
In 2001 IUCN issued another document called “IUCN policy for ex situ population management and protection”.
Important documents also include “Code of ethics and optimum care for animals” issued by World Association
of Zoological gardens and Aquariums” based on the principle of respecting dignity of animals kept in zoos.
In the organisation structure, under the umbrella organisation WAZA, in our region we have EAZA (European
Association of Zoos and Aquaria) – a European association of approx. two hundred and thirty zoos and aquaria.
The facilities operating under its auspices are visited by approx. 130 million people a year.
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Architecture of zoological gardens
The architecture in zoological gardens is not easy and it has many specific aesthetic and technical issues. From
the architectonic point of view, a modern zoological garden is a highly varied mixture of buildings, features and
facilities across the whole range of typology.
The architecture of zoo constructions goes through the individual stages of the planning process in the stage of
preparation.
The stage of preparation has three levels – the level of strategic contemplations – strategies, the level of the
development conception – general development plan and at the level of projects for the individual constructions
- projects.
From the outline of the basic functions fulfilled by contemporary modern zoos we can see that it is a place for
keeping animal species. However, it is also a place where people meet and communicate with each other and a
place where people communicate with the animals kept in the zoo. It is a place for relaxation but also education.
It is a place creating working environment for a wide range of professionals. From the point of view of their
typology, zoos are classified as museums. Another important aspect is the fact that it is an artificial environment
created by people both as regards the structural objects or the reshaped landscape.
Education – zoo exhibitions
As defined by the World Zoo and Aquarium Conservation Strategy (WZACS), the enlightenment and education
objectives of zoos and aquaria should be happening in the following areas:
1. Excite and fascinate people and arouse their interest on the nature
2. Stimulate understanding of nature conservation issues and specific role of visitors
3. Create the support and activity of the public in relation to conservation interests at various levels
4. Provide many experiences, materials and means to a wide range of visitors so that they could decide in
their everyday lives in the way beneficial for the environment and wild animals
5. Develop awareness of people concerning the fact that they live in the world of nature and make them
understand how nature conservation is connected with everyday life
A zoological garden is a specific type of a museum with living exhibits. As regards preparation of exhibitions,
there will be a virtually unlimited number of possibilities depending on the size of the zoo, financial funds, the
zoo location but perhaps mainly the specialisation of its collections. Generally, zoo exhibitions can be divided as
follows: outside exhibitions x inside exhibitions; monothematic exhibitions x universal – comprehensive
exhibitions; contact exhibitions x non-contact exhibitions; living exhibitions x non-living exhibitions

Exhibition conception
The current modern zoo is an adventure park. Wild animals in the staged exotic landscape take visitors into an
unknown world. The basic requirement of the visitors and zoo inhabitants – animals – is authenticity. In
compliance with these basic trends, a new theory, or better to say a new philosophy of the zoo exhibition concept
has developed. It puts people and the animals kept in zoos at the same level. The chance of a visitor to spot an
animal in the exhibition is the same as the chance of the animal to hide from the sights of an unwanted visitor.
Thus visiting a zoological garden is even more like a real trip to the countryside. Once again you become a hunter
on the watch depending on the element of skilfulness and a certain amount of luck. However, this time it is a
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hunger without weapons when the only prey is the moment of mutual encounter and personal contact.
Naturally, this new philosophy must be reflected in the architectonic form. As a logical reaction we can see arrival
of so-called comprehensive exhibition pavilions, e.g. tropical pavilions where you can find botanic and zoological
collections of the particular biotope under one roof. It results in an almost perfect perception of the tropical forest
environment. They are followed by similar building structures with a comprehensive form of exhibition, desert
and semi-desert pavilions, ocean pavilions, exhibitions of the polar countryside or African savannah.67
In the 21st century, when we have a huge amount of information from various sources and unlimited possibilities
of travelling, zoological exhibitions also have to change their conception fundamentally. It is not enough just to
display exotic animals. There is a tendency to present animals in a simulated natural environment, in their natural
composition of species and natural groups.

Perception of zoo exhibitions by people
The psychology of human perception and their subconscious assessment of the surroundings can be seen as the
basic quality standard of a zoo exhibition, both as regards the development concept and at the level of a partial
segment – an individual facility.
Scientific observation shows that people accept more positively an environment which is diverse, varied and rich
in various perceptions. The landscape or area with a higher degree of plasticity with a wide range of defining
features has an advantage. This is true despite the fact that such a landscape is more difficult to pass through.
Human mind assesses an environment with more features and a wide range of details to be more attractive. This
property can be contributed to our basic instincts encoded in our behaviour. Humans are thus integrated back in
the animal kingdom in this respect and they choose a landscape suitable for living according to the possibilities
of finding a hideaway – for example as protection against weather conditions or predators.68
Consciously or subconsciously, visitors connect their notion of an ideal zoo mainly with high landscape values
of the particular locality. Definitely they prefer a distinctly shaped landscape with massive vegetation features,
ideally complemented with natural water bodies.
Another feature of current zoo exhibitions is interactivity. Zoos build pavilions and enclosures enabling visitors
to find themselves in an authentic environment and penetrate in the exhibition. Thus we become once again part
of the nature and unwittingly we get rid of our inherent complex of “the lord of creation”. Exhibitions are aimed
at strengthening of the dominance of animals in their home environment. People are here only as tolerated guests
and their route around the area therefore goes along the horizon of the world of animals. 69
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Future vision
The future of zoological gardens, buildings and exhibitions is naturally connected with the future of human
community, generally with the shifted perception of the role of museums in human life. In what direction is
therefore the society developing?
People will live more and more in virtual reality. New technologies will enable them to access cultural heritage
from virtually anywhere, which will consequently restrict the contact of people with the real world. In abundance
of on-line information, data, copies and plagiarism, the interest in originals and authenticity will finally start
growing again.
Will museums and therefore also zoos become mainly amusement institutions trying to prepare various attractions
for the visitors? Will they return to conventional services aimed mainly at education, meeting of the interests of
the minority and popularization of scientific researches? Will there be a growing demand for interesting and
attractive displays but such ones where the form does not “override” the content and does not allow us to perceive
the authenticity and uniqueness of the displayed artefacts.
Protection, administration and conservation of collections and their use will be influenced significantly by the
development of new technologies. Thanks to new technologies there will be a significant increase in the number
of artefacts and the information about the world we gain from them and people will be able to learn about them
in their virtual form.
For the society it will be important that everybody can learn about history and nature development regardless
whether they are museum visitors or not.
Zoological gardens will change over from collecting to making carefully organised and scientifically based
collections of the kept species, which will have to involve reviewing of what was created in the past. The main
goal of zoos will be to integrate conservation activities in all the aspects of their work.
Gradually, the scientific and research role of zoological gardens will be more and more important and they will
become parts of the global research community contributing to sustainability and nature protection and
conservation of the global biodiversity.70

Examples of student work
New conceptions, daring solutions and the courage for experiments are most typical for the young, in our case
students and future architects. It is quite a logical phenomenon. Their world has not been burdened with day-today reality yet. They usually do not have to react to the down-to-earth regulations, ordinances, authorities and
officials. They do not have to adapt their visions to the economic aspects of construction and operation.
Nevertheless, in the abundance of utopian design, quite often we can find concepts which at least make you think
about them and therefore they deserve our attention.
Below I present several interesting examples of student designs that have originated during ten years of work on
the topic of zoo constructions in my school studio. These are works the conceptual level of which reflects the
notions such as environmental perception of world, sustainable development, education for positive attitude to
the nature, communication and fighting for biodiversity maintenance.
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Conclusion
The principle of the universal perception of the relationship between people and the nature was expressed as early
as in 1855 by Duwamish Indian chief Seattle in his speech for the governor Stevenson. Although he used words
which were more poetic than scientific, he gave an admirably prophetic vision. Our short excursion in the area
of fighting for biodiversity conservation we can therefore complete with this quotation:
“We are a part of the earth and the earth is a part of us. The scented flowers are our sisters, the caribou, the
horse, the great eagle our brothers. The foam in the river, the juice of the meadow flowers, the sweat of the ponies
and of men, it is all of the same kin, our kin. We know that the white man does not understand our way of life,
because he is a stranger, who comes in the night and takes of the land what he needs. The earth is not his brother
but his enemy. And when he has conquered her he travels on. He forgets his father’s grave and his children’s
legacy. He treats his mother, the earth, and his brother, the sky, as merchandise, which he can exploit and sell
again like cheap coloured beads. His hunger will devour everything on the earth and leave only a desert”.
“When the animals have gone man will die from great loneliness. For what happens to the animals soon must
happen to man. All things are intertwined What befalls the earth, befalls the children of the earth. Man did not
weave the web of life, he is but a thread in it. What he does to the web, he does to himself”.71

Fig. 1 - creation of the concept of architectural design based on the inspiration of natural motifs Bc. Lucie Matulová, design - Education Centre for the zoo in Brno, student work in 2013
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Fig. 2-3 - creation of the concept of architectural design based on the inspiration of natural motifs Bc. Tomáš Hanulík, design - Darwin Centre for the zoo in Dvůr Kralove, student work in 2007
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Fig. 4-5 - creation of the concept of architectural design based on the inspiration of natural motifs Bc. Tomáš Hanulík, design - Darwin Centre for the zoo in Dvůr Kralove, student work in 2007

separate pavilions
- separate operations
+ smaller structure buildings

joint pavilion in the center area
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- greater mass of the building
+ joint centre

joint pavilion at the crossroads
- no connection with walking place
+ attractive place

Fig. 6-7 - example of conceptual considerations when designing a new pavilion, Bc. Tereza TŮMOVÁ, diploma project 2010
Pavilion "African savannah" - zoo in Dvůr Kralove nad Labem
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Fig. 8–9 - Pavilion "African savannah" - zoo in Dvůr Kralove nad Labem. Bc. Tereza TŮMOVÁ, diploma project 2010
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Non-school learning throughout life in Mação

SARA CURA72
VANDA SERRA73
ROSÁRIO WHANON74

Abstract
In Mação there is an involvement of the Municipality services engaged in learning activities, such as the Museum (central
place of reflection articulated with superior education trough master and PhD programs, developing with the schools of
Mação annual creative projects strongly based on experimental learning and with civil society trough the creation and
promotion of Memory Spaces in small rural villages of Mação), the Municipal Library ( regular educative activities with
children and meetings for adults promoting the discussion on varied themes) and the Senior University (regular classes on
varied subjects promoting learning and active ageing).
Key- Words: Non school Learning, Museum, Library, Senior University

Introduction
All the activities organized by Museum, the Earth and Memory Institute, the Senior Senior University and
Municipal Library are unpaid corresponding to an effort made to provide accessible learning to all citizens.
Despite the scarce resources long-life learning is a priority in Mação. The effort for an inclusive learning is also
expressed by the activities of the Senior University where old people have the opportunity to learn various
thematic and to acquire new competences. Again this is of outmost importance in a region where the majority of
population is aged and where active ageing is fundamental to prevent the isolation and exclusion of elderly people.
Complementing these learning programs are the activities of the Museum such as: workshops on handicrafts
involving local craftsman; the regular conferences «Histories of Mação - a cycle of conversations» involving
researchers and local historians; creation and promotion of ethnographic Memory Spaces together with the local
population; knowledge socialization activities for children and adults based on experimental learning using
contents that emerge from the scientific research developed in the Earth and Memory Institute; frequent Seminars
and congresses open to all publics. The Public library also develops numerous learning activities such as the
initiave «Talking with…» or the celebration of the World Poetry day where children select poems that are
displayed on the streets of Mação. These are some examples of how Mação implements a learning-friendly
environment where the value of learning is transversal to all generations and accessible to all citizens. The
activities are all divulgated in the Municipality Cultural Magazine, announced in social networks and by posters
displayed all over Mação.

The non–school learning at the Museum of Pre-historic Art of Mação and Earth and Memory Institute
When studying Prehistory, it becomes clear that humans developed various landscape management strategies
under different time and space constraints but mostly living in a sort of harmony and balance with their
environment, eventually disrupted by climatic or environmental changes. Sadly, the present state is one of
72
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enormous problems and even possible catastrophic consequences. Such unbalance is due, among other causes, to
the ecological systemic impact of our actions, the enormous geographical expansion of our species throughout
planet Earth and, above all, the lack of integration of the landscape management policies (Oosterbeek &
Scheunemann 2010). Even more worrying is the fact that we are loosing consciousness of our dependence upon
the environment (Oosterbeek 2010b).
Currently, archaeological practice combines a variety of complex technologies together with a growing
involvement of untrained people - largely children and youngsters - attracted by the opportunity to participate in
some stages of research (survey or excavation) where, to a certain extent, they can be a part of the process of
knowledge construction. In doing so, Archaeology emerges at the crossroad of knowledge, giving a major
contribution for the enhancement of youngsters in understanding cultural diversity (Bastos 2007).
Having all this in mind, we argue that there is a set of “present messages from the past” that can be part of a nonformal scientific and cultural education and passed on to the community, especially children and youngsters:~
•
•

Awareness that knowledge is built through a combination of rigorous disciplines, methods and a dialogue
involving often-contradictory points of view;
The necessity of a better understanding of the social and cultural differences of the present world and
stimulation among children and youngsters of the notion of intercultural and mutual understanding;
Instill awareness and concern for the sustainable exploitation of natural resources;
The need to reflect and develop a critical knowledge about the unnatural climatic changes, motivating the
struggle against them.

•
•

The Museum develops didactical tools strongly grounded on experimentation, capable of enhancing the
knowledge of diversity and complementarity of cultural adaptations in Prehistory, effectively transmitting the
aforementioned concepts. The core concern of such an educational program is not Prehistory alone as in other
projects (e.g. Sampaio & Aubry 2008 a, b), but mainly to render understandable and usable such concepts as
time, space and causality, considered crucial for any humans to survive. In this sense, the didactics of archaeology
becomes a didactic program on the relevance of technology and all its related processes, namely knowledge,
environmental awareness and economics.
The Museum of Prehistoric Art of Mação (Central Portugal) acts in different areas, from research to heritage
management, but its main role is to be a space for meeting, reflection and building of critical knowledge and
concepts (Oosterbeek, 2009, 2010a). The Museum is focused on the meaning of human interaction with the
landscape, but also its transformation throughout Prehistory, mostly within the transition from the last huntergatherers to the first farmers’ communities, their dwellings, burials and art. Being Prehistoric Art its main theme,
practical and creative education is a major component of all activities, having in mind that a synesthetic
stimulation is the best way to educate and pass on a message (Gonçalves et al. 2002).
The workshops made by the Museum are based on direct experiences but the technological experimentation with
various materials assumes a central role in the development of a deeper understanding and enduring of the
transmitted themes (Cura et al., 2008). These experiences, however, are not only entertaining but also structured
in a direct connection with the archaeological experimentations, carried out under the research projects that the
Museum develops with its partners, mainly the Polytechnic Institute of Tomar and the Earth and Memory
Institute. Thus, the heritage education does not separate theory from practice, or research from didactics, and does
not risk to be reduced to a simplistic popularization of the research results.
The practical link between the activities and the research is well defined in the activities of creation and later
modification of artifacts and representations. From different raw materials (rock, wood, clay, bone, vegetables,
various pigments), the museum creates numerous experiments resulting in the elaboration of usable artifacts
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(lithic utensils as sickles, bone implements as arrow points, various vessels and inks) and their practical use (in
paintings, cooking, using of bows and arrow) within safe and responsible conditions.
The public follows the entire technological process from the choice of the best materials for specific tasks, to
their elaboration bearing in mind the scientific data and, in a “learn by doing” way. Furthermore, the reciprocity
is evident in the sense that there exists a constant questioning and acquisition of data from both the public and
the specialists in a win-win situation.
Once again, the aim is to engage visitors of all ages, without specific training in Archaeology, in the problems of
scientific research in order to create a link of reciprocity. This is the main reason why we do not only disclose the
final results, but rather the questions and methods at our disposal to search for answers (and questions), assuming
that in Prehistory, as in any other discipline, communication with the general public is inseparable from the
promotion of a critical spirit and interrogative reflection.
Non-school education at the Museum of Mação is successful, both in terms of requests and efficiency in the
transmission of messages and contents. We believe this is due to the care taken in its preparation, the existence
of a permanent link between the program and the specific needs of its users and mainly to the fact that in the
didactic team researchers play a core role (in presentations, execution and preparation of contents). This prevents
over-simplifying the complexity of processes, which become understandable to people given the practical,
experimental approach.

Figure 1 – Archeological experimental activity performed to elderly people

The non–school learning at the Club Senior and Senior University
The Municipality of Mação, in the end of 2012 implemented a program denominated «Mação a Municipality
friend of the elder», a municipal policy for the senior and elderly population, with responses that promote the
development, participation, autonomy, the physical and intellectual health, in behalf of the improvement of the
elder quality of life, as well as his socio-cultural enrichment.
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Therefore 3 answers were implemented:
•
•
•

The office of support to the elderly people
The Senior club and
The senior University

The office of support to the elderly people, a more individualized answer, is a local structure, decentralized that
gives a free public service, which has as goal the aim to reach the elderly in the sense of support them in the
resolution of mental health problems and social problems.
Any elderly with more than 65 years old can ask the support for the resolution of his psychosocial problems.
The fact that this office has a psychologist with clinic and neuropsychological specialization gives an orientation
specially to:
•
•

Support and psychological evaluation in cases of depression, anxiety, morning process and other causes
of psychological distress.
Support in the Alzheimer area and other dementias, cognitive tracking for the precocious detection of
dementias and other psychological pathologies, neuropsychological evaluation of the preserved and
affected areas by dementias, cognitive training, and support to the caregiver.

The senior club is destined to elderly and adults with 50 or more years.
It’s a free way to promote the active ageing trough decentralized activities (15 groups in the municipality) that
promote the physical wellbeing, as well mental and social.
Trough activities of cognitive stimulation that stimulate the brain, preventing the Alzheimer disease, i tis intended
to fight isolation and solitude in which many elderly live, promoting the familiarity and occupation.
Being Mação a municipality with a scattered and old settlement and as way to avoid social exclusion, for those
who can’t displace on their own, the municipality ensure transportation.
Beyond activities of sport practice, we have developed activities of music and mental gymnastics (exercises of
stimulation of memory, attention, concentration, writing and others that stimulate the cognitive functions),
handicraft, visits, cultural tours, painting, sessions about healthy alimentation, security, environment, domestic
violence, among others.
The senior university is, beyond an educative a formative project, a social and health project, contributing for the
improvement and enhancement of the quality of life of the senior population, as well as a prophylaxis against
isolation and exclusion. Its destined to persons over the 50 years old, being a way of participating in the society
in an active way, so that they age actively without depending on third people.
The Senior University, with the support of volunteer teachers and municipality technicians, teaches disciplines,
however it functions outside the scholar system, given priority to the divulgation and cultural entertainment, given
primacy to the divulgation in a system of informal education that doesn’t conduct to certification. It aims to create
and invigorate regularly social activities, cultural, educational and entertainment in a non-formal organization in
a context of long life learning. It promotes the sense of responsibility and the capacity of the students to develop
interpersonal relationships and social abilities.
The senior University has theoretical and practical disciplines, such as: Informatics, Internet, Handicraft, Local
and regional history, religion history, museums, archaeology and society, creative expression, senior dancing,
English, music and chanting, culture and cooperation, society and citizenship, management and personal
motivation. It also promotes workshops on Health, security, citizenship, environment and energy, as well as tours,
commemorations, theater and it as a group of music.
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Figure 2 - Classes of the Senior University

The non–school learning at the Municipal Library
The Municipal Library of Mação within its competences aims to develop a set of initiatives and projects that
promote the Book and the Reading.
Believing that the promotion of culture is an indispensable element in the formation of all individuals significant
efforts have been made in the realization of cultural activities.
Being the library a living space of cultural promotion that doesn’t exhausts in the promotion of the book and
awareness for Reading, many are the projects developed. We emphasize the projects guided to the older
population and children and youngsters which are several ateliers, story hour, bibliographic thematic a nd
documental exhibitions, among other activities.
The Municipal Library of Mação is an institution open to the community since 1997 and has as purpose to
promote and valorize the book and other information supports used in the diffusion of knowledge and ideas,
encourage the free access to sources of wisdom, information, culture and leisure. It allows the access to
information in a direct way to all users’ regardless sex, ethnicity, religion and age.
The library offers a set of services that encounter the different needs of its users:
•

Presencial Reading and free access to the majority of the documentary background;
• Home loan;
• Free access to internet;
• Cooperation with schools in several activities, such as, guided visits to the library, meetings with writers,
ateliers, workshops;
• Activities of book animation and juvenile reading
• Support and orientation of users in their bibliographic researches
In addition to its own services, the library organizes several cultural events such as conferences, public book
launch, theater shows, Tertullian, exhibitions and conquests.
It seeks to give to the population of this Municipality, the opportunity to attend an environment where they can
been enriched and contact new ideas, realities and thoughts.. It is also intended to that this space is also a local of
familiarity where is possible to show, divulgate and Exchange knowledge.
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In accordance with its dynamic the library develops along the year the following projects of book and Reading
promotion, preferentially directed to the scholar community:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Noc …Noc…lets got to the library
Tales that are told…stories that are listen
Literary education…challenges and curricular goals
Biblioart
Ludic-pedagogical workshops
Books with wheels
Palm and half scientists
Small great writers
Poetic stretch - poetry is in the air within the celebration of the world day of poetry
Library marathon
Biblio@net
Christmas party
I miss you…3 generations…3 stories
The world of words…a writer per month
Saturdays in family
Reading poles «book at the hand»
Summer activities

To sum up the library is much more than a mere support of equipment. It intends to have a more dynamic
character, a innovative perspective and ludic in a permanent affective dialog that do not make fall a sleep the
natural curiosity of the young people.
The library within its competences aims to encounter the interests and expectations of all and, , which, in a joint
effort, can promote pleasant Reading habits; promote the autonomy of the users in access information and
technologies, stimulate the enrichment of the educative community in cultural, technological, artistic and civic
terms.

Figure 3 – Reading activity with young children
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Discussion
Despite a scenario of a community in the rural interior of Portugal with scarce resources Mação designed a
development program strongly relied on life learning of the population. The Municipality invested with its on
resources, with financial support of central government and European funds, to properly equip the Museum, the
Earth and Memory Institute, the Public Library, and the Senior University and public schools aiming the
implementation of an integrated educational program. The management of these entities is integrated and shared
cost trough the articulated cooperation on the outline of learning activities. For example the Museum staff and
Earth and Memory researchers cooperate with the Senior University by giving classes, the academic meetings of
the Museum and Earth and Memory take place on the Municipal Auditorium, the Knowledge Socialization
Services of the Museum develop annual projects with the public schools, these services also create and promote,
with local population, ethnographic Memory Spaces in rural villages of Mação, the Museum and Earth and
Memory Institute cooperate with the art gallery by organizing exhibitions of international artists. Another
example of the integrated mobilization of all these stakeholders was the organization of the «Learning fortnight:
knowledge’s, thoughts and actions» held in September 2016 with numerous learning activities on the behalf of
Mação as Unesco Learning city.
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Education. From Schools to Museums and Galleries
HELENA ZEMÁNKOVÁ75

Abstract
What is the social and educational purpose of museum and galleries? Should activities of these institutions be
complementary to education in schools?
Their approach is different from education that takes place in schools. Galleries and museums cannot rely on
school curricula, however, they can help to make the school curricula real or more comprehensive.
Museums and galleries play an important role in education process nowadays. It is believed that they can communicate
information in a way that neither family nor school usually provides. Museums should create enviroment for understanding
of technical and scientific issues. Galleries, on the other hand, should foster sensitivity towards art and abiliy to interpret it.
Keywords: museum, gallery, get to know, experimenting, training, workshop,communication , perfomance, exhibition,
archive, multimedia, guided tours, educational events

Education. From Schools to Museums and Galleries
What is the social and educational purpose of museums and galleries? Should activities of these institutions be
complementary to education in schools? Should they aim at pupils and students only, or also at general public?
How can new media be used, how can pedagogy be fun and how can spectacular items raise a more general
interest?
These questions concern art galleries, technical, historical and ethnographic museums alike. They all are trying
to find suitable ways to present their collections to various target groups. Their approach is different from
education that takes place in schools. Galleries and museums cannot rely on school curricula; however, they can
help to make the school curricula real or more comprehensive.
By successful planning and designing exhibition rooms, projects and programmes, galleries and museums can
offer a multitude of presentation modes. A well-balanced combination of information panels, short videos, live
performances, temporary exhibitions, archive items and social interaction can lead to a variety of opportunities
to address different audience groups.
Besides their traditional roles, contemporary museums and galleries need to be able to organize lectures,
workshops, guided tours and other educational events for public as well as for groups with specific needs such as
children, elderly people or disabled visitors.
Museums and galleries play an important role in education process nowadays. It is believed that they can
communicate information in a way that neither family nor school usually provides. Museums should create
environment for understanding of technical and scientific issues. Galleries, on the other hand, should foster
sensitivity towards art and ability to interpret it.
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Examples of museum and galleries presenting cultural heritage
extracurricular educational activities.

and their curricular as well as

For the Apheleia project 2017 Education, Training and Communication, the following examples of successful
museum or gallery education projects were selected. They represent institutions from the cultural metropolis of
Paris and from the city of Brno, where the project member, Brno University of Technology resides.

Get to know, learn by experimenting
Among the oldest parisien museums belong Palais de la Découverts and Muséum National d´Evolution d´histoire
naturelle.
Palais de la Découverte, Paris, France
The museum was founded by Jean Perin in 1937 on
the occasion of L'Exposition Universelle, World
Exposition in Paris. Thanks to the work of volunteers,
the universal exposition attracted two million visitors
over six months. Today, it is equipped with up-to-date
laboratories and its headquarters, Direction scolaire
de la mediation organizes educational tours for
students in the department of astronomy, chemistry,
physics, mathematics and other disciplines. The longterm work of the institution shows that art and science
are not incompatible, but complementary; the Palais
de la Découverte is incorporated within the Grand
Palais. Since its opening, there has been a beneficial
cooperation and coordination of the programme
between the technical museum and the art gallery.
La Grand Galerie du Muséum National d'Evolution
d'histoire naturelle, Jardin des Plantes, Paris, France
In 1635, Louis XIII signed the Edict to create the
Jardin de Roi pour la culture des Plantes médicinales,
the royal garden for cultivation of medicinal plants,
which contained three departments – botany,
chemistry and anatomy. On this basis, the Museum of
Natural History was founded in 1739 with three new
departments (mineralogy, geology , zoology), a study
th
library and a menagerie. The first half of the 19 century is considered the golden age of museums, education
and research; the collections in Paris were extended due to numerous worldwide expeditions. When the Zoology
gallery was opened in 1889, it consisted of 1 150 000 exhibits. However, the collection was damaged during the
World War 2 and the galleries were later closed in 1965. In 1987, the Ministry of National Education decided to
open an architectonic competition for rebuilding of the gallery. The winning architects Paul Chemetov and Borja
Huidobro in cooperation with the set designer René Allio were able to incorporate the respect to the original
institution into the new educational functions of the gallery. Their project of the Zoology gallery with the central
Noah´s Arch feature was opened in 1994.
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Parc de la Villette, Paris, France
The institution of Parc de la Villette offers a new way of information presentation – it aims at providing experience
of eye opening, understanding, listening and astonishment. It also offers space for creativity, leisure, surprises
and games. Parc de la Villette is basically only an area of 35 hectares where you can just play or, if you want,
you can acquire new knowledge as well. The author of this project, architect Bernard Tschumi created this place
of permanent animation by designing the merging gardens, promenades and buildings. One of the buildings is La
Cité des Sciences et de l'industrie, which is fully fulfilling the project mission "to learn, to explore, to experiment.”
Not only does it offer space for young people leisure activities, but it also caters for professionals and
accommodates specialized media library, design studios, science club, training centre and history of science and
technology centre.

VIDA science park, Brno, Czech Republic
The VIDA Science Park in Brno was established in one of the former pavilions of Brno Exhibition Centre in
2014. It works as a subsidiary organization founded by the regional government. The Science Park is trying to
attract visitors by giving them opportunities to experience science. They can unleash a tornado, withstand
earthquakes, ride a bike along the overhead rail, build a magnetic sculpture or try to save human life. There is
also a science theatre, where several times a day a show full of experiments is taking place. School groups can
attend those or make their own experiments in laboratories. Theme-specific programmes and 3D movie nights
are prepared for public, regular workshops for families are hold on Sundays. The Vida Park has revived the
former exhibition area for new use – now it again informs and entertains public as it is a fun park explaining the
science in the world around us.

Explore, communicate, expand art
Centre Pompidou, Paris and Metz, France
This French cultural centre has become famous for its wide range of activities. Apart from holding exhibitions
and hosting lectures, they organize numerous creative events as well. One of the exceptional workshops taking
place in Centre Pompidou was focused on the use of wood in architecture. Among the guests, there was the
Japanese architect Shigeru Ban, winner of the Pritzker Prize and author of the Centre´s building in Metz. The
architect commented on the original intention behind the meanwhile highly appreciated wooden structure:
“Although, now, people think I am an environmentally friendly architect, when I started nobody was talking
about the environment. I was interested in raw, cheap materials." (Ban, S., & Jodidio, P. (2012). Master of
Education, training and communication in cultural management of landscapes
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innovation: challenging accepted notions of architecture. Köln: Taschen. Nevertheless, the innovative use of
cheap building material represents the outstanding qualities of both the architect and the art institution it
accommodates (Centre Pompidou in Metz) .

Constantin Brancusi´s Studio, Paris
The Centre Pompidou in Paris has always wished not only to present art, but also to show the complex context
of its creation. Therefore, its collections include a special item - the entire art studio of the famous artist Constantin
Brancusi (completed works, sketches, furniture, tools, library, record library, photographs, etc.). After the studio
replica was flooded in 1990, the Centre commissioned Renzo Piano to reconstruct the studio. He recreated the
original floorplan of the studio where Brancusi had lived and worked for more than half a century.

However, Renzo´s interior design is in formal contrast to the spirit and disposition of the original studio. The
studio itself is not open to the public and the artworks presented in the centre of the building are only visible
through glass walls. “The intimate sanctuary and place for magical work has been transformed into a museum
space arranged according to a strict order.” The corridor around the studio and the enclosed garden are always
– 114 –
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full of visitors enchanted by Brancusi´s creativity. On the other hand, critics of Renzo´s method of presentation
claim that the perception of works has completely changed.

Pavilion de l´Arsenal, Paris
Nowadays, the Pavilion houses an exposition on architecture and urbanism, but it has a long and varied history.
It was built between 1878-1879 according to a plan by the architect Clement for Laurent-Louis Borniche, a timber
merchant who was a friend and supporter of many painters. The construction of the pavilion was inspired by the
Palais de l’Industrie, which was holding annual art exhibitions. The pavilion was originally designed as a folk
museum for the owner's collection of nearly 2,000 images. After his death, the building was changing functions
– it was used as a restaurant, workshop or archive. The characteristic piece of 19th century architecture gained
its original purpose again. The pavilion was reconstructed for expositions by the architects Bernard Reichen and
Philippe Robert. The new centre for information, documentation and exhibitions on architecture and urbanism
began its operations in 1988.

The city of Paris offers a wide range of outstanding art galleries and museums, for example:
•

Musée des Arts et Métiers – an industrial museum accommodated in the former abbey

•
•

Palais Tokio – an art institution enabling visitors to observe artists´ work in progress as well as its results
Musée Branly – a museum using contemporary media to explore the meaning and creation of presented
artworks
Centre d´Architecture – an art centre presenting contemporary urbanistic and architectonic projects in the
context of historical milestones.

•
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The role of local museums and galleries

The Helene and Edouard Leclerc Fund for Culture, Landerneau, France
The former convent, Convent des Capucines in Landerneau was founded in 1636. Over the centuries, it served
various functions (as a prison, school, factory, brewery, etc.). The original buildings were modified for these
functions, and new buildings were added. In 1964, Edouard Leclerc purchased the complex and used it as his first
department store, Supermarché Leclerc until 1986 when he moved his business to a new location.
The complex received its current architectural function in the years 2011-13 thanks to a project by an architectonic
studio from Brest called HB2A -ICC (Loic Hilary and Olivier Brochet). The complex includes a renovated chapel
with new stained glass windows designed by Raymond Budet. As a result of this successful conversion, there is
more art and culture present in the city. Completely financed by private donations and cooperating with similar
art institutions, the goal of this project was to make all forms of art more accessible by organizing large-scale
exhibitions. The outstanding conversed spaces of the former convent have hosted exhibitions of world-renowned
artists such as Joan Miro or Alberto Giacometti. These events are also accompanied by cultural mediation aiming
at all kinds of audiences: guided tours for Individuals and groups, creative and playful visits for families,
educational projects for schoolchildren, conferences, meetings with the artists, lithography and writing
workshops.

Jurkovič House, Brno, Czech Republic
Jurkovič House is one of the most important monuments of the 19th and 20th century architecture in Brno. The
house is an iconic example of Czechoslovak Art Nouveau style. Dušan Jurkovič, the architect of Slovak origin
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materialized his vision of an ideal villa inspired by the English Art and Crafts movement when designing his own
house. Nowadays, the Moravian Gallery, the second largest museum institution in the Czech Republic,
administers the building. The house and its garden are open to the public. Apart from presenting the most
important exhibit, the house itself, the gallery holds there short-term exhibitions of contemporary artists like
architect Martin Rajniš or fashion designer Liběna Rochová and organizes workshops introducing the intimate
interior and artistic atmosphere of the house to children or students.

Passerelle, Centre d´ART, Brest, France
The Centre for Contemporary Art in Brest is a platform for dialogue between artists and the public. It was founded
in 1988 in a former factory hall with an area of 4,000 square meters. The Centre´s mission is to identify and
disseminate art in public space where visitors can actively participate at meetings with artists who create and
shape our relationship to modern art.
The cultural life of the city is annually enriched by about ten monographic and collective exhibitions; furthermore,
numerous screenings, meetings, debates and practical art explorations are organized here. The Centre d'ART does
not only focus on visual art, but develops other disciplines of contemporary art, such as dance, music and design
too. The Centre´s activities are supported by the city of Brest, the Conseil Général du Finistère and Ministere de
la Culture ETDE la Communication (DRAC Bretagne).
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Museums and galleries in former industrial complexes
Conversion projects of abandoned objects often consist of re-using the buildings for cultural functions. To
document their original function, many of the former industrial buildings are re-used as museums.

World of Technology, Ostrava, Czech Republic
Vítkovice Steel Works in Ostrava can be characterized by its continuous history of two hundred years. The
complex is therefore an outstanding item of industrial heritage; it was listed as a national monument and received
the label of European heritage in 2008.
After 1989, due to political and economic changes, the steel works were transformed into a joint-stock company
Vítkovice, but the company experienced a large production decrease. Among other important factors, the pressure
to reduce pollution in the city lead to limiting pig iron production.
It has been a long process until Vítkovice´s importance and value as well as possibilities of preservation and new
use for the complex were appreciated. The complex gained cultural heritage protection in 2000. The following
conversion and re-use projects implemented on the abandoned industrial buildings in the former blast furnaces in
the Lower Vítkovice area created a new centre for cultural and social life. However, highlighting the historical
and technical aspect of the complex has become the essential part of the revitalization project. In the former
power station, the Small World of Technology was founded. This museum is aiming at pre-school children. Later,
a new building, the Great World of Technology was constructed in the Lower Vítkovice area. With their
permanent and temporary exhibitions, lecture halls and workshops promoting understanding of science and
technology, both institutions proudly present the local tradition of heavy industry.
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Luxembourg Science Centre – Groussmaschinn, Differdange, Luxembourg
Luxembourg Science Centre was founded in the renovated Gas Engine Power Plant in Differdange thanks to the
representatives of the city and Arcelor Mittal Company. The main mission of the institution is to provide young
generation with an insight into the future of technologies and future sources of energy. Students from various
European faculties of architecture, including Brno were invited to participate at an international workshop in
Differdange in May 2014. The workshop introduced the first vision of the centre as the teams created various
conversion designs.

Power Station, Pieštany, Slovakia
The Cultural Heritage object of Power Station in Pieštany was built according to an anonymous project in 1906.
The beautiful brick building with numerous decorative details and a spacious hall, which was originally equipped
with highly sophisticated machinery, is a witness of a time when technical excellence, honest craftsmanship and
artistic detail were appreciated.
This outstanding object offers a wide range of possibilities for cultural, social and educational applications. The
exposition includes elements of both technical and historical museum as it includes presentation about history of
the production and practical demonstration of electricity distribution. The power station has also become a place
for children to play, for students to generate new ideas and visitors to contemplate on rational energy use.

Les Plateau des Capucins, Brest, France
In 1685, a convent for Capuchin order was built in Brest by Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban. The complex was
seized in 1791 and assigned to the Marine. Recently, a project to re-use the site was introduced which should
create a new city centre district with around 560 accommodations, 2500 square meters of offices, shops, services,
a cinema, library and cultural centre as well as with a central public space dedicated to exhibitions and events.
Thus, the revitalization project emphasizes the cultural, social and historical dimensions of the area.
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L’art rupestre préhistorique dans la bande dessinée comme ressource
didactique : le rôle de l’œuvre graphique d’Éric Le Brun7677
ISABELLE MOREELS78
JOSÉ JULIO GARCÍA ARRANZ

Abstract
Since the 1990s, prehistoric cave art has evolved from being considered a merely decorative or environmental element in
cartoons, usually included in fantasy-based graphic stories in an anecdotal manner, to becoming a substantial component
of the vital and symbolic activity of our ancestors. Acquiring an increasing archaeological precision, more attention is
currently being paid to aspects such as the techniques used for its creation and the potential meanings of the prehistoric
writings. Today, it tends to be represented by more precise and well-adapted figures. And so, at this point, the cartoon
begins to fully develop its potential as an educational resource, allowing it to bring prehistoric art into the school and
university in a more appropriate manner. As an example of this process, we consider the major contributions in this area
that are provided by the graphic works of French cartoonist Éric Le Brun.
Key-words: Prehistory, rock art, cartoons, didactic approach, Éric Le Brun.

1. Introduction : préhistoire, art rupestre et bande dessinée
La vulgarisation scientifique relative à une période aussi étendue, complexe et peu connue que la préhistoire
compte déjà une longue trajectoire, tant à travers la louable activité des services éducatifs des musées que par le
biais de publications spécifiques, qu’il s’agisse de guides ou de manuels d’orientation formative ou scolaire79. De
nombreux peintres-illustrateurs – comme le Tchèque Zdeněk Burian (1905-1981) et l’Américain Charles Robert
Knight (1874-1953), pionniers qu’ont rejoints plus récemment des auteurs tels que le Tchèque Vratislav Mazák,
les Hollandais Andrie y Alfons Kennis, les Français Éric Le Brun et Priscille Mahieu, ou les Espagnols Mauricio
Antón, Sonia Cabello et Raúl Martín Demingo – nous ont fourni des recréations visuelles d’un appréciable
potentiel narratif sur la vie de ces premières sociétés. Or ces images dénotent un lien étroit avec les codes propres
du langage de la bande dessinée et de l’illustration (MOSER, 1992 ; RUDWICK, 1992 ; GASCA, MENSURO,
2014 : 25). Il faut observer que « préhistoire » et « B.D. » sont des concepts qui ont évolué en étroite relation
depuis la naissance du « neuvième art », quoique, comme l’a signalé Gonzalo Ruiz Zapatero (1997 : 285-286),
les créateurs de bandes dessinées et les préhistoriens et archéologues se soient maintenus à distance les uns des
autres ou se soient manifesté une mutuelle méfiance, du moins jusqu’il y a peu. Ainsi le démontre la
prépondérance affirmée, dans ce genre, de ce qui est dénommé la « fiction préhistorique » ou de la création
d’univers imaginaires peuplés de dinosaures, créatures fantastiques ou éléments anachroniques qui ne gardent
que peu de rapports avec le mode de vie réel de ces communautés ancestrales. De fait, les premières vignettes de
thématique « préhistorique » – les «Prehistoric Peeps», qui montrent des chasseurs vêtus de peaux d’animaux
luttant avec des êtres à mi-chemin entre des ptérodactyles et des dragons médiévaux – ont été dessinées par E. T.
Reed pour la revue satirique Punch dans les années 1890, alors que la première série de B.D. « préhistorique »
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avec des personnages réguliers sera l’américaine Alley Oop, de Vincent T. Hamlin, qui commence sa longue
trajectoire en 1932.
Depuis The Flintstones ou des personnages comme Turok, Rahan et Tounga, jusqu’aux bandes dessinées de B.
C. et Girighiz, de la B.D. enfantine ou la fantaisie héroïque à la critique sociale et politique, l’adaptation plus ou
moins fantaisiste ou imaginative des différentes étapes de notre plus lointain passé s’avère abondante et très
diversifiée dans l’art graphique contemporain de la deuxième moitié du siècle passé. Au sein des cinq catégories
que, en son temps, Ruiz Zapatero a établies des bandes dessinées qui développent une thématique préhistorique,
celle qui nous intéresse à présent est la première d’entre elles, que cet auteur définit comme « de dessin réaliste
et de haut contenu scientifique, que nous pourrions dénommer B.D.-documentaire préhistorique. Le vérisme
archéologique en est la motivation centrale et l’iconographie réaliste le moyen de rendre la narration du passé »
(RUIZ, 1997 : 289). Cette variante, d’origine relativement récente, trouve ses premières concrétisations dans
diverses éditions de B.D. destinées à raconter des histoires universelles, nationales, régionales ou locales (COMA,
1990 : 3 ; VICH, 1993 : 6-8 ; 1997 : 105 et note 2), et qui commencent généralement par les origines
préhistoriques, leur référent « fondateur » étant l’Histoire de France en bandes dessinées (Paris, Larousse),
publiée à partir de 1976, quoique le premier volume de cette série concerne déjà Vercingétorix.
Si nous limitons maintenant notre spectre d’étude et que nous nous focalisons sur un sujet plus spécifique comme
celui de l’art rupestre – et spécialement, l’art de la période paléolithique –, nous constatons que sa présence dans
les B.D. de thématique historique s’est caractérisée habituellement par son emploi purement anecdotique par
rapport à la trame principale de la narration, répondant à une fonction simplement décorative ou de
contextualisation. En outre, ces représentations pariétales qui apparaissent dans les vignettes ne respectent
généralement pas des critères rigoureux de documentation, le produit étant plus ou moins librement issu de
l’imagination du dessinateur, de manière que, dans de nombreuses occasions, elles montrent une thématique et
un style graphique très différents de ceux qu’elles essayent d’évoquer (GASCA, MENSURO, 2014 : 25).
Cependant, une telle situation est en train de changer de manière très sensible ces dernières années, grâce à,
comme nous l’avons indiqué auparavant, l’important travail de vulgarisation mené par les musées et surtout par
les illustrateurs qui se sont spécialisés dans la vie de nos ancêtres les plus éloignés. Les nouvelles découvertes
archéologiques, assorties d’une diffusion de plus en plus large des endroits déjà connus et d’une meilleure
connaissance concernant les procédés et techniques impliqués dans la réalisation de ces graphies, permettent de
compter sur des informations plus amples au sujet des différents aspects de l’art préhistorique. Lorsque de tels
progrès sont transférés dans le domaine de la bande dessinée, celle-ci réussit à prendre ses distances par rapport
aux vieux stéréotypes, et bien que ce genre maintienne ses propres règles et modes d’expression, il parvient à
proposer des trames et des aventures de plus en plus mûres et mieux documentées d’un point de vue scientifique
(GASCA, MENSURO, 2014 : 25-26)80.
Ainsi, depuis la dernière décennie du siècle passé, nous comptons un groupe croissant de productions graphiques
qui s’intéressent à l’art pariétal selon une vocation essentiellement didactique et divulgatrice, qu’elles se réfèrent
à une étape générique de la préhistoire ou qu’elles s’inspirent d’une zone géographique ou d’un site concrets 81,
s’appuyant sur une documentation arquéologique adéquate. À l’intérieur de cette catégorie, nous pouvons trouver

Ces auteurs précisent qu’à une telle généralisation de la connaissance de cette étape contribuent de manière décisive d’autres
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type docufictions
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des B.D. qui se servent de modes de représentation qualifiables de « caricaturaux » – nous en citerons un exemple
ci-dessous – ; toutefois, conformément à la catégorie définie précédemment par Ruiz Zapatero, prédominent dans
ce domaine des publications qui emploient un type de dessin réaliste ou, du moins, naturaliste. Peuvent être
classées ici les encyclopédies déjà mentionnées qui recréent l’histoire sous forme de bandes dessinées, aux côtés
d’œuvres de fiction, avec des personnages et des trames fruits de l’imagination du scénariste. Un exemple
représentatif en est la série Chroniques de la nuit des temps, initialement publiée aux éditions du Lombard par
André Houot entre 1989 et 199282 : dans le volume Tête-brûlée, où joue le rôle de protagoniste une communauté
de chasseurs magdaléniens, on voit ses membres en train de réaliser divers rites dans l’une des salles de la grotte
où ils se rendent pendant la saison d’hiver. Cela implique, outre la confection d’outils lithiques et la taille de
« bâtons de commandement » (bâtons percés), la réalisation de peintures et de gravures pariétales, ce qui permet
de faire allusion à des procédés comme le broyage des pigments minéraux utilisés comme colorants, l’emploi de
lampes en pierre à graisse et huile pour illuminer les murs, et d’inclure la reproduction de quelques figures de
chevaux avec des empreintes de mains inspirées directement de celles conservées dans la grotte française du Pech
Merle83. Cependant, la critique partage l’opinion que la contribution la plus élaborée et complète apportée à cette
catégorie jusqu’à aujourd’hui, nous la trouvons dans la série L’art préhistorique en bande dessinée, œuvre d’Éric
Le Brun, à l’analyse de laquelle nous allons consacrer la suite de notre réflexion.

2. La production graphique d’Éric Le Brun
Éric Le Brun est un illustrateur et auteur de bandes dessinées français (1971) ; primé très tôt lors des concours de
B.D. de Rouans et de Perros-Guirec en 1995, il publie quelques années plus tard ses deux premiers albums aux
éditions du Cycliste84. Professeur d’arts plastiques au Collège-Lycée Saint-Joseph du Loquidy, s’avouant
passionné par l’art préhistorique et, en particulier, par les représentations pariétales de la période paléolithique, il
a visité de nombreux musées et plus d’une centaine de grottes ou d’abris ornés concernant cette période en France,
en Espagne et dans d’autres sites européens. Cette activité ainsi qu’une intense formation scientifique au sujet de
la vie et l’art de cette époque ont permis sa spécialisation dans la réalisation d’illustrations relatives à la
préhistoire, destinées à des panneaux de musées, Internet, des sites archéologiques, la presse ou le monde
éditorial. Ses dessins attrayants ont notamment été publiés dans la revue Archéologia et aux éditions Errance – il
y a, par exemple, illustré la couverture de SEMONSUT, 2013. En outre, il a découvert, en 2007, des vestiges

A. Houot est un professeur de dessin passionné par l’archéologie et le premier auteur à proposer des récits où se combinent la
fiction et la fantaisie avec la rigueur scientifique fournie par les archéologues. Cette série compte trois albums : selon l’ordre
chronologique des histoires narrées, On a marché sur la Terre (1990) relate le conflit entre deux groupes d’australopithèques robustes
et d’homo habilis dans le Grand Rift d’Afrique orientale ; Tête-brûlée (1989) se déroule au sein du monde des chasseurs
magdaléniens du paléolithique supérieur, dans le massif du Vercors (France) ; et Le Soleil des Morts (1992), récit inspiré des fouilles
dans la nécropole mégalithique du Petit-Chasseur (Sion, Valais suisse), raconte le processus d’irruption de communautés
campaniformes dans le territoire de communautés néolithiques (BOCQUET, 1988 : 7 ; GALLAY, 1991-1992 : 154ss ; RUIZ
ZAPATERO, 1997 : 292-297). Signalons qu’antérieurement à ces trois volumes, dans la même série Chroniques de la nuit des temps,
mais aux éditions Fleurus, A. Houot avait publié un premier album intitulé Le Couteau de pierre (1987), situé à la période
néolithique-chalcolithique à partir des fouilles archéologiques subaquatiques du lac français de Paladru (Isère). Dans les quatre
œuvres citées sont incluses plusieurs pages d’informations complémentaires, rédigées par des personnalités reconnues du monde de
l’archéologie, de la préhistoire, de la paléonthologie et de l’ethnologie.
83
Dans cette lignée et appartenant déjà au nouveau millénaire, nous pouvons mentionner comme œuvres dignes d’intérêt relatives au
paléolithique inférieur – bien que la référence à la création artistique n’y soit qu’occasionnelle ou inexistante – : Les chasseurs de
l’aube de René Hausman (Belgique, 2003), la série Vo’hounâ d’Emmanuel Roudier (France, 2002-2013), ou Mezolith de Ben
Haggarty et Adam Brockbank (Royaume-Uni), excellente bande dessinée dont les deux premiers albums ont paru en 2016. Quoique la
perspective soit différente, citons aussi l’original dialogue avec l’art rupestre paléolithique noué par les six auteurs de B.D. Étienne
Davodeau, Emmanuel Guibert, Marc-Antoine Mathieu, David Prudhomme, Pascal Rabaté et Troub’s dans l’album collectif
Rupestres ! (France, 2011).
84
Gontrand, le chevalier de la toundra, Éditions Le Cycliste, 1999 ; Un petit coin de paradis (scénario de Yeb), Éditions Le Cycliste,
2000.
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d’art pariétal situés dans une grotte de l’Ariège, et il est auteur ou coauteur d’articles scientifiques (BOURDIER,
ABGRALL et al., 2009-2010 ; LE BRUN, 2012a ; LE BRUN, 2012b).
Muni de ce riche bagage personnel, É. Le Brun retourne au monde de l’illustration graphique en 2009. La fusion
particulière de ses deux passions pour la B.D. et l’art préhistorique se concrétise pour la première fois dans la
série Ticayou, créée en collaboration avec Priscille Mahieu et dont le titre – amusant jeu paronymique avec « Petit
caillou » – correspond au nom du personnage principal. Cette œuvre, dont nous comptons jusqu’à aujourd’hui
deux volumes publiés85, constitue un exemple éclairant de la manière dont la rigueur archéologique peut aussi
s’appliquer occasionnellement aux bandes dessinées de type caricatural qui s’adressent de façon prioritaire à un
public enfantin (GASCA, MENSURO, 2014 : 30-33). Effectivement, ses histoires, dépourvues de texte – et donc
non exclusivement réservées aux lecteurs francophones –, mettent en scène les aventures d’un jeune membre
d’un clan Cro-Magnon, dans l’atmosphère d’un récit de ton humoristique, mais qui se déroule dans un contexte
préhistorique adéquatement documenté86, comme nous l’avons déjà signalé.
Ticayou est présenté comme un enfant curieux et dégourdi, aux habitudes plutôt solitaires, qui, dans le premier
album de la série, grâce à l’observation attentive de son environnement naturel, apprend de manière intuitive à
réaliser divers types de créations plastiques avec différentes techniques – impressions de pieds et de mains
imprégnés d’argile, incisions sur le sol avec les doigts, ou dessins tracés avec l’extrémité d’un morceau de bois
carbonisé. Il commence par des représentations abstraites et géométriques pour dériver rapidement vers des
figurations animales de plus en plus élaborées. Des pratiques aussi étranges suscitent l’incompréhension et les
moqueries constantes d’autres jeunes de sa communauté. Toutefois, Ticayou obtient une revanche bien méritée
lorsqu’il les terrorise avec les représentations naturalistes d’animaux sauvages qu’il a réalisées à l’intérieur d’une
grotte, car, caché dans l’obscurité, il imite les hurlements respectifs des bêtes ; face aux chasseurs du clan, ses
camarades se sentent alors honteux de s’être laissé effrayer d’une manière aussi naïve par l’ingéniosité du petit
protagoniste. Mais en marge des allusions contenues, dans les albums eux-mêmes, au monde des créations
artistiques87, leurs procédés et outillage, a été affichée sur le blog consacré à cette B.D. – site conçu par É. Le
Brun et illustré par P. Mahieu et ce dernier – une série d’illustrations promotionnelles où Ticayou s’introduit dans
plusieurs cavités ornées de France – Lascaux, Chauvet, Niaux, Pech Merle, Gargas – et contemple leurs
compositions rupestres les plus connues [fig. 1]. Dans les reproductions soignées de ces ensembles peints peut
clairement être détectée la main de Le Brun.
La collaboration de celui-ci avec P. Mahieu s’est maintenue jusqu’à aujourd’hui, ainsi qu’elle se manifeste dans
une autre production pour les éditions Glénat, qui ne répond plus au format d’un récit graphique, mais bien à
celui de livres didactiques de caractère monographique pour les enfants en âge scolaire, et où alternent les dessins
des deux créateurs. Dénommée de manière générique Mon cahier préhisto, elle compte jusqu’à présent deux
numéros qui ont respectivement vu le jour en 2016 et 2017 : le premier, consacré à La grotte Chauvet-Pont d’Arc,
et le deuxième, à Lascaux et la vallée de la Vézère. À la suite de deux jeunes archéologues – Jeanne et Mattéo –
y est proposé un parcours pour découvrir les représentations, les créateurs et le contexte paléolithique des deux
endroits, itinéraire agrémenté de dessins, de cartes, de diagrammes et de multiples activités ludiques88.

Ticayou (scénario d’Éric Le Brun, dessin de Priscille Mahieu), Éditions Milan ; tome 1 : Le Petit Cro-Magnon, 2009 , tome
2 : Chasseur de la Préhistoire, 2009. La publication d’un troisième volume est prévue pour l’automne 2017
86
Voir à ce sujet : « La Préhistoire avec Ticayou, l’enfant cro-magnon », sur http://ticayou.canalblog.com/
87
Dans le deuxième volume, nous trouvons aussi des références à la fabrication de statuettes de représentations féminines, également
connues sous le nom de « Vénus ».
88
Lors de ces dernières années abondent les publications pour les plus jeunes qui, ayant pour protagonistes des enfants
et alternant textes explicatifs et illustrations, font allusion aux représentations pariétales des sites les plus connus : c’est
le cas, entre autres, de Frère des chevaux. Lascaux, de Michel Piquemal et Stéphane Girel (France, 2012), intéressant
conte initiatique, ou La Grotte des animaux qui dansent. Grotte Chauvet-Pont d’Arc‚ de Cécile Alix et Barroux (France,
2016).
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Figure 1 : Ticayou contemplant l’un des panneaux peints de la grotte du Pech Merle (Quercy, France). Dessin de Priscille
Mahieu [http://ticayou.canalblog.com/archives/p30-20.html].

En 2012, É. Le Brun a entamé, également pour la maison d’édition Glénat, mais dans ce cas-là en solitaire, la
série déjà mentionnée L’art préhistorique en bande dessinée, qui présente, sous forme d’une B.D. documentaire,
plus descriptive que narrative, le mode de vie des Cro-Magnon, et en particulier leurs créations artistiques, aussi
bien de type mobilier que principalement pariétales, lors des étapes successives du paléolithique supérieur. Ont
déjà été publiés le tome 1 – Première époque : L’ Aurignacien (2012) – et le tome 2 – Deuxième
époque : Gravettien et Solutréen (2013) –, alors que se trouve en préparation un troisième volume, qui
complèterait la trilogie – Troisième époque : Magdalénien – et, selon l’information fournie par l’auteur lui-même
sur son blog, sortira de presse au printemps 2018.
Comme nous l’avons déjà indiqué, l’auteur est un excellent connaisseur des pratiques artistiques de notre passé
le plus éloigné, raison pour laquelle il documente ce travail avec une rigueur absolue au niveau de la connaissance
dont nous disposons actuellement, obtenant un équilibre adéquat entre les possibilités didactiques d’un graphisme
linéaire et sensible, mais hautement informatif, et la propriété pour décrire les procédés et les réalisations
plastiques. Il se montre spécialement minutieux dans la reproduction aussi bien des représentations pariétales que
des outils décorés et des pièces d’art mobilier. Il dessine les artistes en pleine exécution des divers types de figures
et de graphies sur les parois rocheuses des cavernes, en détaillant avec grande précision l’outillage et les
différentes techniques au moyen desquelles l’homme primitif préparait les couleurs et exécutait les peintures ; il
développe les principaux modes de représentation – gravure, peinture, incision, techniques mixtes, bas-relief… –
en d’authentiques échantillonnages des thématiques les plus habituelles – zoomorphes, figures humaines, signes,
etc. Le résultat, où prédominent les illustrations en noir et blanc avec quelques touches occasionnelles de couleur
focalisant l’attention sur les figures les plus représentatives, est un cahier visuellement attrayant pour le lecteur
intéressé, qui assimile d’un rapide coup d’œil toute l’information fournie (GASCA, MENSURO, 2014 : 16).
C’est pour cette raison que Jean Clottes, l’un des plus éminents spécialistes en cette matière, déclare dans la
préface du premier volume :
« La BD d’Éric Le Brun s’inscrit dans ce cadre, sous une forme davantage visuelle et plus immédiatemente
accessible que nos écrits, fussent-ils agrémentés de nombreuses photographies. L’auteur a rigoureusement vérifié
ses informations. L’image qu’il nous présente avec talent de la grotte Chauvet et de son contexte aurignacien est
conforme aux connaissances que nous avons actuellement sur le site, la période et les modes de vie de ces
premiers Hommes modernes européens […] » (LE BRUN, 2012c : 3).
Le Brun ne raconte pas une histoire linéaire et les personnages ne dialoguent pas entre eux. À travers des vignettes
successives, et avec le support de textes explicatifs clairs et concis insérés dans des cartouches ou entre les images,
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en recourant à une alternance suggestive de vues panoramiques et de gros plans, il propose une approche similaire
dans les deux volumes édités. En effet, il commence par de brefs traits culturels et chronologiques de la période
en question, avec la description des espèces les plus représentatives de la faune de l’époque, des techniques de
chasse, des modes d’alimentation, de la taille des outils en pierre, os ou bois d’animaux, du tannage des peaux,
ou de l’élaboration des parures en os, coquillage, ivoire, etc., ainsi que des instruments de musique, en incluant
de petits répertoires typologiques de base avec la dénomination et la provenance de chaque pièce. Il trace ensuite,
comme apport fondamental de chaque volume, des itinéraires technico-thématico-géographiques selon les
témoignages les plus remarquables de l’art paléolithique dans ses diverses techniques et manifestations. Les deux
volumes sont complétés, à la fin, par des cartes indiquant les principaux sites respectifs de chacune des deux
époques, une liste de ceux qui sont ouverts au public aussi bien en France que dans le reste de l’Europe, un lexique
de quelques-uns des termes spécifiques employés dans le texte, et une bibliographie, plus complète et précise
dans le cas de la deuxième publication.
À aucun moment, dans les deux volumes édités, l’auteur ne s’aventure à spéculer sur les motivations
envisageables qui ont favorisé la création artistique pendant ces périodes de la préhistoire ; il n’approfondit pas
non plus ses fonctions possibles, ses signifiés et/ou connotations symboliques89. Cependant, au fil des pages, on
peut trouver de brefs commentaires interprétatifs qui transcendent l’aspect purement descriptif ou documentaire,
allant même jusqu’à suggérer des conclusions ou des lectures dérivées de ses caractéristiques morphologiques,
en accord avec les théories proposées par les différentes écoles de préhistoriens, quoique sans les mentionner90.
Ainsi, dans le premier tome, qui traite de l’Aurignacien – dont il établit la chronologie entre 44.000 et 34.000 ans
cal. BP –, outre une note hypothétique sur les pratiques musicales de ces communautés91, É. Le Brun signale
quelques données artistiques intéressantes. Suivant Jean Clottes, il suggère au moins deux phases pour
l’imaginaire de la grotte Chauvet (Ardèche) : l’une plus primitive, aux représentations d’animaux tracées en
rouge, accompagnées de mains en positif et négatif, et de signes en forme de points, et une deuxième phase de
figures plus élaborées, déterminée fondamentalement par le célèbre panneau des chevaux dans la même cavité
(LE BRUN, 2012c : 19-24). En plus d’établir une succession pour la création de ses principaux motifs
zoomorphes et de prendre plaisir à détailler les techniques de leur réalisation [fig. 2], il insiste sur quelques aspects
réellement singuliers de cet ensemble : les effets apparents de profondeur obtenus grâce à la superposition de
profils de rhinocéros, ou de mouvement, au moyen de l’alignement partiellement superposé de têtes de félins, qui
paraissent répondre à différents moments de la course de l’animal. Il établit également des parallélismes
thématiques et techniques entre certaines représentations de Chauvet et celles d’autres cavités ornées, comme la
Grotte aux Points (en Ardèche), la grotte de l’Aldène (en Hérault), ou même des lieux aussi éloignés que la grotte
de Coliboaia (dans les monts Apuseni de Roumanie), ce qui ratifierait leur appartenance à une chronologie
commune (LE BRUN, 2012c : 28 et 30).
Le deuxième volume, qui compte le double de pages du précédent à cause de l’abondance et diffusion des sites
connus, et montre un usage amplifié des détails représentatifs en couleur, correspond aux périodes du Gravettien
( 34.500-25.000 cal. BP ) et du Solutréen ( 26.000-23.000 cal. BP ). En ce qui concerne les modes de vie des
groupes humains de cette époque, outre la mobilité saisonnière de leurs communautés, Le Brun se base sur l’unité
relative que la culture gravettienne paraît manifester dans toute l’Europe, malgré ses spécificités régionales, pour
suggérer l’existence de contacts et de relations entre les groupes qui rendent possibles les échanges de « matières
De manière très significative, Le Brun termine le premier volume en affirmant : « Ces œuvres fragiles ont traversé le temps jusqu’à
nous. Émouvants témoignages de la pensée de lointains hommes de la Préhistoire, leur signification est perdue à jamais… » (LE
BRUN, 2012c : 31).
90
Il ne se permet qu’une rapide allusion explicite au préhistorien Henri Breuil en se référant à un bison de la grotte de La Grèze
(vallée de La Vézère), spécialement célèbre en raison de sa représentation en « perspective tordue » : corps de profil et encornure de
face (LE BRUN, 2013 : 26).
91
Au-delà de l’évidence de la musique mélodique, à partir des flûtes en os d’oiseau ou en ivoire trouvées en Allemagne et dans les
Pyrénées atlantiques, il lance l’hypothèse de l’usage d’autres instruments à percussion, accompagnant des chants et des danses.
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premières, objets et idées » (LE BRUN, 2013 : 6-11). Il fait allusion à des progrès techniques envisageables,
comme l’emploi de l’arc et des flèches dans la culture gravettienne, et s’implique dans certains aspects
symboliques en mettant en rapport un enterrement dans la tanière d’un ours, située dans la grotte ornée de Cussac,
avec la « renaissance » printanière de l’animal après avoir hiberné pendant la saison froide (LE BRUN, 2013 :
25). Toutefois, son attention se centre de nouveau principalement sur la création artistique.

Figure 2 : Processus de réalisation de quelques figures du panneau des Chevaux, dans la grotte Chauvet (Ardèche, France). Le
Brun, É. (2012). L’art préhistorique en bande dessinée. Première époque, Grenoble : Éd. Glénat, p. 23.
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Dans le cadre des empreintes de mains en négatif, que l’auteur propose comme l’un des thèmes les plus habituels
de l’art pariétal gravettien, il penche pour le système de soufflage direct par la bouche, face à d’autres procédés
possibles ; il fait référence aux différentes hypothèses traditionnelles qui pourraient expliquer l’absence de
plusieurs phalanges dans de nombreux exemples de la grotte de Gargas (Pyrénées) : la perte d’une partie des
doigts pour cause de maladie, d’une mutilation rituelle ou en raison du repli de ceux-ci, et il fait allusion au détail
curieux des os enfoncés dans les fissures à côté des empreintes (LE BRUN, 2013 : 17-18). Un autre aspect
intéressant sur lequel l’auteur met spécialement l’accent est l’exploitation des contours ou accidents naturels des
parois rocheuses pour suggérer des formes qui sont accentuées ou transformées au moyen des traits peints. Il en
présente divers exemples : un rebord de la roche support des chevaux ponctués de Pech Merle, qui évoque la
représentation de la tête de l’un de ces animaux ; dans la grotte de Cougnac, les reliefs d’une paroi qui, à la
lumière des lampes, appellent les traits du mégacéros qui y sera représenté, ou les concrétions de calcite qui, dans
un autre endroit, évoquent les pattes avant d’un bouquetin ; et, finalement, d’autres formations calcaires marquées
de traces rouges, dans la grotte d’Arcy-sur-Cure (Yonne), qui pourraient être assimilées à une figure féminine en
relief (LE BRUN, 2013 : 38). Il établit aussi certaines connexions stylistiques entre les figures humaines de la
grotte de Cougnac, ou de celle de Cussac, avec l’imaginaire de Pech Merle. Mentionnons, enfin, l’apparente
décomposition du mouvement qui se remarque dans des représentations gravées superposées de chevaux sur un
panneau en plein air, dans la vallée du Côa au Portugal [fig. 3], en un effet similaire à celui déjà suggéré pour la
grotte Chauvet.

Figure 3 : Possible effet de mouvement grâce à la superposition de figures gravées de chevaux dans différentes postures
(Vallée du Côa, Vilanova de Foz Côa, Portugal). Le Brun, É. (2013). L’art préhistorique en bande dessinée. Deuxième époque,
Grenoble : Éd. Glénat, p. 51.

É. Le Brun insère aussi diverses interprétations qui se réfèrent à certains détails significatifs visibles sur des pièces
déterminées d’art mobilier de ces étapes. Effectivement, il confirme la représentation possible d’une « carte »
situant un campement entre des montagnes et un cours d’eau dans l’ensemble de traits incisés réalisés sur l’une
des défenses de mammouth décorées qui ont été trouvées en Moravie (Tchéquie) (LE BRUN, 2013 : 59). Il
souligne également divers détails représentés sur les abondantes figurines féminines découvertes dans le centre
et l’est de l’Europe, plus connues sous le nom de « Vénus », qui pourraient s’interpréter comme des types de
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coiffures – ainsi, la « Dame à la capuche » de Brassempouy (Landes) paraît montrer une résille ou un réseau de
nattes sur la tête, ou d’autres exemples, dans lesquels sont apparemment recréées l’ondulation des cheveux ou
des tresses. Il suggère l’éventuel caractère « portraitiste » des traits marqués avec grande précision pour quelques
figures et apprécie, dans certains détails, l’application de peintures corporelles, tatouages ou scarifications, ainsi
que divers éléments de l’habillement : possibles coiffes, ceintures, bandeaux, bracelets, etc. L’auteur fait aussi
allusion à d’éventuelles représentations d’accouchements, comme dans la Vénus de Tursac (Dordogne), bien que
l’excroissance qui apparaît entre les jambes de la figure puisse être un simple support pour la fixer en terre. Il
pointe, par ailleurs, l’apparent usage rituel de ces statuettes, enterrées avec des morceaux de charbon et divers
instruments ou objets décorés, ou avec d’autres sculptures associées, ou même l’hypothétique fracturation rituelle
de diverses figurines qui sont arrivées incomplètes jusqu’à nous. Il s’arrête, enfin, au possible usage enfantin
d’une statuette humaine articulée en ivoire de Brno – une poupée ? –, ou des figurines animales ou humaines en
terre cuite provenant des monts Pavlov, ces sites se trouvant tous deux dans l’actuelle République Tchèque, ainsi
que la possibilité que des figures aient pu être complétées avec des plumes ou des mèches de cheveux, à juger
par leurs perforations sur la tête, comme c’est le cas de la Vénus de Dolni Vestonice, également en Tchéquie (LE
BRUN, 2013 : 60-67).

3. Conclusion
De juin à novembre 2016 a eu lieu au Musée de Préhistoire de Valence (Espagne) une exposition intitulée
« Préhistoire et bande dessinée », où ont été présentées une centaine d’œuvres qui peuvent être incluses dans cette
catégorie, quoiqu’une attention particulière ait été accordée aux créations des dernières décennies, dont la plus
grande rigueur a permis une combinaison d’illustrations et de matériels archéologiques authentiques92. Sans
aucun doute, l’évolution qu’a connue la bande dessinée consacrée aux temps préhistoriques, spécialement à partir
des années quatre-vingt-dix du siècle passé, avec le souci d’atteindre une fidélité maximale dans la présentation
de leurs coutumes et créations, rend possible son emploi croissant comme ressource didactique de plus en plus
efficace dans le domaine de l’éducation et de l’enseignement. L’attrait visuel évident de ce mode d’expression et
sa capacité communicative, quand il est associé à des contenus bien documentés ou supervisés, permettent son
haut potentiel en tant que matériel formatif pour illustrer la vie, les usages et les créations de nos ancêtres les plus
éloignés. La B.D. donne l’occasion de recréer de manière facilement assimilable des environnements, des
habitats, des vêtements, des outils et des moyens d’expression d’une façon tellement effficace qu’elle ne peut être
comparée qu’à d’autres supports visuels comme la télévision ou le cinéma. Cette transformation s’est opérée peu
à peu, surtout pendant les trois dernières décennies ; cependant elle a atteint son point culminant lors des dernières
années, lorsque les préhistoriens eux-mêmes, ou des dessinateurs dotés d’une importante formation documentaire,
ont assumé le rôle d’illustrateurs. C’est le cas, comme nous l’avons constaté, des travaux d’Éric Le Brun, en
solitaire ou en collaboration avec Priscille Mahieu, qui peuvent être considérés comme l’exemple le plus avancé
dans la thématique concrète de l’art rupestre paléolithique, créant des matériels adaptés à différents âges, depuis
l’enfance jusqu’à la formation universitaire. Ses publications peuvent être employées en tant que simple
illustration documentaire des aspects variés de la vie et des mœurs de l’homme préhistorique ; toutefois, l’allusion
occasionnelle à des questions interprétatives ou symboliques déterminées permet aussi de susciter la réflexion ou
le débat sur des considérations qui ne sont pas fermement attestées mais seulement suggérées ou pressenties à
partir du registre matériel.

Des agrandissements de vignettes provenant du premier volume de L’art préhistorique en bande dessinée d’É. Le Brun
ont été employés, par exemple, pour illustrer les panneaux de l’Art paléolithique. Cf.
http://verlanga.com/letras/comics/prehistoria-y-comic-cerrando-el-circulo-primigenio/
92
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Il ne reste qu’à souhaiter que cette nouvelle tendance se consolide, aussi bien en France que dans d’autres pays,
et qu’elle contribue à une divulgation de qualité d’un patrimoine artistique jusqu’à présent trop peu connu ou
accessible pour le grand public.
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Indigenous making History: The Indigenous ETP at UFSM – Federal University
of Santa Maria
ANDRÉ LUIS R. SOARES93

Abstract
The Tutorial Education Program – TEP from Federal University of Santa Maria – UFSM was created in 2010 in the service
of Knowledge Connections Public Notice from the federal government, and, among others, establishes the modality of an
interdisciplinary TEP with native academics.
Given the importance of the insertion of indigenous people in the academic space, this Program has allowed the collective
construction of academic activities created, established and developed by the indigenous people of the institution. There
are 60 academics currently, which 12 are part of the TEP group. They are from Kaingang, Guarani-Kaiowá and Terena
ethnicities, creating, thus, an ethnic and spatial mosaic of the country, since the first ones are from Rio Grande do Sul state
and the others are from Mato Grosso do Sul state. This report presents the activities and the results obtained from this
project and its empowerments in the 2015-2016 biannual time. The activities are proposed and discussed collectively and
the decisions are taken for consensus, within the TEP limits. Besides the realization of the academic awareness programs
about indigenous issues, activities in the villages (the making of the traditional indigenous scholar games) and a seminar of
indigenous students in the south region of Brazil.
Key-words: TEP, Indigenous, UFSM, social inclusion

Introduction
The Tutorial Education Program is a Program from the Brazilian Federal Government to stimulate university
research, teaching and extension activities in under graduation courses. This program is subordinated to the
activities of The Education Ministry and the Higher Education Secretariat (HES). According to HES, the goals
of the Program are the formation of academics in graduation, the interdisciplinary actions, planning and executing
collective actions under the coordination of a tutor in diversified and qualified programs of academic activities.
The Indigenous TEP was created from a differentiated perspective, through a specific public notice to attend
parcels of the population who had not been attended in the traditional programs, such as low income population,
indigenous and quilombos94 remnants, named quilombolas. In a general way, and following the successful
experience of many notices that aimed the connection between academic knowledge and other abilities that
originated outside the academy (the so-called "Connections of Knowledge"), a special announcement was made
in 2010, called TEP - Connections of Knowledge, in which the target public was low income populations,
indigenous academics and Quilombolas
It is possible to affirm from a wider perspective that TEP indigenous Ñande Reko in its actions
and reflections relates itself to a broad educational issue of which the subject of Indian university
inclusion is one of its facets. In this sense, a reflection on the Indigenous TEP also refers to the
history of representations about the Indian in Rio Grande do Sul as a corollary of the discussion
Professor at History Department, Post-Graduation Program – UFSM.
The term quilombo refers to settlements, refuges or places of residence and establishment of ex-slaves during the period of African
slavery in Brazil (1500-1888). After the liberation of the slaves by Princess Isabel (1888), several rights were denied for the exercise of
citizenship by these descendants, many still living in places that once were refuges of the slave system, or in villages where they met
without state intervention.
93
94
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about higher education for indigenous groups and their insertion in UFSM. (Brum and Soares,
2013, p. 151)
The author of this article, through this notice, proposed the creation of a TEP– Indigenous group, in 2010 called
Ñande Reko, which in Guarani Language means “Our Way of Being” alluding to a differentiated view of Being
indigenous related to the non-indigenous. Several academic works point to the specificities of the "way of being"
of indigenous people related to the maintenance of tradition, and this is the result of a traditional living in
geographical areas in which social, cultural, vegetable cultivation, manipulation are followed according to
ethnologically defined values and criteria. Consequently, our indigenous "way of being" does not refer to an
opposition to the white way of life, but rather to various conditions for society to reproduce itself both socially
and materially. When the name of the group was baptized, the idea was to propose to non-indigenous people to
take awareness of one other culture that not only excels in values in the field of linguistics, but also moral, ethical,
environmental, and other values that deserve respect and consideration, given that the 'speed' of indigenous
peoples is different from the so-called 'white' academics.
By the time the notice was published, the Federal University of Santa Maria (UFSM) counted with a little more
than ten Indians attending classes there, and many were not from the villages, but rather self-declared indigenous
‘de-villaged’95, or urban Indians, which prevented a follow-up of their ethnic origin. At the same time, part of the
indigenous who were attracted to a higher education were not only because the academic formation, but also
because a student assistance policy pretty solid which holds student housing, subsidized university restaurant and
stay aid.
Belonging to distinct linguistic and cultural groups, those Indians have social-economic ways of organizing also
different among them, being similar only in the marginalized condition and find in the scarce selling of art craft
alternative ways of survival. In Santa Maria the situation is not different, being the city policy marked by
tolerance, but with no affirmative actions worthy of reference.
The admission of indigenous students into the academic world of higher education at UFSM is a separate chapter,
but briefly we can affirm that the vacancies are offered in courses that are requested through indigenous leaders
who dialogue with a commission of entrance for the accomplishment of a differentiated selection process in the
areas of the intended courses. The students thus compete for vacancies in courses predefined by the commission,
and the number of places in each course is also discussed among the indigenous leaderships and the commission
in which UFSM is part of other members within the rules of the law. It is still important to note that the quota
system does not interfere with the number of places foreseen in academic admission, in the case of new vacancies
destined for quota holders.
To the indigenous scholars, it should also be noted that there is a monumental diversity in the country, since we
currently have more than 200 native languages registered, in a population that is 0.1% of Brazilian population. It
is worth highlighting that the different ethnic groups have very different perceptions of what life is like in the
village, since it can be treated in Indian reservation areas administered by the National Indian Foundation FUNAI, or isolated lands in environmental protection areas, or even areas not demarcated by the federal
government. Thus, the contact that each group has with the involving society varies a lot, since groups that keep
the original language, or keep it partially or even have adopted the Portuguese language as a parameter.
Still, it is important to highlight that, according to the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistic (IBGE) 96
indigenous population is of 896,9 thousand Indians (in a population of approximately 206 million people),
distributed into 305 ethnicities, from which the biggest one is Tikúna, with 6,8% of indigenous population (data

95

Indians living outside the villages, usually in conditions of social vulnerability and they are not recognized as indigenous by most of
the population.
96
http://www.brasil.gov.br/governo/2015/04/populacao-indigena-no-brasil-e-de-896-9-mil, último acesso em 18 de maio de 2107.
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from 2015). According to the census, in 2010 36,32% of indigenous lived in urban areas and 63,8% in rural area.
In those ethnicities, 49,55% holds up to 500 people; 39,5% between 500 and 5 thousand people, 9% holds between
5 thousand and 20% people and only 4 indigenous groups hold more than 20 thousand people.
Thus, the empowerment that those indigenous receive when they get into the University refers to several aspects,
legal, social and economical. For instance, from the legal point of view, indigenous university students have
undergone similar processes of training and qualification that any other person, allowing this person to act in
his/her field of knowledge in equality situation with non-Indians; socially speaking, the undermining by which
the Indians in Brazil suffer, always associated with backwardness, laziness and unproductiveness, fall by the
wayside to compete with the "whites" in the vacancies for jobs, public competitions and postgraduate selective
processes.
Finally, in the social scope and although the number of indigenous scholars is extremely low in population
percentages, the university is opening spaces so that those citizens may enjoy to its fullest their legal rights,
having representatives in all scopes that may act in the indigenous cause.

The Indigenous TEP activities so far
Among the several activities that aim the indigenous culture and knowledge valorization, some of them are
reported as follow:

Indigenous School Games
This Project aims to organize activities inside Terra Indígena da Guarita (Guarita Indeginous Land – Indigenous
reserve) in the counties of Tenente Portela, Miraguaí and Redentora, Rio Grande do Sul state in Brazil, Pedra
Lisa Section, that intends children and young men and women, from all indigenous school to practice and improve
traditional sports games, as well as to present other indigenous culture elements.
The modalities developed were indoor male and female soccer with a traditional indigenous ball, tug of war,
100m running, bow and arrow, log throwing, body wrestling, game with the shuttle, game of the log, race with
log, in addition to cultural manifestations as: dance, body paintings and lectures.

Meeting of Indigenous University Students
It happened between August 26th. and 27th. in 2016, as part of a bigger event named “Indigenous August”97 with
the proposal of create a space for the indigenous students from Paraná, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul
state, in which they could discuss and share ideas about indigenous issues from the own indigenous perspective;
promote different ethnicities integration and draw up a letter exposing the ideas discussed there to the whole
community. The activity took place in August 26th. and 27th within the Indigenous August idealized by the group.
Three plenary sessions were held with the central themes: Health, Territory and Indigenous Law, in which
indigenous and non-indigenous speakers discussed the issues in each area.

Kaingang Cooking Project
This project rescued the traditional cooking and cuisine of Kaingang group in the villages of the scholars from
this ethnic group. The proposal was to be able to register in physical and magnetic medium some elements of the

97

The official celebration date of the “Indian Day” is April 19th. August is the month of the original people in the world.
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Kaingang indigenous cuisine, as ingredients, know-how and technologies used to prepare the traditional dishes.
It aimed the preservation of indigenous memory and culture, materialized in cuisine, considering this one of the
last elements to be abandoned by people, as well as their mother tongue. It searched to register elements of the
indigenous cooking and cuisine, verifying the cultural elements presents that could be inferred as traditional, as
well as registering the components, seasonings, ingredients and craft to prepare the dishes and to document the
elements present in indigenous cooking that are traditional, differing from the ones of the surrounding nonindigenous community.

Kaingang Culture Before and Now
It is a project that has been developed in lectures and presentations in schools, places where the surrounding
society has little access to indigenous history where the indigenous are the protagonists, in a way where they can
be in the middle of all the building process of the activities for the public. It was worked the indigenous activities
and bringing historical, social and cultural aspects of the Kaingang people to the knowledge of the white society
that ignores the issues rose.
It was also sought as a fundamental point of this project to open up possibilities of this new knowledge to the
white society, using Law Nº 11.645, of March 10th. , 2008.
Law 11.645 of March 10, 2008 deals with the obligation of teaching History and
indigenous culture in schools. In our view, this legislation directly affects the views we
have of the Indians, since the various forms by which these representations occur in
didactic materials and in the processes of continuous teacher training are responsible for
the construction of perceptions and the formation of an imaginary about what is to be an
Indian and its dynamic importance throughout the Brazilian historical process. The school
manuals, as well as the other opinion formers, obviously corroborate the acceptance or
execration of the indigenous groups in the Brazilian scenario. (Brum and Soares, 2013,
p.153-154)

Other projects shall be developed in the year of 2017, as a documentary video about indigenous maternity and
university, that will register the testimonies on the difficulties that indigenous mothers have to carry out the
graduation in conditions similar to other academics, since maternity is a constant Among the Kaingang youths
who are the majority in the UFSM.
When it is about indigenous culture, several ethnicities face maternity as one of the pillars to maintain culture,
what affects young females from 16 to 18 years-old. They become mothers without being considered precocious.
The entrance in the academic world comes after, what brings these young mothers and students to face double
journeys. The goal of the video is to bring visibility to the problem, once there is no daycare to the academics.
Still in the list of projects to be developed in 2017 there is a project which is “Indian Program” an expression that
in Brazil means to do an activity in which there are more work to do than pleasure, when it was supposed to be
just for fun. The project aims to carry out educational activities with the theme of indigenous culture, especially
the material culture bequeathed to Brazilian society. The proposal is to take the schools and and universities to a
moment of presentation of indigenous cultural elements through practical activities (i.e bow and arrow, pottery,
among others) to show the difficulty of activities considered ‘banal’, but that involve technology, previous
knowledge and complex thinking.
We seek to initiate a dialogue between indigenous populations who live in low-income, at-risk
urban homesteads and camps in the city of Santa Maria, seeking to build citizenship of these social
– 134 –
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segments with the creation of new perspectives for the valorization of local knowledge and
Knowledge. We wish to articulate a set of activities where the indigenous, descendants and / or
self-declared ones act in their own community, bringing with them the load of knowledge and
experiences acquired in their academic trajectory, fomented by the PET-Connections of
Knowledge Program.
Soares, 2013, pp. 177-178

Some final considerations
A collaborative process of insertion of the indigenous community into the academic milieu is slow, gradual, and
must break with various barriers of prejudice, such as racial prejudice, cultural prejudice, and the exclusionary
and competitive system that the academy itself stimulates. In this sense, presenting to the university the
indigenous cultural universe is a rather arduous task, which requires patience and persistence, since it is known
that inclusion will not occur in a peaceful or external way. The ultimate goal of the Indigenous TEP is to establish
a connection between academic and indigenous knowledge, in such a way that, in the sense of academics, the
knowledge of sanitation, disease transmission, good eating practices, dialogue between the use of medicinal
plants, epidemiological surveys, Generation of vegetable gardens and orchards, as well as acting in bilingual
schools, for example.
In the sense of the relationship between Indians and white people, the project aims to develop actions for valuing
citizenship and redemption of self-esteem, presentation of traditional means of territorial management,
sustainable management of the environment, as well as other forms of perception of the world, through their
traditional religion or metaphysics and indigenous cosmology.
As far as the relation between the Indians is concerned, the cultural diversity we have today (2017), with
indigenous peoples of three ethnic groups, the Guarani-Kaiowá, Terena and Kaingangs, is a continuous discussion
and a process of recognition of diversity and common issues all. It is not a question of fighting against a common
enemy, but learning the "white system" to learn how to navigate the different realities, between academic
bureaucracy, meetings that decide nothing, disciplinary procedures and eternal promises unfinished. Indigenous
TEP also encourages academics to develop projects in their indigenous areas in order to provide an effective
return of the academic in their community of origin. At the same time, instigated to carry out field research in
their community, the Indians are obliged to know better their own reality and to question the solutions that are
being given by themselves and the whites.
Finally, the indigenous group TEP is a space of struggle, in which the indigenous condition must be elevated to
social protagonism, without assistance, without protectionism, but with direct action on the indigenous reality in
the academic environment. More than thirty indigenous students passed through the TEP, among engineers,
teachers, doctors and nurses, among various formations. As a political space, TEP reaffirms itself in the service
of ethnic minorities, as a space for research, the production of knowledge by the natives themselves, and as a
space for university extension, the concrete proof that it is possible, that everyone and everyone live in search of
harmony.
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The contribution of collaborative research and heritage education on the
recollection of memory and reinforcement of identity in an indigenous village:
reflections of an experience in the western region of São Paulo State (Brazil)

NEIDE BARROCÁ FACCIO98
LUÍS ANTÔNIO BARONE99

Abstract
This work reflects the results of a collaborative research undertaken in an indigenous school located in the “Vanuire”
Indigenous Land, one of three indigenous lands in west of São Paulo State. The largest indigenous group in Vanuíre is the
“Kaigang”, inhabitants of the whole region of Paranapanema Valley until early 20th century. The research, developed whit
indigenous teachers, claims the recuperation of the deleted history of the community, through memory workshops and
traditional ceramic workshops. The reinforcement of ethnic identity and creation of new approaches to learning history and
cultural heritage, in basic education, were the most relevant results.
Key-words: memory studies; heritage education, collaborative research; indigenous community.

Introduction
This paper presents the results of a project developed with the Vanuíre indigenous community, located in the
west of São Paulo State (Brazil). The Vanuíre Indigenous Land is composed of members of different ethnic
groups, with prevalence of the Kaingang - traditional inhabitants of the region - and Krenak, the largest group
among those that were brought from other parts of the country. Already quite distant from the traditional way of
life, the indigenous people of Vanuíre have, in the State School installed in the village, a point of convergence
for the discussion and the development of actions aiming the recovery of the cultural elements of the different
ethnic groups. The project sought, through collaborative research, with the participation of indigenous teachers,
to stimulate the community to recover the social and cultural memory of Vanuíre.
Since the 19th century, various disputes have been fought between the Kaingang indigenous group and the settlers,
over the territory of the westernmost territory of the São Paulo State. With the construction of the Brazil
Northwest Railroad, the clashes intensified, resulting in the deaths of thousands of Indians, without the State
intervening to defend this population. In 1910, the Indian Protection Service (SPI) was created, with a
"peacemaker" character. Its objective was to reduce the indigenous territories (in the case of the western São
Paulo), limiting them to only small reserves and villages, which would allow the progress of capital in the region
(Cruz, 2002). The emergence of the “Índia Vanuíre” Indigenous Village occurred in this context, by the initiative
of the SPI. However, as "as a result of this process of contact and pacification, the disarticulation of the Kaingang
social organization has been fast and violent" (Cruz, 2002: 44). The Figure 1, adapted from the Curt Nimuendaju
Ethno-Historical Map (FIBGE, 1987), shows the area traditionally occupied by Kaingang groups in the State of
São Paulo.
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Figure 1: Linguistic Families of São Paulo State (Brazil), according to Nimuendaju, 1943. Source: Faccio (2011)

After pacification/deterritorialization, two indigenous stations with kaingang predominance were created (Figure
2): The “Índia Vanuíre” Indigenous station, located 22 kilometers from the city of Tupã; and the “Icatu”
Indigenous station, located in the municipality of Braúna, 35 kilometers from Araçatuba (Cruz, 2006).

Some notes on social memory studies
The research about social memory, developed by many social sciences - far beyond historiography - aims to
recover characteristics and singularities whose persistence is striking in the present and whose origins are not
recorded in written form.
The memory study, in this way, is fundamental in the recovery of the presence of subaltern social groups in the
context of the formation of national and / or regional culture, especially in Latin America.
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From the theoretical-methodological point of view, memory studies indicate an intersection between macro and
microhistory, enlightening cultural aspects of a specific social context, difficult to access by conventional
(documentary) historical research.

Figure 2: Kaingang areas in São Paulo State. Source: Faccio (2011)

First of all, it is about the production of documents, as the oral account of someone's memory, being transcribed,
becomes a new source, capable of clarifying details about facts and institutions from the perspective of people
who have experienced them and were kind of important for their maintenance or transformation.
This brings us to an important point of this type of approach, that is, the interface between individual history
and social history. This way, any approach to issues such as collective memory, for example, can never
escape the dilemma between individual experience and appreciation and the construction of a collective
image of facts, condensed into what can be called collective memory. (BARONE, 2001-2002, page 7).

Still in this methodological aspect, the dilemma mentioned above necessarily leads to the comparison of the facts
narrated by the mnemonic informants with information of the same facts and institutions that have already been
documented. This comparison, in addition to revealing much of the social position of the narrators (the
interviewed or the editors of the documents), is fundamental for clarifying doubts and establishing a deeper debate
on ideas such as "historical truth". As a result, a very rich and innovative approach is obtained to the way in which
different social groups, especially the most popular ones, have experienced the consequences of different
historical conjunctures.
Another important point of this methodology, which was taken as a guide in this work, is the recovery of the
tradition of certain communities. Even if such a statement should be relativized, especially from what Hobsbawm
and Ranger (1994) discuss as the "invention of traditions", the recovery / invention (or re-signification) of
traditions turns out to be one of the strongest points of the society, articulating fundamental links in the social
imaginary.
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Adorno (1993-94) says that the relationship between tradition and progress should not be taken only
positivistically (by the opposition of traditionalism vs. progressivism), but above all by the dialectical
complementarity between both of them. This relationship is expressed, for example, in Walter Benjamin's thesis
on the importance of history and tradition as fundamental elements for effecting the transformative leap towards
the future (BENJAMIN, 1994). Such a discussion is particularly pertinent in a context such as that of the
indigenous communities of Brazil, whose groups persistently seek the recovery and re-signification of their
traditions in order to guarantee recognition and provide for facing the dilemmas of the present time.
The study of the popular culture has progressively revealed the connections between the past and the present, the
popular and the erudite, according to the dialectic tradition / progress developed by Adorno (1993-94). The study
of the oral culture itself has been carried out using techniques for collecting testimonies (oral reports), using or
not electronic equipments (audio or video recorders). A line of research like this may serve to a historical
reconstruction, research on social representations (and practices that correspond to them), or to other cultural
manifestations. The difficulties of this technique, however, are, on one hand, in the difficult task of identifying
informants with a good capacity for memory and narration (the mnemonic informant or “storyteller”) and, on the
other hand, the meticulous analysis that must be done in the choice of rich elements for historical reconstitution
or cultural interpretation. The collection of testimonies of older people is a trend widely used in historiographical
and sociological research. In relation to these elders, by the importance of their memories - for themselves as well
as for the social group of which they are part - Ecléa Bosi (1994), discussing the philosophical reflections of
Bergson, recovers the idea of "memory workers".
However, in addition to oral reports, we believe that
The study of the memory to be complete must gather both material elements as well as reports and narratives
- written or spoken. The realization of such research guarantees a better knowledge of itself of the
collectivities that are identified historically and culturally with some place or a belief, strengthening ties of
belonging, fundamental for the social integration. (BARONE, 2001-2002, p.9).

These elements, details sometimes relegated by historians, are like important pieces that lack the puzzle of reality,
often lending meaning to the great facts and, finally, giving a different perspective to the history of society,
deconstructing the monumentality imposed by the winners to the losers, according to Benjamin (1994).
This way, especially for the subaltern groups, the memory can be one of the last guardians of its culture and its
history. The memory, in its most varied manifestations, is undoubtedly the main vector of a people's culture. As
Montagu (1962) teaches us:
In such a way, culture is identified with life itself which can be said perfectly not to be superimposed on
life. Just as the instrument expands and extends the capabilities of the hand, so the culture accentuates the
capacity of life [...] The process of creating, transmitting and maintaining the past and the present is culture
[...] the plants convey the chemical substances, the animals convey the space, but only man is able to convey
time (MONTAGU, 1962, p. 131).

The memory, according to Menezes (1984), is an instrument of identity, conservation and development that
guarantees intelligibility to the facts. Rodrigues (2001), on the other hand, affirms that cultural memory is
a carrier of historicity; The conditions for contracting it are mutable, and it reflects the political relations,
the possibility of exercising rights, which each social segment and also each individual has in a certain time
(RODRIGUES, 2001, p.18).

Recovering and re-signifying the social memory of a subaltern group, therefore, is also a political act in the
struggle for “recognition” (HONNETH, 2010). This is how the proposal of the workshops of memory was
discussed and referred to the teachers of the indigenous school of Vanuíre.
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Collaborative research as a tool for reflection and data production
It is Thompson (1992), one of the most important theorists of oral history, who says that such researches on
memory can be performed by any groups or individuals who are minimally enlightened. Reflecting on the
participation of non-specialists (academics) in this enterprise, we have that
because of the shortage of technicians, especially in Brazil, the participation of "laymen" in this type of research
collaborates, even for the production of important documentary pieces (such as transcribed oral reports), which would
otherwise be lost, due to the deterioration of time or the disappearance of older informants. (BARONE, 2001-2002,
p.9).

In this way, there is a clear affinity between this relative "laicity" 100 in the process of producing sources through
oral history and the methodology of collaborative research, in which members of the researched communities are
active participants in the production and reflection on the data. Since its formulation, the collaborative research
insists on the rupture of the prejudice about the teacher who carries out researches on his / her school reality
(ZEICHNER, 1998), quite present in the university. The experience and interest of these agents are very important
for the achievement of the researches from a more enriching perspective - especially in educational research.
Brazilian authors also tested, in different school contexts, collaborative methodologies, including dealing with
the theme of memory of social groups (PIMENTA et al., 2000; GOMES, 2003).
The choice of a methodology with these characteristics - that is, strongly collaborative - was at the origin of the
researchers' intentions and found an echo and a clearer meaning from the participation of the coordinators Unesp101 social scientists - in the Vanuíre Ethnic School Commission102. It was at a meeting of this commission
that the desire, expressed by one of the community teachers, to "write their own history," indicated the way to be
adopted in the later formatted project that gave rise to these reflections.

The memory workshops: a collaborative research with indigenous teachers
The activities developed with the teachers of Vanuíre village occurred in two stages. The first one consisted in
the realization of a workshop, in which topics related to the elaboration of memory narratives were addressed,
dealing with theoretical and methodological concepts related to the subject. As the project was guided by the
collaborative methodology, the collective formed by university students and indigenous teachers built a research
plan that mobilized teachers first, then the entire community.
As the themes of the group's memory were selected, some people in the community were identified, especially
the older residents of the locality, to contribute by providing information for the production of the narratives. In
the reports of memory produced in the second stage, aspects related to cultural elements of the ethnic groups of
the village were evidenced. In the case of fishing and cooking, this connection was quite evident. The teacher
who recovered a traditional technique of fishing, at first, presented an equipment used by the father (the "big
sieve"), already produced with industrialized materials (in this case, plastic canvas); Later, deepening the search
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for details of this equipment, the technique of producing the same object was identified, however, with natural
material (bamboo). The second stage also included reports collected on the migration trajectory of families of the
ethnic groups that were established in the Vanuíre Indigenous Land during the 20th Century.

The workshop of the elderly Ena: Kaingang ceramics operating chain
As part of the memory project, information was also collected and a workshop on kaingang ceramics was held,
in which the last known artisan - Ena, an elder of the village - gave a presentation on the making of pots. The
kaingang ceramics production chain demonstrated by the old woman included information that will be
appropriated by researchers from Unesp and professors from Vanuíre, who will in turn replicate to other groups.
The registration of the images of this workshop guaranteed the preservation of the technique for further study and
dissemination.
The preparation of the ceramic began with the preparation of the clay, to which an antiplastic was added, in this
case, the ground clay (Figures 3 and 4). Then, the artisan showed how to prepare the base of the ceramic pot, by
hand modeling (Figure 5). The preparation and overlapping of rollers for assembling the walls of the pot is a
known technique in the bibliography, but could be recovered from the gesture of the old woman (Figures 6 and
7). From there, there are different moments of smoothing the walls, which require a lot of skill, since such action
can break the mass already prepared (Figure 8). The workshop, an event attended by many of the residents of
Vanuíre, was completed with the description of the process of drying the pot and explanation of how to make the
burn (steps not performed at the time).

Figures 3 to 8: Steps of modeling the traditional kaingang pots. Source: project files

Conclusion
Although the ethnic memory project in Vanuíre village is still in progress, the steps already taken allow for some
consideration of this collaborative research experience. First, for a community so far removed from its cultural
values - as it is the case of the indigenous groups still existing in the State of São Paulo - it is much more than
preservation of culture, its recovery and resignification.
Another factor to be mentioned is the centrality of the official school institution in this process of recovery of the
memory of the indigenous groups of Vanuíre. Paradoxically, it is this institution of Western culture that is
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mobilizing the community to rediscover its values. Even before the memory project was active, the school was
already developing the teaching of the two most representative indigenous languages in the village (Kaingang
and Krenak). The group of teachers who work on it - all of them belonging to the community - ended up being a
"front line" of this process of recovery / resignification and defense of the traditional heritage.
The workshops of memory, in addition to yielding pedagogical results (with the activities being applied in
classrooms), are bringing previously invisible elements to the discussion of the cultural heritage of the population
of Vanuíre village. This is how the research on traditional fishing techniques regained the memory of a very
representative character of the Kaingang ("João Índio"), who decades ago had some leadership in the community
- submissive to the federal administration agencies - even if it meant a position of conflict with the laws of the
national society. The former "criminal" João Índio, was also seen as a fighter against the abuses of government
officials and big farmers in the region.
The operating chain concept is an element for the analysis of the ceramic production process by Indian Ena.
However, we must pay attention to the limits from a good ethnography. The event of the ceramics workshop with
the last known kaingang artisan opened the possibility of reproducing this knowledge, even in the school space.
The analysis of the entire production process of ceramics, which is still ongoing, is fundamental to know the
choices made by the artisan, since their technical acts carry a collective knowledge (FACCIO, 2011), which will
be socialized with the community of its own ethnic group (shared with the others, whose pottery was lost).
The attempt to approach the daily lives of indigenous groups is the ultimate endeavor of
archaeologists/ethnologists. The memory project sought to develop and use methods, through the knowledge and
manipulation of the modern technical system, to enable information to be preserved and stored. This way, in
addition to facilitating the restoration and re-signification of the heritage of the ethnic communities of regions
where their culture was practically destroyed, this process also makes it possible to complete ethnographic reports
and / or archaeological researches in the classical sense.
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Language Education Policy and English in Multilingual Countries103

PAM PETERS104
KATE BURRIDGE105

Introduction
Language policies are articulated in most multilingual postcolonial countries: they establish or affirm the national
language(s), often including any ex-colonial language(s) embedded in the country’s institutions, and selected
regional or local languages that are spoken as regional lingua francas and/or mother tongues. Thus South Africa
in 1994 established 11 official languages, including English, Afrikaans and 9 African languages of the region.
For legislative and administrative purposes, governments tend to foreground the national languages ahead of
regional and local languages, though the latter are essential in managing the education and health sectors. Much
less attention may be given to the importance of the mother tongues, although their role in the education of young
children has recently been recognized as crucial. They therefore need to be built into national education policies,
apart from whatever languages are necessary for official or auxiliary purposes.
The challenges of accommodating multiple languages are evident in large post-colonial countries with far-flung
communities, as in the Philippines with its thousands of islands where minority languages align with strong
regional and/or ethnic identity. With limited resources, it makes sense to endorse the languages of those used by
the larger regional communities, yet doing so disadvantages speakers of minority languages and smaller speech
communities. It can be seen as a form of “linguicism” that disregards “linguistic human rights” (Philippson &
Skutnabb-Kangas 1995:455). Measures to protect and promote minority languages and ensure their usability in
education, courts, administration, media, culture, economic and social life, are enshrined in the European Charter
for Regional or Minority Languages (1992).106 Elsewhere in the world, the continuing presence of minority
languages and widespread societal multilingualism do not attract attention, for example in the Cameroon
(Anchimbe 2013), and Ghana (Ameka 2016). In northern Australia they are underrecognized in important
administrative instruments such as the national census (Angelo & Macintosh 2015). Even when minority
languages are recognized, the governments may be unable to develop policies or resources to address the social
disadvantages of their speakers (see Lo Bianco 2007; Pauwels 2007).
The resource implications of mandating multiple languages in language policy and especially language education
policy are inescapable. They include the need to train thousands of multilingual teachers for primary and
secondary levels, to develop strongly grounded bodies of education, and help those growing up in multilingual
postcolonial environments to use their language repertoires to access local and world knowledge. Dynamic
approaches are needed to build multilingual educational content to meet the needs of students in developing
countries. These will be discussed below with particular reference to the Philippines and South Africa, as well as
the social and economic issues that are interconnected with them.
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National language policy and mother tongue education
UNESCO has encouraged mother tongue-based instruction in primary education since 1953, and since 1980s
studies have corroborated the wide-ranging advantages of conducting early education in children’s mother
tongues.107 The Finnish experience outlined by Skutnabb-Kangas (1984) has since been confirmed by a large
body of independent research on children’s cognitive development in multilingual contexts (e.g. Bialystok, 2001;
King & Mackey, 2007; Siegel 2010).108 Accessing early education in his/her first language is fundamental for
developing the child’s powers of reasoning and use of symbolic systems which are the basis for higher learning
and knowledge acquisition. Without such language grounding in a familiar language, their education may be
fundamentally compromised, and their multilingual resources reduced to a form of “subtractive bilingualism”,
where the second language is added at the expense of the first language (Cummins 2000), and students typically
struggle to gain competence in the nonlocal/foreign language of education. In the process their first language
and its culture is devalued, leaving them doubly disadvantaged, without good prospects of being able to
participate in societal transformation.
Yet the push to introduce English earlier and earlier in education can be seen in language education policies in
many Asian countries, including China, Japan, Korea, Malaysia and Vietnam. In China, where English was
previously introduced from year 6, the Ministry of Education is now mandating English from year 3 (Kirkpatrick
2012). Indonesian language policy has seen English being adopted in the curriculum of most primary schools
(English for Young Learners). In Korea, where well-endowed parents are sending children to private schools to
ensure they are educated in English from the start — a symptom of a well-documented nationwide English
learning obsession known as “English fever” (Park 2009). In each case the policy is economically driven, but
challenged by problems of resourcing its implementation. The teaching of English at the early level frequently
comes at the expense of local languages and literary practices. Tsui (2004:22) describes it as a balancing act
“between gaining access to English and the preservation of indigenous languages, and a balance between being
open to foreign cultures and values and retaining one’s own”.
The clearest illustration of such issues comes from the Philippines, where English was introduced along with a
universal education policy by the American regime after 1898. To its credit, the American colonial government
recruited hundreds of school teachers (the so called Thomasite teachers, the first of whom arrived in 1901 on the
SS Thomas), to develop a primary school curriculum and teaching materials where none had existed through
centuries of Spanish colonialism. The fact that it was in English meant that it could be used throughout the
Philippines, i.e. in Tagalog speaking areas in the north as well as the Visayan and Mindanao areas in the south.
It provided an alternative medium for administration in non-Tagalog speaking parts of the country, and
underpinned the national bilingual policy (Filipino-English) from the 1930s that was enshrined in Philippines
Independence in 1946, and reaffirmed in the new constitution of 1973 and through the Marcos regime until 1988.
But with educational resources dwindling and haphazard training of language teachers, language education has
been unevenly distributed (Thompson 2003). During the 1990s, many Filipinos felt locked out of economic
opportunities through their lack of English, and anti-elitist sentiment about the privilege associated with English
was exploited by President Estrada, by his practice of using Filipino only in national statements. This and other
scandals associated with the President prompted the 2001 “language riot” by English-educated urban Filipinos,
seeking to affirm status of English. A more inclusive trilingual education policy (Filipino-English-MTL/Mother
Tongue Language) was promulgated in 2009, and implemented as MTB-MLE (= mother tongue-based –
multilingual education) from 2012 on. Through an Education Order (2013), mother tongue education was
enshrined for the first four years of schooling (in Tagalog and 18 other regional languages for which there are
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established orthographies); transitioning to the national languages Filipino and English in years 4-6. This newly
forged language education policy aligns is well motivated pedagogically and well grounded in the Philippines
experience, to be socially and regionally inclusive. However the issues of resourcing it remain.
Language education policy in South Africa is similarly challenged by number of nationally endorsed languages
following reconciliation and the new 1994 constitution. Here again there is much need for mother-tongue–trained
teachers for the 9 African languages (Granville et al. 1998:2610); and upgrading of the general level of teaching
English from the low-investment levels of the Apartheid period when its principle applications was in the Black
“homelands” like Soweto. The legacy of the “hegemony” of English (Heugh 2002: 461) remains as an obstacle,
where English might otherwise be built on as a lingua franca for speakers of Black African languages and as an
inter-ethnic language of social integration. Ongoing political tension between government bodies representing
different ethnic interests, difficulty of advancing language education policy (Reagan 2002). Pedagogic strategies
include the need to train teachers to work in mixed-language classrooms; approval of translanguaging in
classroom (offering children the opportunity to use their home languages in the classrooms, or to collaborate at
school with students who speak the same language); acceptance of a multilingualism that values all languages
(Meierkord 2012); the replacement of “subtractive bilingualism” with an “additive bilingualism” environment,
where the language resources of children are used to support both learning and social integration.
In South Africa as in the Philippines, there is great need to address the shortage of multilingual and multicultural
teaching materials (Reagan 2002:420). Multilingual glossaries published for South African schools are a useful
start: the Oxford South African Multilingual Primary Dictionary Grades 4 – 7 (3rd ed. 2006) present English in
parallel with Afrikaans and four South African languages. But the educational publications presently available
are mostly in English or Afrikaans, underscoring the need for materials in African languages from different
regions and ethnic groups, which might ground the education of young children especially in rural areas in their
mother tongues and stories from their own cultures. Instead, school texts are typically translated from European
languages with an external culture inescapably embedded in it (Kruger 2012). There are similar needs in
Australia, with some initiatives to develop reading materials with Aboriginal subject matter for indigenous
literacy programs, as a way of valorizing the students’ own socio-cultural experience.109 Ways of integrating
Aboriginal English and creole into school texts for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children are being
developed by Australian linguists (Malcolm 2004; Moses & Wigglesworth 2008).
The lack of indigenized educational materials is even more acute at secondary level. For higher levels of
knowledge and subject development, educators in Africa and in other post-colonial countries are still obliged to
go to English-language textbooks whose content has yet to be adapted to the local environment. In Vietnam the
National Foreign Language Education Project 2020 (NFLEP 2020) explicitly acknowledges the need for more
appropriate English language curriculum and textbooks (Nguyen 2012). Working with local teachers would bring
fresh inspiration, as with the East African biology teacher, who substituted dissecting cockroaches for the
unavailable frogs enshrined in the curriculum! The scope for using English as a medium for religious instruction
in Arabic schools in Pakistan has been demonstrated by Mahboob (2014), using Islamified English text.
Opportunities for varying the language and adapting the content need to be fully exploited in multilingual
education and in language education policies (Lo Bianco 2003).
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English in societal transformation
English is included in various post-colonial national language policies as a medium for government
communication over geographically or ethnically diverse communities, and as an instrument for extending
national integration. In many it facilitates access to government services and institutions, such as the law courts
in the Philippines, which remained a preserve of Spanish even in the later C20. In facilitating such access to more
of the population, English in principle serves an egalitarian purpose. Yet when English is not equally distributed
in society, it becomes an institutional problem, perpetuating the “subtractive” disadvantage conferred by the
takeup of a colonial language in postcolonial society. Those lacking English see their country as linguistically
and psychologically “in the grip of English” (Lorente 2013). Those with a command of English are able to work
for international companies in the Philippines and overseas, but are often then committed to long-term separation
from their families, especially parents from their children and generational disruption, with grandparents
shouldering parental responsibility during the children’s formative years.
A different kind of impact on social structure can be seen among young educated middle-class Black South
Africa, who are first-language users of English. Evidence from sociophonetic research shows that their
pronunciation of the /u/ vowel has become fronted like that of white South African speakers, and aligns with the
“deracialization” of speech among young educated people of all ethnic backgrounds in that class (Mesthrie
2010:26). This “cross-over” phenomenon suggests a level of integration among these new elites, although it also
creates new sociophonetic distinctions between privileged and non-privileged speakers of English in each South
African ethnic group, and between the younger privileged speakers and their older generations.
The use of English by younger multilingual speakers as in the Philippines and South Africa has profound
consequences for the language itself in those contexts. In everyday Philippine usage, English is continually mixed
with elements of the other national language (Filipino—Tagalog)110, resulting in a hybrid language, commonly
known as “Taglish”. It consists of variable proportions of two languages, each providing the grammatical as the
matrix for incorporating elements of the other. This “code-switched” language is continually used in private
conversations as well as public dialogue and spontaneous commentary in broadcasting (Thompson 2003). The
widespread use of Taglish is significant as the most culturally and socially endorsed form of English (rather than
the “international” English taught in schools), and it is increasingly seen in written form online and through social
media. Similar code-switched forms of English are widely used among young Black South African speakers as
an expression of their multilingual solidarity, using English as the matrix for multiple other shared languages
(Meierkord 2012), in what she refers to as “interactions across English”. Code-switched Englishes reflect the
different language repertoires of the interlocutors and variables of the regional context, and the ability to engage
in spontaneous multilingual dialogues becomes part of the speakers’ social identity. Their cultural significance
as innovative forms of English should not be underrestimated.

English and economic development
In its 1990s bid to internationalize the economy, the Philippines government endorsed the use of English as way
of equipping Filipinos for overseas employment in the service or construction industries. English was thus an
“economic resource” (Kachru 2005:91), contributing to personal income as well as ensuring the flow of overseas
currency into the Philippines to stimulate the economy. From 1990 on, it resulted in major outflows of Philippine
men and women to work in multinational companies, making the Philippines the third largest source of imported
labor to OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries, after China and India
(Asian Development Bank Institute 2014). In some cases this has resulted in Filipinos being bound by contracts
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from unscrupulous agencies into inferior conditions of employment. To address such problems, the Philippines
government established (2007) the Language Skills Institute (LSI) to prepare Filipinos for overseas work. It
provides training courses in multiple OECD languages including English, Japanese, Korean, Mandarin, Arabic,
and Spanish” (TESDA 2015), to ensure they have language skills and cultural knowledge sufficient to negotiate
their terms of employment and understand their rights as foreign workers (Lorente 2017). In fact, few of the
OECD host countries (Australia and Canada) require foreign workers to be competent in the national language(s)
– although English is seen as the default language requirement in others (Lising 2017: 301), such as Japan and
South Korea. The dominant language policy in international workplaces is monolingual, which tends to privilege
English.
English is also usually an element in “grassroots multilingualism” (extending Blommaert’s 2008 phrase), which
is commonly associated with trade migrations across the globe. Traders moving goods overseas necessarily
develop a repertoire of working languages, including English, to negotiate sales with their various customers. In
Guangzhou’s “Africa Town”, traders originating from West Africa exercise large personal language repertoires,
including several varieties of African languages and Chinese, as well as French, Arabic, and lingua franca English
(Han 2013). Likewise global tourism fosters grassroots multilingualism and lingua franca English, as
entrepreneurial traders do business in their home contexts with ever-increasing numbers of European tourists
(Schneider 2016).
One other significant use of English in extending economic resources is its role as the reference language for
multilingual terminologies to be developed to support technological innovation in multinational countries such
as South Africa. With its 11 official languages and multilingual workforce, parallel terminologies are needed to
promote technical knowledge within the community, and the participation of all citizens in growing the economy.
The Pan South African Language Board includes a set of technical committees tasked with terminology
development and liaising with translators for the various languages, as well as disciplinary specialists and urban
and rural communities for pre-existing terminologies (Alberts 2010). But research on the takeup of newly
translated terms in natural science and chemistry has shown that indigenous users prefer or accept transliterations
of the English terminology, rather than the translator’s attempts to coin new terms out of indigenous language
material (Mojapela & Mojela 2009; Taljard & Nchabeleng 2011). Similarly in the field of law, Alberts &
Mollema (2013) conclude that it makes sense to take advantage of international terminology (and any pre-existing
local terms), rather than insist on coining new legal terminology from multiple indigenous languages. Widespread borrowings and phonetic transliterations of English terms are thus a concomitant of the explosion of new
terminology in many specialized and technical field in twenty-first century South Africa.

Conclusions
In this brief essay on the interplay of languages in multilingual countries, we see how English takes its place in
national language policies and language education policies in line with economic priorities and individual social
needs. Yet whatever its contribution to modernization and preparing citizens to work in the globalized economy,
English should not be prioritized over the local languages/mother-tongue in early education. There are strong
linguistic and sociocultural reasons for grounding students’ knowledge in mother tongues, not the least being that
children are more likely to participate and to succeed in school (Kosonen, 2005). This would pre-empt the
problem of subtractive bilingualism, and support a later, productive transition to English-medium education and
access to the wider universe of knowledge. Valorizing the use of multiple languages will also secure the vitality
of “grassroots multilingualism” that can be seen in entrepreneurial individuals participating in tourism at home,
and in global economy overseas.
The difficulties of developing multilingual resources for education in post-colonial societies have been discussed
above. But with dynamic language education policies in place, there would be national framework for
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coordinating resource development, and identifying the language and curriculum gaps to be filled, i.e. “corpus
planning” (Reagan 2002:420). Such educational goals are interdependent with up-to-date research studies on the
status and usage of languages in C21 societies. An international research project on multilingualism and the role
of English in the Indo-Pacific region is currently being conducted, titled Varieties of English in the Indo-Pacific
– English in Contact (VEIP-EIC).111 It focuses on indigenized forms of English, and their integration with other
languages within the regional habitat, and their status as enshrined in national language education policies.
Through the VEIP-EIC research program, we will be able to contribute to the study of “developmental Englishes”
(Bolton et al. 2011) in multilingual contexts, to build multilingual curricula and resources materials to underpin
inclusive language education policies, embrace code-switching in the classroom, and support teachers in engaging
fully with the language repertoires of their students.
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The transmission and related perception of the message(s) as a main
component in valuing, preserving and using the Cultural Heritage remains in
the framework of the Quality Management of Cultural Heritage: the
Outstanding Universal Value and the European Heritage Label in the context
of present challenges

MAURIZIO QUAGLIUOLO112

“I am not interested in a ‘European Heritage’, it seems a projection that doesn’t exist.
I am interested in local, regional differences, I am interested in the history that led to these
differences. May be I am not interested in relations between the USA and Italy, when they try to
build the basis for recognizing a ‘EU Identity’ aimed to build a ‘EU allied’. This is why I feel the
EU artificial, eventually (temporarily) functioning as an economic or strategic space, rather than
a reality built by history”.
Federico is a nineteen year old guy, learned and studying at the University. His age means, also, that he can vote,
and influence, to some extent, the future of his Country/territory from the political point of view.
If we compare his feeling with the ‘70s Outstanding Universal Value of the UNESCO 1972 Convention, or with
the present European Heritage Label campaign, we’ll discover the fragility of these concepts, due to a large
extent to their anachronism.
The UNESCO Outstanding Universal Value is defined in the Convention (as actualized in the Paragraph 49 of
the Operational Guidelines for Implementation of the World Heritage Convention, UNESCO, 2005), as the
“Cultural and/or natural significance which is so exceptional as to transcend national boundaries and to be of
common importance for present and future generations of all humanity”.
The European Heritage Label, which attribution is submitted to the criterium that the “Candidate sites for the
label must have a symbolic European value and must have played a significant role in the history and culture of
Europe and/or the building of the Union”, among those the fact that “their place and role in the development and
promotion of the common values that underpin European integration”, shows all its limits since the beginning
of the selection of the beneficiaries (2013), if it is true that at the same time (2014) critical studies and researches
were started on this initiative (e.g.: see S. KAISER, The European Heritage Label: a Critical Review of a New
EU Policy, thesis for the “Master of Arts in European Union Studies” at University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, USA).
As Kaiser highlights, “The EHL will be a way to raise awareness of European values and culture, but this depends
largely on the reception of the public”; “The EHL is a bureaucratic tool and process to accommodate the EU’s
culturalpolitical goals, namely the building of a common heritage and identity. The EU’s discourse is authoritative
in the sense that it spills over to and is adopted and reproduced by the candidate sites, since the qualification
criteria require them to emphasize the European value and symbolism in order to be considered potential
candidates. Sites (in other words, their managers) are required to change their discourse on their heritage, to re-
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invent or at least reframe their heritage and by that, give the EU authority, if not ownership over their heritage”;
“Especially in regards to UNESCO, it will be interesting to pursue how European countries
deal with their heritage and how they want to frame it, since UNESCO stands for out standing universal value
and the EHL promotes a narrower, symbolic European value. Is the branding as a European heritage attractive
and desirable for a site compared to the global appeal of UNESCO?”.
In effect, in a changing world, where fake news are trusted as true information, virtual reality perception and
consequences are surpassing the real one, psychological and physical violence is becoming a spectacle,
recognizing of differences means fear for ‘the other’, history is –again- becoming an unpleasant witness to be
destroyed in order to affirm a ‘new status’, it seems difficult to maintain (both in the cases of UNESCO and the
EU) a Eurocentric, old fashioned -after all colonialist- vision alive.
And it is.
If we assume an anthropological point of view, we are always, each other, ‘the other’. Also inside the ‘same
culture’ we can distinguish a dominant culture (which becomes the official point of view of the history) and a
subaltern one, which is at its command like in the Army, until the next (visible or invisible) revolution. Aliens
are among us. Poverty is spreading, roots are changing place but not their logical, tribal, significance.
In this context, which significance can have letters like the one written by the Italian Minister of Culture
Franceschini and the German Foreign Affairs representative Boehmer to the European High representative for
Foreign Affairs and Security (an interesting connection for these two roles) about the launch of a first GermanItalian task force for saving Cultural Heritage from disasters and terrorist attacks, especially where it is affirmed
that European Union, with its large set of tools to prevent crises, to stabilize social contexts and intervene by
pacekeeping operations has the best position to do it at a global scale?

Is Federico right? Can we ‘save’ culture (not the cultural remains but their message), by policing? If so, which
meaning will represent the worldwide, common, RECOGNITION of an Outstanding Universal Value?
On the other hand, we should take in account that the spans of time in which a large territory had a sort of
unification, with big differences among territories, (e.g. at the time of the Roman Empire) it was thanks an
imperialist approach, and that, also in this context, the winning policies were those that were tolerant of local
costumes.
Considering the above mentioned situation, we should work to build tools and instruments that let people to
improve their critical perception capability. In fact, the reception or the refusing of a cultural element, in ancient
times as well as nowadays, is strictly linked to its understanding and valuing in the context of the scale of
importance that we put in place in our day by day life.
In this sense, the philosophy of HERITY and its HERITY Global Evaluation System for cultural assets, as a
global tool, is aimed to enlarge skills and capabilities of both the managers –in order to better transmit the
message(s) they want to convey through the Cultural Heritage they manage-, and the general public –in order
people to better understand the remains they visit and related context- to perceive, and eventually refuse, that
message(s).
With regard to the Value(s) and related Labels attributed to Cultural Heritage HERITY works for:
1. helping the cultural growth of any individual;
2. favouring the freedom of thinking;
3. diffusing evaluation tools regarding the appreciation of the significance of a cultural remain, then
supporting its preservation and use;
– 154 –
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4. re-designing declarations like the UNESCO 1972 convention according to the new challenges we are
fronting nowadays;
5. passing the concept of Labels, which perhaps has a taxonomic usefulness but is nothing else than a
division tool, not a unifying one, simply moving the concept of ‘the other’ on a larger scale.

I understand that in some way this could seem a revolutionary, emotive approach, but it is not. Sentiments and
affection are powerful tools for peacekeeping, conscious understanding a powerful support to our choices, also
in the absence of cultural definitions: may be that Federico is no right at all, but he is the expression of his time:
we cannot ignore this.
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Approaching the management’s strategy of a site in the UNESCO World
Heritage List: the case of the Convent of Christ in Tomar (Portugal)

GAIA MARNETTO113

Introduction: for an education to the perception of a complex reality
The formulation of a complex judgment requires a cognitive effort not indifferent, since it is necessary to have a
clear view of the object of our opinion or, alternatively, be able to easily find the functional information to our
determination. This ability is not innate, on the contrary it is a real skill that you learn with the exercise. Not being
part of the formal education we are accustomed to receive at the university, is not related to the acquired
knowledge.
Our attention must be necessarily selective, otherwise we would be overwhelmed by millions of external stimuli.
What we notice is something that strikes us for the most varied reasons, ranging from specific personal interests
to traumas, which, for example, amplify and distort certain aspects of reality.
Academic training in the field of Cultural Heritage devotes little space to the stimulation of the perception of
complex realities. This is a problem because in the absence of a finalized exercise, the student cannot
automatically translate the technical know-how into applying applied contextualizing it into reality.
The quality assessment of the places of visit is made of not only by complex but also interdependent variables,
and their correct detection depends on the degree of contextual attention gained by the observer. The practical
tools for this form of mental training would not be lacking, but usually come developed for the benefit of other
fields of application other than the Cultural Heritage.
What HERITY is doing through the HGES Certification, since its first applications, is closely linked to the goal
of creating a critical and conscious mass of visitors. The experience of visiting can (and should) be an opportunity
to strengthen an emotional relationship with the site.
Too often, museography and temporary exhibitions do not take this aspect into consideration, but on the contrary,
they tend to be oriented towards a scenic, aesthetic or erudite effect.
Improve the quality of visitors means stimulating their responsibility, means make them active, not passive,
towards what the site of culture offers to them: in that way is the DEMAND which changes the SUPPLY.
The object of the on-site exercise is the assessment of the contextual attention level of a sample of students from
different countries and with different backgrounds but all trained on Cultural Heritage themes.
The first step in the revitalization cycle of a cultural site is to raise awareness among those who will occupy
various positions in the field of Cultural Heritage in the World in the near future. That is why the student sample
of the IP Apheleia 2017 is particularly appropriate.
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Brief management’s history of the Convent of Christ in Tomar (PT)
Although the oldest area of the complex is less visible today because it is undergoing redevelopment, the first
castle dates back to 1141: a vast territory was donated by King Don Afonso Henrique to the Templars for their
contribution at the time of the Christian reconquest of Portugal114.
Jerusalem in 1291 fall under the domination of the Mamluks as a consequence the order of the Templars no longer
has a role, and the King of France Philip IV the Fair, begins a campaign of denigration in the hope of being able
to confiscate the possessions of the Templars. The Pope extinguished the order of the Templars. However, the
process of extinction had a very different outcome in Portugal, since King D. Diniz managed to keep the knights
and the goods of the Templars, under the name of a new order of cavalry circumscribed to his Kingdom: the
Order of Christ (1319).How can the King D. Diniz convince the pope of the need for a new military order? Thanks
to the danger of a new invasion of the Arabs in the Algarve region, which was a sufficient alert in the framework
of the strategic goal of the King himself.

Fig. 1 The change of the graphic of the Templar Cross during the creation of the Order of Christ (visible in the decorations
inside the Convent of Christ at Tomar)

The new Cavalry maintains the subordination to the king, being necessary his approval for all the acts of
administration, alienation of goods, alteration of customs.
In 1357 the headquarters of the order of Christ are based in the old templary headquarters, the castle of Tomar,
where it is permanently maintained. When the Infante D. Henriques becomes Grand Master of the Order of Christ
in 1420, the Knights begin their new mission: the discovery of new lands.At this time Portugal changed the axis
of the known world.
The Manueline style115 is the symbol of this phase; for this the late Gothic in Portugal has its own characteristics:
it is rich in references to navigation (armillary sphere personal symbol of King Manuel I, anchors, shells),
botanical motifs, elements from newly discovered lands, such as suggesting Islamic filigree work, influenced by
buildings in India.
During the activity of geographical discoveries the Order of Christ was also involved in evangelization.In the
sixteenth century the Order of Christ undergoes a big change: no longer being protagonist in the New World,

114

At the beginning of the eighth century, Andalusian Muslims invaded the Iberian peninsula, subtracting a vast territory to the Visigoths.
Only from the middle of the 11th century it was possible to undertake a reconquest operation, starting from the region of Asturias, where
the Arabs had not arrived because of the natural barrier of the Cantabrian mountains. The birth of the Kingdom of Portugal is the result
of the progressive victory over the Arabs which, starting from the north, had also effects on the toponomastics (e.g. Alentejo is the
region beyond the Tagus but on the south). Traditionally, it is considered the date of 1140, under King Don Afonso Henrique: it was a
long and complicated process, as evidenced by the numerous castles erected at the Tagus River.
115
The Manueline style is the artistic expression, specific of Portugal, of the transition from the late Gothic to the Renaissance style.
The name derives from the king Manuel I of Portugal, since during his reign this style had the greatest application in the buildings of
the time. It is a style that is easily recognizable because it has decorative constants: although composite, there will be a lot of references
to navigation (ropes, anchors, shells, chains, etc.). The armillary sphere, king emblem, the Cross of Order Christ, phytoomorphic
elements replicating tropical plants, decorative variation borrowed from the art of the territories conquered.
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with the king John III becomes an order of cloistered (this change had a big functional and architectural impact
on the Castle, as the numerous cloisters show up today).
The fact that this place of culture has come to our day is not obvious. In 1834, with the liberal revolution, the
male religious orders were extinguished.
Many of the goods of the extinct Orders were sold by public auction by the liberal government; others were kept
as historical monuments.
An influential liberal politician, António Bernardo da Costa Cabral, anxious to leave a personal mark in the local
history, buys part of the complex and calls himself "Count of Christ”. He made also a Stylistic restoration of the
structures under his control (the Convent was already looted during the period of abandonment). The remaining
part of the complex became a military hospital.
In 1934 the State buys the complex which was property of the heirs of the politician (Costa Cabral) and starts its
regeneration as a national monument.
In 1983 the Convent of Christ was included in the UNESCO World Heritage List, because “Originally designed
as a monument symbolizing the Reconquest, the Convent of the Templar Knights of Tomar (transferred in 1344
to the Knights of the Order of Christ) came to symbolize just the opposite during the Manueline period – the
opening up of Portugal to other civilizations”.
According to two criteria:
•

(I)  to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius

•

(IV)  to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history;

The actual Management of the Convent of Christ - under the responsibility of the General Direction of Portuguese
Cultural Heritage (DGPC) - is so structured:
OFFICE
Scientific and technical office
Visitors services office
Education and entertainment services
Office of tourist assistance

Cabinet of conservation
restoration
Ordinary maintenance services
Administrative services
Security department

and

AIMS
Research
Reference for the visitor who wants
specific information
Relationships with schools + finding
new audiences
Organizing itineraries in partnership
with the local regional and national
tourist bodies
Monitoring and restoration works


Site vigilance

Assessing the cultural heritage
Unlike industrial products or operational processes Cultural Heritage cannot be analyzed using standards because
every place of culture is subject to a specific:
•
•
•

physical context
human context
relation between the two contexts.
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As the creation in 1994 of the HERITY Global Evaluation System shows116.
The technical visit on site is a crucial phase of the HGES Certification because it links the opinion of the
evaluators with the point of view communicated by the Manager through a specific questionnaire.
When the HERITY certification team goes to a place of culture they must observe many aspects in a short time
in order to write down the technical report. The contextual attention as well as the ability to detect several
variables are essential skills.
Starting from the direct experience, we chose to simulate a visit - less complex than what HERITY does, but, in
any case in depth - with the students of IP Apheleia 2017.

The exercise on site with the students
The students were informed the previous day about the history and the complexity of the Convent of Christ as
well as the methodology (how to pay attention to the cultural ambient). A special questionnaire (2 pages) was
created in order to help the students in the mental path to follow during the visit. This questionnaire was given
the previous day in order to make possible a deep analysis of the different questions. The students also had the
task of transmitting a picture of a significant aspect, for whatever reason, which they noted during the visit.
Gaia Marnetto, HERITY
Italia Coordinator

The practical exercise at the Convent
of Christ
• WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO?
1. READ AHEAD throughout the questionnaire to
know what is necessary to note more carefully
2. ESTABLISH A STRATEGY to build your opinion
(for example by analyzing the Web site, the
existence of hotels, public transports  all things
that can be made already this evening)
3. Remember that YOU ARE SPECIALISTS in the
field of CH: simulate a technical visit to the site!!
4. BE CREATIVE in the open answers

Gaia Marnetto, HERITY
Italia Coordinator

The practical exercise at the Convent
of Christ
• What do you have to take in account?
A) The Convent of Christ is the fourth most
visited monument in Portugal, almost 300.000
visitors in 2016 (think about the tourist
potential of the Middle Tagus region).
B) It is a place of culture that is not subject to
seasonality of tourism.
C) You can reach Tomar by train from Lisbon.

The questionnaire respects the 4 sectors of the HERITY target: perceived value, conservation, communication
strategy and services offered, and it is composed of multiple choice questions and open questions.
The following results are related to a sample of 49 students from 26 different Countries all over the World,
participating in the Apheleia Intensive Programme 2017 in Mação (PT).

Observation on the compilation
Thanks to a similar experience already carried out by HERITY in Rome with a sample of students of the Vrije
Universiteit in Amsterdam117, an evaluation of the accuracy of the compilation of the form was introduced
(careful; sufficient; hasty.) in order to avoid the exercise being underestimated or taken lightly, invalidating the
results. In fact, the questionnaires have been compiled with sufficient degree of accuracy.

116

The HERITY Global Evaluation System was born in order to find a way to survey the Quality Management of Cultural Heritage©
taking into account this special kind of assets, with the aim to create a model valid for each kind of cultural places all over the world.
117
during the 2016 international summer school CHALLENGING ETERNITY HERITAGE, URBANISTIC INTERVENTIONS AND THE
CITY OF ROME (KNIR, VU University, HERITY International and Roma Tre University).
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Only 16% of students met the (written) request to write with capital letters. This is an important point, because
they are no more accustomed to read with concentration a simple form, as a one of the effects of the information
pollution of the actual anthroposphere.
Omitting language-related misunderstandings, open answers are in some cases too superficial if you consider that
we are dealing with university students. For example, some people used general adjectives (e.g. wonderful, nice,
important…) without going beyond self-evident qualitative aspects. This is not a fault, but it's an indirect
symptom of the lack of habit of giving complex opinions in everyday life.

Results of the exercise
The collection of the data generated by the compilation of the questionnaires was carried out using the
methodology normally used for calculating the HERITY questionnaires for visitors. The partial HERITY target,
tied to the student's opinion alone, is: 4 (value) - 4 (conservation) - 2 (communication) - 3 (services).

Highlights on the perceived value sector: 4
The value of the Convent of Christ for the cultural history of the continent is clear, it’s interesting that the students
have appreciated the site also in relation to the ancient history of the Arab world. Its complexity allows for a
potential transdisciplinary learning.
The open question in the questionnaire on the site promotion has created confusion with the notion of
communication, aspect which prompted a brief clarification during the presentation of the results.
Promotion refers to the entire set of activities, that communicate the product, brand or service to the user. The
idea is to make people aware, attract and induce to buy the “product”, preferring it to others.
In the case of Cultural Heritage: within the different choices of visits offered by the territory, are tourists attracted
by the Convent of Christ? Will they choose this place of visit among other destinations in Portugal?
It’s a polarization of the visitors through various channels (such as the Internet, social media, tourist offices,
travel agencies). Some of you suggested to make available material and pictures on the Convent of Christ in the
airports, and it is a good strategy.
The communication strategy on the other hand includes of course promotion, but it’s related in particular to the
whole efforts you make to spread the message of the place of culture in order to make understandable its
significance through different means.
Could be improved: International promotion could be more developed not only as a UNESCO site, but above all
as a symbol of the history of Portugal. Organization of thematic events (e.g. religious) and performing arts for
residents and tourists. Recovering and opening of the park. Creation of in-depth points of information like totems.

Conservation sector: 4
Students have noticed the scarcity of staff (i.e. less control, also with regard to the safety of visitors);
Some of them were bothered by the sounds of the acoustic bird deterrent system;
They were struck by the abundance of mosses, lichens and other organisms on the stone. This is of course a form
of biological degradation that has very invasive effects on the stone, but it’s important to take in account that the
use of biocides is quite invasive, and the cleaning eventually made lasts for a short time, mainly due to
environmental conditions favorable to the growth of algae, lichens and mosses.
Education, training and communication in cultural management of landscapes
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The fact of some of them think that it’s an integral part of the image of this kind of open-air art (“alive
monument”), as it is in the case of incrustations of the ships, it’s remarkable because it is a very diffused and
shared thought, beyond the Ruskinian concept of restoration118, especially in all those cases in which the
restoration itself has a strong impact both technically and aesthetically.

Communication: 2
They understood the difficulty of building a communicative support in such a complex place (also from the point
of view of fruition) but also the need to create an effective strategy for the benefit of many visitors who cannot
benefit from a guided tour.
About communication the students underlined some specific aspects:
The interaction place/visitors is lacking: there is no narration of the places, visitors cannot perceive which was
the everyday life of the Convent of Christ, so the most part of the students indicate the need for an interpretation
point, in order not to get lost (both physically and mentally);
The lack of guided tours, the essentiality of the panels, the poor availability of audio-guides can make tourists
disoriented or unsatisfied of the experience of the visit.
Children are not so much involved in the story of the Convent of Christ.

Services: 3
The students have noticed a wayfinding problem in the case of toilets, exits, and path to be followed.
They also underlined the lack of seats (which could become a risk because people could sit where they should
not).
Visitors cannot leave comments on a guestbook.
in addition, the Convent of Christ seems not to consider adequately disabled people needs.

About the pictures on specific aspects
Not all students have sent a photo of a significant aspect of the Convent of Christ. Among those who have also
done this part of the exercise, the photographed aspects cover three levels:
•
•
•

Details of parts of the complex they appreciated;
Preservation of panels and other supports to the communication;
Danger for visitors to certain points of the route;

Conclusion
This exercise made possible to stress the observation capabilities in conditions of: time constraints; incomplete
previous information; different backgrounds.
As reported by some students, exercise has been useful to accentuate contextual attention in an organized manner:
the categorization of questionnaires in the four areas identified by HERITY led them to understand what the
mental path to follow for detection and evaluation of numerous parameters in the Cultural Heritage sites.
118

John Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture, 1849
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The global vision is an anti-intuitive approach, but it is also true that the development of this "style of thinking"
makes the reasoning itself - in every field - much more fluid and dynamic. In the world of Cultural Heritage this
is the first step to think about cultural processes in a reticular way, making possible the utmost involvement of
the territory.
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Education, training and communication: approaches to environmental public
policies in Brazil

ROBERTO MESSIAS FRANCO119

Abstract
The 20th century and its extraordinary technological leap, which was also a multiplication of the pressure made
on the space and the biomes by the human society, witnessed, during its second half, the appearance of policies
and legislations aiming at restricting the impacts and avoid tragedies that would take place in case nothing was
done.
And one of the critical points for changes to cultural and civilization paradigms to take place is awareness of the
society over risks and actions to be carried out, where communication means and education for sustainability are
fundamental.
Key words: Brazil- environment- sustainability- education- communication

Introduction
Since the 1970’s, different segments of the societies, especially the most informed and sensitive ones, increased
their attention towards the fact that “the World overcame limits”, as R. Goodland (1) says. Evidence of that was
noticed in facts such as increasing appropriation of existing biomass and biodiversity, symptoms of global
warming, soil degradation, threats to the Ozone layer.
The final document of the 1972 Stockholm Conference, in its Principle 13, says: in order to achieve a more
rational order regarding resources and to improve environmental conditions, States should adopt an integrated
and coordinated focus on planning their development so as to insure compatibility together with the need to
protect and improve human environment to the benefit of populations”.
That was a change to the development paradigm.
The integrated management of natural resources and territories has a new approach that is enriched and made
more complex by inserting principles, methods and ecological knowledge, and containing environmental
education and communication as instruments of civilization change.
This paper intends to introduce some of the challenges posed to environmental awareness and education from
information on the progress of policies, initiatives, actions and environmental legislation in Brazil, especially
during the three last decades.
And, from there, to extract lessons from what to do and what not to do.
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From Stockholm to Rio; from Rio to the 21st century
With the creation of UNEP ( United Nations Environment Program) in the Conference of Stockholm, the means
of communication and the Brazilian Government itself started worrying, even if on a small scale, about the
environmental situation; and other international bodies, such as the World Bank, added environmental care to
their terms of reference for the approval of financing and support. In the United Nations, programs such as
UNESCO’s MAB, FAO and UNDP started to include the subject and to bring an important contribution to
disclose environmental issues in the Country.
The preparation and launch, between 1986 and 88, of PNMA - National Program for the Environment, to be
funded by the World Bank, were essential to strengthen official environmental structures: it was the first external
funding assumed by the Brazilian Government for the environment and, in their work plans, education and
communication were an intrinsic requirement. The total amount of the funding was around US$120,000,000.00.
Meanwhile, international NGOs connected to the environmental issue also brought contributions and recruited
opinion makers in Brazil. The first of them was UICN that, supporting the creation of FBCN (The Brazilian
Foundation for the Conservation of Nature) and its operation, produced an important impact on the academic
community and on public agencies such as IBDF, IBGE and others.
Because there was no government agency in the federal structure and due to the demand produced by Stockholm,
the Government created the Special Secretariat for the Environment – SEMA on November 30, 1973. It is an
autarchy linked to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and whose Secretary, the professor, lawyer and biologist from
São Paulo, Paulo Nogueira Netto, was appointed by the Government and remained in office until 1986.
Item “i”, regarding SEMA’s responsibilities, stated:
[...] to intensively promote, through national scale programs, the clarification and education of the Brazilian
people in what concerns the appropriate use of natural resources bearing environmental conservation in mind.
Bringing the environmental issue to the agenda in the mid 70’s took local movements in areas with a concentration
of pollutant emitters to organize themselves and to have national visibility, everything covered by the mainstream
media and – it is important to remember that the Country was under an authoritarian political regime – serving
as an “exhaust valve” for political protests by the society. NGOs were created and newspapers such as “O Estado
de São Paulo” and “Jornal da Tarde” produced their fighting and competent environment editorials.

Brazil: aspects of a case
With a surface of 8.5 million km² and a population of 210 million inhabitants, Brazil is a Federative Republic
formed by 26 States in which there are 5.560 Municipalities and one Federal District.
A huge disparity takes place when the spaces of the great Brazilian biomes are analyzed: the Atlantic Forest
occupied a long time ago and where over 70% of the population is located; the Savannah with quick and not
always careful productive occupation; and the Amazon, large and recent expansion border with a potential for
the future due to the progress of the agricultural frontier, mineral exploration or the construction of large
hydropower plants.
With urban population getting to 86% of the total and the diversity described above, the great challenge of finding
the right paths from the perspective of environmental awareness and education is evident.
Brazil, which had not yet systematized a policy to defend its nature and environment by the 70’s, had, however
and by the 18th century, precursors of those concerns such as José Bonifácio de Andrada e Silva who wrote in
1823:
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“Our land is badly cultivated, ... our mines are badly used..., our precious forests are disappearing, our hills and
slopes are being excavated and... as time goes by, there is going to be a lack of fertilizing rains that favor the
vegetation and feed our sources and rivers”...
Graduated, as many other Brazilians, from the University of Coimbra and the Royal Academy of Sciences of
Lisbon, with the support of the then Portuguese Minister of the Navy and Ultramarine Domains, Rodrigo de
Sousa Coutinho, Bonifácio, the “patriarch of the Brazilian independence” (who, at the age of 20, traveled to
Coimbra and stayed in Europe until 1819, at the age of 56), and many others linked that destruction of nature to
the slavery, latifundia and monoculture system in force. They were active participants in the abolitionist
movement and, although several of them had held high level positions in the Empire and then in the Republic (as
of 1889), “they could do little to promote the fight against environmental destruction”.
Maybe Bonifácio’s greatest achievement was to “detect the need for an overall policy to protect natural resources
in Brazil” (2).
After some alternate growth periods and, more recently, political and economic crisis, Brazil is now in a difficult
situation reflected on the territory and space organization and environmental policies that wither and,
consequently, environmental awareness.
The lack of faith and hope, skepticism in regards to new proposals towards the relations between society and
nature within a political credibility and public management crisis make the transformation process regarding
conceptual structures that support new postures and attitudes even more difficult. Mobilization for common
causes such as the environmental crisis starts to be reduced to critical events or impacts that are very present in
the communities, which tend to accommodate.

Legislation and public policies for sustainability
One of the great concerns that strikes those dealing with such a wide spectrum of subjects, is to detect the current
situation and the paths towards that harmony and exchange of knowledge and perceptions. That would be the
base for a new preventive and pro-active environmental policy grounded on new values, overcoming the obstacles
that hinder the proposals and commitments made in so many meetings, conferences and works to be achieved.
That is what we are seeing below through environmental, territorial order, education and many other laws with
their impeccable texts that are rarely fulfilled.
Vieira (3) proposes a new variable for the construction of ways towards environmental education and
environmental policies for sustainability: increasing dialogue and tolerance allied to a strict selection of projects
and the creation of partnerships, with an ethical dimension that permeates the process.

1988 Constitution
The so-called “citizen Constitution”, enacted after a period of authoritarian governments and military command,
is extremely liberalizing in what concerns concepts, and it is prodigal in the formulation of rights – among which
is the chapter for the environment:
CHAPTER VI: THE ENVIRONMENT
Art. 225. All have the right to an ecologically balanced environment, a common use asset of the people and
essential for the healthy quality of life, imposing to the Public Power and to the collectivity the duty to defend
and preserve it for the present and future generations.
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In what regards environmental education, the constitutional status is stated on item 6 as an obligation of the public
power.

The Forest Code (LAW N. 12.651 DATED MAY 25, 2012)
The Forest Code, which contains correct concepts in its essence, is in its third version: the first one in 1934; the
second one, in 1965; and this last one, in 2012.
It states limits for the property right related to common assets, which is highly important for the Country and for
the future generations; but, at the same time, it requires a strong educational component if it does not wish to
remain within the worn out limits of command and control that are insufficient most of the times.

The Law of the Environment: Law n. 6938/81
The most comprehensive law in what regards the environment and its different aspects is law n. 6938/ 1981. It
was enacted during the Government of General Figueiredo and it is a surprise due to the skillful inclusion made
by team members allocated at the Ministry of Interior of conceptions such as the national system for the
environment that proposes guidelines for participation and planning, and which numbers:
OBJECTIVES OF THE NATIONAL POLICY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT:
Art. 4 – The National Policy for the Environment shall aim at:
...
V – the diffusion of environment handling technologies, the disclosure of environmental data and information
and the creation of public awareness on the need to preserve environmental quality and ecologic balance;

The Law of the Waters: Law n. 9.433/1997
Concepts that take to participation in territorial management and the development of postures and attitudes in
which the territory and water shall be preserved for the good of all, and management through watersheds based
on the French model is a strong guideline also included in that legislation regarding water resources.

The SNUC (National System of Conservation Units) Law: Law n. 9.985/2000
That Law contains several guidelines that should unfold into education and environmental awareness projects
and activities. However, that still takes place at a reduced scale and the bodies in charge of conservation units are
resistant against innovative and sustainable education practices, making strict and excluding standards a distance
factor between those units and the populations. The long standing compensation payments owed to the former
proprietors of those areas are also problems once the people in charge of the units fail to hold the peaceful
possession of the areas and they have trouble making the necessary investment on them.

The Law for Environmental Education: Law n. 9.795/1999
Some of the definitions, principles and management proposals listed below show positive aspects of the law in
force regarding environmental education. Thus, the point of concern is its practice. That Law states:
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
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Art. 1 Environmental education is the processes by means of which the individual and the collectivity build social
values, knowledge, abilities, attitudes and competences aimed at the conservation of the environment, a common
use asset, essential for a healthy quality of life and its sustainability.
Art. 2 Environmental education is an essential and permanent component of the national education that should
be present, in an articulated way, to all levels and modalities of the formal and non-formal education process.
Art. 3 As part of the broader education process, all have the right to environmental education, and it is a
responsibility of:
I – the Public Power, pursuant to arts. 205 and 225 of the Federal Constitution, to define public policies that
incorporate the environmental dimension, to promote environmental education at all teaching levels and to engage
the society in the conservation, recovery and improvement of the environment;
II - education institutions to promote environmental education integrated to educational programs they develop;
III – the entities that integrate the National System for the Environment – Sisnama…;
IV – the mass communication means to actively and permanently collaborate to the dissemination of information
and education practices on the environment …;
V – the companies, trade associations, public and private institutions to promote programs aimed at the
qualification of workers to improve and effectively control the environment as well as the impacts of the
productive process on the environment;
VI – the society as a whole …
The creation of a “system” with shared responsibilities” is an important innovation of the environmental
legislation resulting from the constitutional definition. However, the practical execution of a three-level set of
actions, maybe for not being followed by a careful qualification process for cooperation works, does not take
place with no conflicts. Different interpretations and disputes over who does what, with mutual accusations, are
common, especially between federal and state agencies , and between states and municipalities.

NGOs, Academy and scientific knowledge
Since 1916, foreign privately held legal entities are assigned the possibility to operate inside the national territory.
Nowadays, the Brazilian legislation recognizes the legal personality of non-profit foreign organizations since
they are regularly incorporated according to the law of their countries of origin about legal entities. Among
environmental NGOs working in environmental education, some international ones outstand (4):
1. International Union for Conservation of Nature – IUCN
2. World Wild Fund – WWF
3. Greenpeace
4. CI – Conservation International
5. Friends of the Earth
6. and national NGOs:
There are hundreds of them, with different levels of importance, effectiveness and capacity of action, and even
of formal existence.
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The Ministry of Environment registered, in order to call to take part in CONAMA’s segment of civil society
representatives (whose participation in meetings usually held in Brasília is sponsored by public resources), 665
NGOs distributed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Northern Region
Northeastern Region
Center Western Region
Southeastern Region
Southern Region

45
125
76
291
128

The state that registered the greatest number of NGOs into that national registry is São Paulo (122), followed by
Minas Gerais (83) and Rio de Janeiro (67), all of them in the Southeastern Region.
Having an extensive network of universities as well as academic production and professional qualification
centers, in addition to research support and promotion entities in the federal and state governments, it is natural
that a lot of knowledge has been generated in centers of noteworthy competence. However, there is a historic
difficulty regarding inter disciplinarity that is fundamental when addressing environmental issues and,
particularly, environmental education for sustainable development. Sometimes the institutional rigidity of
universities and other times the lack of willingness from environmental action executers to look for new
knowledge that allow for the operation of the tripod consisting of knowledge, management and policy, which
would provide for the transdisciplinarity for the solution of practical cases, are obstacles to environmental
education with a transforming potential .
In the last decades, many companies assumed a strong environmental discourse, often to respond to social
demands and as a factor to make their activities feasible. The creation of CEBDS (Brazilian Business Council for
Sustainable Development) itself, main office in Rio de Janeiro and associated to the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development, promoted interesting initiatives that included sponsoring environmental education
programs through public and private companies. PETROBRAS, having a great polluting and degrading potential,
funded a voluminous and correct set of projects, inclusive through NGOs and groups of scientists of recognized
capacity.
Among the several initiatives regarding good qualification and environmental research programs, many of which
in environmental education, companies such as the cosmetic producers “Natura” and “O Boticário” established
themselves as great sponsors.
However, a shadow was cast over those postures and over all the companies, especially over the mineral
extraction sector, with the large size environmental disaster that took place on November, 2015 at SAMARCO’s
iron ore mine in Mariana, Minas Gerais, when a tailings dam broke and carried to Doce river an estimated volume
of 43.8 million m³ of tailings that destroyed a village (Bento Rodrigues), displaced 600 people, killed 19 and
contaminated hundreds of kilometers from the river to the Atlantic ocean in the state of Espírito Santo.

Education and training
Expressly listed in the Federal Constitution, in the State Constitutions, in the Organic Laws of thousands of
Municipalities and in the environmental legislations at their different levels, environmental education has modest
concrete progresses, and academic discussions and theoretical writings, especially involving, in one hand, those
we could call “conventional” or “conservationist”, and on the other hand, the “transformers”, “innovators” or
“utopic”.
It is important to emphasize the great leap regarding environmental education discussion and practices as of 2003
with Marina Silva and her team’s Ministry of Environment that proposed, in her words, “education for sustainable
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development, disseminating dialogue as the essence of the interchange of participation and social control, a
guideline of the new integrated environmental policy.”
Senator Marina was an icon of environmental fights, mainly concerning the Amazon and the defense of the people
of the forest, and there was a moment of great hope with her appointment. Two facts are significant in what
regards environmental education and awareness in that period: the first one, the great visibility and space for
Marina in the national and international media; secondly, she brought to the Ministry several thinkers, formulators
and militants for the environmental causes who produced events, and high quality publications; her period lasted
until 2008, when she had a serious disagreement with the then Minister of the Civil House and future President
of the Republic, Dilma Roussef, and left the Government.
There are few alternatives in which the participants are trained (“on job training”) for future opportunities to
develop works demanded by the society, such as the School of the “TERRA Institute” created by photographer
Sebastião Salgado, training agriculture technicians on environmental practices in Aimorés. EMATERs (state
companies for rural technical assistance) have interesting cases of success coupled to education processes.
In general, it is sad to see the lack, at the national level, of an educational policy that is coherent to the
commitments embedded in the Constitution and in the environmental education law. We continue to live with
the punctual and fragmented characteristics of the pedagogical intervention projects marked by the chronic
incapacity of transforming generic speeches into effective strategies to change daily perceptions and practices.
The huge expansion of the number of post-graduation courses on the environment has not resulted in a qualitative
technical scientific improvement.
Among the most recent environmental education/awareness initiatives at a national scale, it is possible to mention,
with a strong mobilization potential this year due to the involvement of all parish churches in the Country, the
launch by the Catholic Church of the theme for the “Fraternity Campaign”, an yearly initiative, that is: “Brazilian
Biomes: in defense of life”, which certainly derives from Pope Francis’ Encyclical “Laudato Si”.

Communication and media: some cases

The large vehicles
André Trigueiro (5) firmly says that television commanded what he calls “technological and massifying dragnet
of communications” and he lists interesting examples of pioneer programs in the Brazilian television with
environmental themes. We can mention among them “Globo Reporter” and “Globo Ecologia”. The last one,
under the command of Claudio Savaget who, between November 1990 and August 2014, showed on Saturdays
at Rede Globo exceptional programs on nature, in a clear, scientifically correct and aesthetically exquisite way.
The Xingu series was also important. It was created and produced by journalist Washington Novais to approach
the indigenous cause in the Amazon. It is now possible to watch a great number of imported programs on paid
TV channels that have a relevant role on the generation of environmental knowledge.

Regional and alternative local communication vehicles
Meanwhile, there is a huge diversity of networks and communication channels in the so-called social networks,
but it is important to remember some alternative or local vehicles that have kept the lights of information
circulation on for years.
Among them, we can mention:
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•

•

In Brasília, Silvestre Gorgulho and his “Folha do Meio Ambiente” that circulates monthly since June,
1989 with a high volume of quality information, especially for being in Brasília, with a lot of room for
news regarding government actions;
In São Paulo, Vilmar Berna, with “Jornal do Meio Ambiente” now “Revista do Meio Ambiente”, also has
a great collection of good environmental articles with broad distribution. He created an association, the
Brazilian Network for Environmental Information – REBIA.
In Belo Horizonte, Hiram Firmino, in the 90’s, created “Estado Ecológico” as an insert of “Estado de
Minas” newspaper, which later migrated to “Jornal do Brasil” and became national to then become the
“Ecológico” magazine, which still circulates nowadays with issues at full moon and a wide array of
environmental themes.
For a certain period of time, understanding the need to communicate environmental issues, UNEP (the
United Nations Environment Program ), through its Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean,
circulated, together with IPS – Inter Press Service News agency, a booklet in several newspapers in the
area, the supplement “TIERRAMERICA”, in Brazil “Terramérica” (inserted into Estado de Minas and
other smaller newspapers), and that circulated simultaneously in 8 newspapers in Latin America.

•

•

The Brazilian Association of Environmental Medias informs that those publications summed a monthly
circulation of 1.5 million copies.
There are many other cases, but all of them point at a great difficulty to get sponsors at the medium and long
terms that accept not to influence the editorial content. That difficulty is aggravated during periods of economic
crisis.
When one examines the “hot spots” for which Brazil is demanded, the Amazon, its forest, its rivers and its
indigenous populations have great appeal.
And that places a conceptual challenge because to one side there are changes, including global climate ones due
to the currently ongoing deforestation, and to the other, scattered populations along rivers and meadows are
victims more than actors in what regards the activities that cause great impacts. And local Governments usually
fail to give priority in their educational policies to concerns on the biome – to which the rest of the world is
attentive.

Some conclusions
Brazil’s great complexity, territorial extension, natural and cultural diversity, together with the current
circumstances of great, mainly political instability make it impossible to visualize at the medium and long terms
what may happen to environmental education and awareness in Brazil.
When assessing environment education possibilities and the huge wealth of knowledge in environmental studies,
it is possible to notice a change to the perception and social-environmental practices in governments, companies
and several segments of the society, and we can propose for this 21st century – that many say starts with the
presentation of the IPCC Report on climate changes – the essential question: is there hope without great
qualitative reach quality education?
It is necessary to effectively look for instrumental and behavioral, inclusive and solidary excellence, learning
from past lessons, proposing environmental education to preserve what has already advanced, and to improve in
the future.
José Augusto Pádua says: “what surprises the analyst is to understand the existence of this double movement in
Brazil: a rich tradition of cultural friendliness and laudatory praise to nature on the one hand, and on the other, a
continuous history of aggression against its main manifestations”.
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To conclude: it is possible to turn environmental education into an instrument for change, social inclusion and
ecological prudence in Brazil today: that is the great challenge.
In Brazil and in the World.
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Tourist guide book: Historical content communication, the case of Condeixa
LAURENT CARON120

Introduction
The city of Condeixa is a small town of about 5100 inhabitants located in the Coimbra’s district. In its territory,
the ruins of the Roman city of Conimbriga (in the village of Condeixa-a-Velha) represent one of the most wellpreserved legacies of the Roman occupation in Portugal.
The problem of Condeixa is the relatively few tourists it receives when compared with, Conimbriga, which
attracts numerous visitors yearly.
During 2015, with the aim of attracting tourists to Condeixa, though awarding the deserved visibility, the
Municipality decided to produce a tourist guide of its region. A guide that, besides presenting the ancient city of
Conimbriga, it describes the historical and cultural monuments of Condeixa, its surroundings, its gastronomy and
its natural heritage.
With this objective in mind, the town council hired the company Sítios, known for its tourist guides and other
products linked to tourism as for example: Lifecooler. After analysing the region, they quickly reached the
conclusion that it was problematic to create an entire tourist guide solely with the products of a single municipal
territory.
Thus, came the idea of endowing half the book of 30 texts with illustrations based on the idea of Leisure during
Roman times, for which the need of expertise required my collaboration.

1.

The challenge

The construction of 30 texts focused on the idea of leisure during Roman times for a specific target audience: the
tourist. This was a real challenge for an archaeologist accustomed with completely different communication tools:
-

The Academic Communication, linked to research and scientific publications. Generally, in science
specific language for academics.

-

The Technical Communication, associated to reports, in particular environmental impact assessment
studies, using archaeologic or engineering language.

-

A specific communication according to the situations lived: contacts with engineers, local authorities,
journalists, and the population.

In this particular case, historical texts for a tourist guide required the use of a less academic language with an
historical credibility, thus of easy reading.
Another challenge was the chosen theme. The theme was particularly specific: the leisure in Roman Times. For
this, the texts were deliberately restrictive, with the purpose of serving as a basis to the visits to the ruins of
Conimbriga, the Museums and to insert the tourist in a “positive” Roman environment.
This particular thematic, though restricted, it, portrayed the good side of life in the Roman period, knowing that
it did not fully correspond to the truth (abstraction of negative themes like poverty, slavery, etc.). It portrayed the
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Roman World in general and not Conimbriga’s life (theme that was presented in the guide in the part of the
historical patrimony), although with the possibility of making parallels with this side.
Also, the Text had to be associated to a picture that would occupy the second page of each idea. This picture was
of the authors’ choice that would transmit the idea to the illustrator.
2.

The construction of the historical texts

To produce these thirty texts, my thoughts were based on the idea of a narrative day in the life of a Roman
citizen. Though it had to deal with the lifestyle exclusively focused on the leisure experienced throughout the
day to this citizen.
Thus, after some general texts presenting the Roman world and the urban and rural contexts, the day began in
the morning with certain activities (toilette, barber etc.), followed by diurnal activities such as parties, holidays,
games and the roman springs, finishing with the nightlife, the supper and the return home.
The narrative was divided into four parts:
PART 1
The city and accommodations
-

The roman city, place of the civilisation
Leisure as factor of evolution of the cities
The buildings (Insulae) and the streets
Private space of leisure in the domus (private house)
The villa and fields leisure
The masculine toilet
The feminine toilet

PART 2
Shows
-

Public holidays
Religious holidays
Circus games
Theatre (comedy, tragedy and pantomime)
Amphitheatre
Nautic games
Competitions
Popular games (ludi)
Gambling games

PART 3
Roman spas
-

Hygiene of body and mind (spas concepts)
Physical exercises
Education, training and communication in cultural management of landscapes
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-

Games
Sudarium (sauna)
The baths
Massages, perfumes, depilation
Libraries and museums

PART 4
The gastronomy
-

The advantages of the Empire: concept of "world" gastronomy
The exotic products
Local and regional products
The Cena, the roman dinner
Some menus and recipes
The drinks
End of dinner leisure

Generally, the texts have always been associated with the monuments linked to the chosen leisure (thermal baths,
taverns, theatre, amphitheatre, etc.) or historical recreation of events. The Latin names were voluntarily preserved,
though always translated or always accompanied by a simple explanation. As for example:
Quando entravam nas termas, os romanos
não se dirigiam logo para os banhos.
Deixavam as suas roupas no vestiário
(apodyterium) e movimentavam-se
para a palestra, campo aberto onde alguns
podiam praticar diversos exercícios físicos,
enquanto outros optavam por ser meros
espetadores, à sombra dos pórticos.
Entering the springs, the Romans
did not go straight to the baths.
They would leave their clothes in the locker room.
(apodyterium) and would go to the palestra
, open field where some
could practice several physical exercises,
while others chose to be mere
spectators, in the shadow of the arches.
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3.

The illustrations

Another challenge was to imagine a picture to illustrate each text. This picture should summarize the proposed
theme of the text and, at the same time, captivate the tourist to read the text itself. This image was accompanied
by a descriptive legend. The difficulty was to transmit the desired picture to the illustrator who was physically
far from the author.
For this purpose, the texts were sent via email, followed by a description of the picture (for each text) and
accompanied by different supporting documents such as photos of historical buildings, vestiges or objects,
pictures, illustrations or reference of historical films or series.

Fig.1. Some examples of pictures sent to the illustrator for bath theme.
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Fig. 2. Final product for bath theme. (illustration: José Paulo Marques)
A good descriptive communication is essential for this type of work to quickly reach the desired results. Likewise,
corrections to the illusions requested were, always, accompanied by more detailed documentation when
necessary.
Conclusion
The final product was of remarkable portrayal and approved by both the Condeixa Municipal Council and the
Conimbriga Monographic Museum and was considered suitable for touristic visits to the region and especially to
Conimbriga or other Roman cities, since it does not describe a particular monument or object, but places the
reader in an environment linked to these testimonies.
Designed with a simple but detailed reading, the tourist can rely on the texts to better understand the spaces
visited, to understand the way of living in these places as well as to imagine, on the spot, these past experiences.
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Non-Formal And Informal Education Through Spanish Archaeological
Museums

CRISTINA EUGENIA ÍSCAR GAMERO121

ABSTRACT
Is it a museum a school? Why do the museum’s technicians want to teach people? How do they do it and what
are they aims? These and other questions are going to be analyzed in this article. From museums as places for
education, to the analysis of the world crisis in education and the appearance of new fields of education. Four
Spanish archaeological museums will be reviewed to know how they taking part on the education of society and
doing interesting and funny at the same time.
KEYWORDS
Education, Communication, Didactic, Museums, Museology, Society, Archaeology, Sustainability, Transmission
of knowledge, Social Matrices
Educación, Comunicación, Didáctica, Museos, Museología, Sociedad, Arqueología, Sostenibilidad, Transmisión
del conocimiento, Matrices Sociales
DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN MUSEUMS
The idea about education in museums began on the 18th century with the Enlightenment Movement. The French
Revolution (1791) constituted the beginning of public museums, opened for population, because of the
nationalization of heritage. In that moment, the ancient and royal galleries became in National Museums. The
first one was the Republic Museum (now the Louvre Museum, Paris), and other collections followed this model
such as the Brera Art Gallery (Milano), the Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam) or the Museum of Brussels (Belgium).
In that moment, individuals, archaeological societies and European academies created new museums with an
educational spirit. These changes suggested two new concepts that arose for that society: the democratization of
culture and the universalization of education.
As results of these concepts, the modern museums began to organize their collections according to artists, schools
and chronological order with a pedagogical purpose. The first example was the new organization of the Imperial
Gallery collection in Vienna (18th century) as the Imperial Art Gallery by Christian von Mechel. From the same
architect, the paintings of the Düsseldorf Gallery collection (Germany) were also organized as a modern museum
too.
On the first half of the 19th century, the interest about ancient civilizations and the increase of archaeological
excavations assisted the built of archaeological museums to teach population about the past times.
The Victoria & Albert Museum was the first museum which exhibited their collections with a Didactic Museology
on the second half of the 19th century. This museum was created to teach in knowledge and educate the taste of
industrial workers with the aim to improve the design and the quality of industrial products. The peak of
nationalisms also influenced in the view of society about their own art.
On the beginnings of the 20th century, the studies and researches about conservation and restoration increased at
the expense of education. The artifacts were more important than the observer and this was the origin of many
critiques from artists, such as Marcel Duchamp, about the museum as a “cemetery of art”. Then, the English
tradition about education in museums passed to America where became to institutional (BAZIN, 1967: 267-269).
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American museums and galleries created and exhibited private collections to transmit and teach from the
development of art to improve the moral and culture of American society.
After the Second World War, museums disseminated their message from ideas as the democratization of culture,
and tried to be closer to society. A new museographic language and the development of cultural activities inside
and outside museums were used as skills: workshops, conferences, concerts, living history, etc. In the case of
Archaeological Museums, they kept remains in the archaeological sites and increase the accessibility of
exhibitions. The aim again is to be linked to society.
EDUCATION CRISIS AND THE NEW FIELDS OF EDUCATION: NON-FORMAL AND INFORMAL
EDUCATION.
Before to review about museums as educative institutions, this article must highlight about the educational crisis.
Philip H. Coombs was the first president of the International Institute for Educational Planning (UNESCO, 1963).
His book “The World Educational Crisis: A System Analysis” (1968) caused a great debate about a worldwide
educational crisis. Some years ago, Coombs published another book about the same topic with a review from the
Eighties: “The World Crisis in Education. The view from Eighties”:
“Since 1945, all countries have undergone fantastically swift environmental changes, brought about by a number
of concurrent worldwide revolutions –in science and technology in economic and political affairs, in demographic
and social structures. Educational systems have also grown and changed more rapidly than even before. But they
have adapted all too slowly in relation to the faster pace of events on the move all around them. The consequent
disparity -taking many forms- between educational systems and their environments is the essence of the
worldwide crisis in education.” (COOMBS, 1985: 5).
From this text, Coombs highlighted the differences between the older contents of ancient educational programs
and the real needs of students and many gaps of educational systems and their environment:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ancient contents against the development of knowledge.
Inadequacy between education and society.
No links between education and employ.
Increase the price of tuitions.

Coombs highlighted the importance of a new educational program out of school and proposed two new nonscholar educative fields: non-formal and informal education.
Nowadays, UNESCO defines and differences among Formal Education, Non-Formal Education and Informal
Education:
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UNESCO definitions of fields of education: Formal, Non-Formal and Informal Education (2012)
These systems would create a learning network (COOMBS, 1985) which made possible the learning of the whole
society depending on their needs and attentions. Till the Seventies, schools were the only one place to learn. From
the beginning of this decade, the concept of education is extended as a process during the whole life.
NON-FORMAL AND INFORMAL EDUCATION THROUGH SPANISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL
MUSEUMS.
Museums are not products or brands, museums are cultural services for society. They are intangibles and their
offers for users must be assorted. People can access to museums during their whole life.
This article analyzes different skills and cultural activities proposed as non-formal and informal education from
four Spanish archaeological museums:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The National Museum of Archaeology (Madrid).
The National Museum of Roman Art (Mérida).
The Museum of Altamira (Santander).
The Prehistoric Museum of Cantabria (Santander).

Archaeological museums have been understood by society as boring places, full of ancient artifacts, and places
that people just visited them when they were children as a scholar activity. The last years, Didactic Departments
of Spanish Archaeological Museums have done a great effort to update their programs of didactic activities.
Didactic or educational do not mean “just for children”, users for didactic activities have been increased to
everybody who is interested on learning (children, teenagers, parents, families, friends, retirees, etc.). Didactic
technicians have tried to change the opinion about archaeology as something boring, ancient or just for
researchers; they have opened and linked the past history to everybody. Some of these proposals and their results
are going to be presented in the next lines.
The National Museum of Archeology (Madrid) is the most important archaeological museum in Spain. It was a
clear example of traditional museum in its museography and discourse. As result, visitors decreased in the last
decades. Nowadays, this museum has updated its museography programme, keeping the same artifacts, with a
new discourse where visitors are the centre. Didactic technicians have updated the scholar activities and guided
visits and they have created new activities to be opened to new visitors. In the scholar activities, didactic
technicians have adapted the contents and they have proposed activities to increase the interaction between
children and artifacts. Children and teenagers feel now closer to the history by themselves.
One of the most innovative activities is proposed to families. Nowadays, it is very common that both parents
work out of home and children and teenagers have a lot of extra activities, so they have a few hours by week to
spend together. The National Museum of Archaeology proposes familiar activities during the weekend. Fathers,
mothers, parents or grandparents can spend their free time learning with their children together. They interact to
artifacts and past history enjoying and learning together. In the case of seminars and congresses, this museum
opens these researching activities to everybody; they try to link researches and society expressing their results.

Scholar activity and Familiar Activity in the National Museum of Archaeology (Madrid)
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The National Museum of Roman Art (Mérida) is the national museum dedicated to roman archaeology. Other
article of the same author explains the proposals of this museum and other cultural institutions to create a social
matrix in Merida, linking population and its past history through archaeology (ISCAR, 2017). Examples of these
proposals are “The School Adopts a Monument” to link students to their heritage and history; “Emeritos Project”
where retiree people, as volunteers, disseminate their heritage to other people; or “Emerita Lvdica” as a living
history festival where all the population of Merida is involved to disseminate their history and heritage to all the
visitors.

Emerita Lvdica Living History Festival

Emeritos Project

The National Museum of Roman Art, with a new building on the Eighties, was conceived with an educational
purpose from their curators (ISCAR, 2017). Technicians of the Education and Cultural Department propose every
year new activities, some of them as result of studies on public. Students from schools of the whole region come
to the museum at least once a year to do didactic activities. Familiar workshops have been organized to involved
parents and children and link them to culture making mosaics or learning how to write as ancient roman people.
Technicians have developed great proposals for accessibility of disable people. Many activities for blind visitors
where they can touch and feel many archeological artifacts, for example the activity called “Visitors are required
to touch”.

Familiar workshop in the National Museum of Roman Art

Cultural Activity for blind visitors

This museum organizes many living history activities, where volunteer actors and actresses participate. They
show the meaning and the history around the artifacts and archaeological remains in a language that visitors can
understand and enjoy them.
The Museum of Altamira (Santander) is a national museum created as the interpretation centre of the Prehistoric
Cave of Altamira, the most important example of rock art painting in Spain. It is a museum built in the field,
close to a little village, but many visitors come every year although the original cave is closed to visitors. As the
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National Museum of Archaeology or the National Museum of Roman Art, this museum has a Didactic
Department that organizes many didactic and cultural activities. Most of the visitors are scholar groups from
Spanish schools and other guided visits. Didactic technicians of this museum have developed a programme called
“Altamira in family”. It is very noteworthy the room called “Museoteca”, where children and families can do
many didactic activities related to the content of the prehistoric museum, and learn together.

“Museoteca” of the Museum of Altamira Workshop for families to learn how to make
fire in the Museum of Altamira

The Prehistory and Archaeology Museum of Cantabria (Santander) has been renewed on 2014. It is a very good
example of the application of a new museography with an innovative discourse which interact with visitors.
During the visit, people can interact with many multimedia stations to link to the artifacts and learn more about
them. The museum offers a high level of interaction for everybody, children and adults, with different levels of
contents. Senses are also woken up in some stations where you can touch, listen and feel the atmosphere and
environment of prehistoric times.

Thematic room that recreates the weather in
Prehistoric times with cold and hot temperature.

Multimedia stations to interact
and learn more about the
prehistoric artifacts exhibited.

CONCLUSIONS
From the review of the history about museums as a place for education and the analysis of these four cases of
archaeological museums and their didactic activities, these are the conclusion to express:
1.
Formal Education System is in a cycle crisis. The same dilemmas that Coombs expressed on the Seventies
and Eighties are the same dilemmas of the world crisis in education nowadays.
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2.

Non-formal education is needed as a complement for Formal Education.

3.
Informal Education is more practical and this knowledge will go on and keep in the whole life of
individuals as permanent trainees.
4.
Society is in constant change and Formal Education needs to renew the educational programmes in order
to the new resources and tools and the development and transmission of knowledge.
5.
Museums are not schools because they are places to acquire knowledge, lucrative, where people go
voluntarily and get non-formal and informal education for their life.
6.
In this article, all the analyzed archaeological museums show that society is interested on culture and past
history. Formal Education just shows a theoretical vision of history. Museum technicians and researchers have
checked that people learn history when is linked and interacted to it. People feel history as a boring subject when
study it in Formal Education. In these four cases of archaeological museums, Non-Formal Education shows
didactic activities for scholars, families and adults where they interact and learn history straightly with the
artifacts. Informal Education is included because everybody can visit these museums in any moment of their life;
they can go on learning and sharing with other people.
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